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//***********************************************************************************
/** \file CSMLabelCutter.ino
*
This file contains the main functions required for the implementation of the
*
Label Cutter's functionality in the FreeRTOS environment. It includes
*
necessary driver files, constructs the required drivers, declares semaphores,
*
and begins the main FreeRTOS program loop. Additionally, each task is defined
*
within this main file.
*
\note The most up-to-date source code for this project will always be
*
*
located at [the Deveo project page]
(https://csmlcoutlookcom@deveo.com/csmlc/projects/csmlc/repositories/subversion/csmlc).
*
*
Logging in to the server is possible at [https://deveo.com/client/csmlc](https://deveo.com/client/csmlc).
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
*
\li 11-14-2014 LT Added in contrast sensor interrupt
*
\li 11-17-2014 CSM Added in support for turning off limit switches
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Updated documentation
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//***********************************************************************************
// Necessary Includes
#include <FreeRTOS_ARM.h>
#include <itoa.h>
#include <Shares.h>
#include <MotorDriver.h>
#include <EncoderDriver.h>
#include <LimitSwitchDriver.h>
#include <CuttingDriver.h>
#include <BrakeDriver.h>
#include <DirectDigitalIO.h>
#include <QueueWrapper.h>
#include <TextQueue.h>

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Header
Header
Header
Header
Header
Header
Header
Header
Header
Header

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

FreeRTOS
integer-string conv.
shared data items
the MotorDriver class
the EncoderDriver class
LimitSwitchDriver class
CuttingDriver class
BrakeDriver class
fast digital IO
the queue wrapper

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

//
//
//
//
//

Header
Header
Header
Header
Header

for
for
for
for
for

print task
x-axis control task
y-axis control task
cutting control task
UI task

"task_print.h"
"task_xaxis.h"
"task_yaxis.h"
"task_cutting.h"
"task_ui.h"

// Necessary Defines
#undef F
/** \def F(str)
* \brief Redefine AVR Flash string macro as nop for ARM.
* \details This prevents the standard AVR F() function, which stores strings in
* flash memory to save program space from running amok on an ARM processor by
* essentially cancelling it out.
*/
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#define F(str) str
// For(ever) definition
/** \def ever
* \brief This defines ;; as "ever" for use in for loops.
*/
#define ever ;;
// Variable and Constant Declarations
//Contrast Sensor Declaration
/** \brief
This constant defines the contrast sensor pin.
*/
const uint8_t ContrastSensorPin
= 44;
// X-Axis Motor Declarations
This constant defines the PWM pin for the X-Axis motor.
/** \brief
*/
const uint8_t XAxisMotorPWMPin
= 8;
/** \brief
This constant defines the DIAG/EN pin for the X-Axis motor.
*/
const uint8_t XAxisMotorDIAGPin
= 37;
/** \brief
This constant defines the INA pin for the X-Axis motor.
*/
const uint8_t XAxisMotorINAPin
= 39;
/** \brief
This constant defines the INB pin for the X-Axis motor.
*/
const uint8_t XAxisMotorINBPin
= 41;
/** \brief
This constant defines the ENC_OUTA pin for the X-Axis motor.
*/
const uint8_t XAxisEncoderPinA
= 38;
/** \brief
This constant defines the ENC_OUTB pin for the X-Axis motor.
*/
const uint8_t XAxisEncoderPinB
= 40;
/** \brief
This constant defines the x-axis limit switch interrupt pin.
*/
const uint8_t XAxisLimitSwitchPin = 42;
// Y-Axis Motor Declarations
This constant defines the PWM pin for the X-Axis motor.
/** \brief
*/
const uint8_t YAxisMotorPWMPin
= 9;
/** \brief
This constant defines the DIAG/EN pin for the X-Axis motor.
*/
const uint8_t YAxisMotorDIAGPin
= 31;
/** \brief
This constant defines the INA pin for the X-Axis motor.
*/
const uint8_t YAxisMotorINAPin
= 33;
/** \brief
This constant defines the INB pin for the X-Axis motor.
*/
const uint8_t YAxisMotorINBPin
= 35;
/** \brief
*/

This constant defines the ENC_OUTA pin for the X-Axis motor.
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= 32;

/** \brief
This constant defines the ENC_OUTB pin for the X-Axis motor.
*/
const uint8_t YAxisEncoderPinB
= 34;
/** \brief
This constant defines the x-axis limit switch interrupt pin.
*/
const uint8_t YAxisLimitSwitchPin = 36;
// Feeder Motor Declarations
/** \brief
This constant defines the PWM pin for the feeder motor.
*/
const uint8_t FeedMotorPWMPin
= 7;
/** \brief
This constant defines the DIAG/EN pin for the feeder motor.
*/
const uint8_t FeedMotorDIAGPin
= 22;
/** \brief
This constant defines the INA pin for the feeder motor.
*/
const uint8_t FeedMotorINAPin
= 24;
/** \brief
This constant defines the INB pin for the feeder motor.
*/
const uint8_t FeedMotorINBPin
= 26;
/** \brief
This constant defines the ENC_OUTA pin for the feeder motor.
*/
const uint8_t FeedEncoderPinA
= 28;
/** \brief
This constant defines the ENC_OUTB pin for the feeder motor.
*/
const uint8_t FeedEncoderPinB
= 30;
// Solenoid Declarations
/** \brief
This constant defines the PWM pin for the Solenoid.
*/
const uint8_t SolenoidPWMPin
= 6;
/** \brief
This constant defines the DIAG/EN pin for the Solenoid.
*/
const uint8_t SolenoidDIAGPin
= 43;
/** \brief
This constant defines the INA pin for the Solenoid.
*/
const uint8_t SolenoidINAPin
= 45;
/** \brief
This constant defines the INB pin for the Solenoid.
*/
const uint8_t SolenoidINBPin
= 47;
// Brake Declarations
This constant defines the ON/OFF pin for the brake.
/** \brief
*/
const uint8_t BrakePin = 10;
// Motor Speed Constant
/** \brief
This constant defines the maximum PWM frequency, 255.
*/
const int16_t MaxPWMFrequency = 255;
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// Semaphore Declarations
// Handles for switch-related booleans
/** \brief
This is the semaphore that shows x-axis limit switch action.
*/
volatile xSemaphoreHandle xAxisZeroed;
/** \brief
This is the semaphore that shows y-axis limit switch action.
*/
volatile xSemaphoreHandle yAxisZeroed;
/** \brief
This semaphore is used to enable/disable the x-axis limit switch.
*/
volatile xSemaphoreHandle xLimitSwitchEnabled;
/** \brief
This semaphore is used to enable/disable the y-axis limit switch.
*/
volatile xSemaphoreHandle yLimitSwitchEnabled;
/** \brief
This is the semaphore shows a step in the x-axis is done.
*/
volatile xSemaphoreHandle xStepComplete;
/** \brief
This is the semaphore shows a step in the y-axis is done.
*/
volatile xSemaphoreHandle yStepComplete;
/** \brief
This is the semaphore shows the x-axis cut is done.
*/
volatile xSemaphoreHandle xAxisComplete;
/** \brief
This is the semaphore shows the y-axis cut is done.
*/
volatile xSemaphoreHandle yAxisComplete;
/** \brief
This is the semaphore shows the feed motor has advanced.
*/
volatile xSemaphoreHandle feedAdvanceComplete;
/** \brief
This semaphore is associated with the calibration contrast sensor.
*/
volatile xSemaphoreHandle calibrationComplete;
// Text Queue Declarations
/** \brief
This is the queue used to print diagnostic messages.
* \details This queue holds a maximum of 30 pointers to character arrays,
*
which are printed out in the Serial Print Task.
*/
xQueueHandle printQueue;
/** \brief
This is the wrapper for the FreeRTOS printQueue
*/
QueueWrapper printWrapper(&printQueue);
/** \brief A pointer to the \c TextQueue.
* \details This is to be used <b>strictly for debugging purposes</b>, which
* includes driver debugging. Use this sparingly, and remember to swap the
* define that enables this feature from 0 to 1 in \c shares.h if you need
* it to work.
*/
TextQueue* pSerialDebug;
/** \def _UNDEFINED_M
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* \brief
This defines _UNDEFINED_M as the constant 0 for serial messages.
*/
#define _UNDEFINED_M
0
/** \def _X_POSITION_M
* \brief
This defines _X_POSITION_M as the constant 1 for serial messages.
*/
#define _X_POSITION_M
1
/** \def _Y_POSITION_M
* \brief
This defines _Y_POSITION_M as the constant 2 for serial messages.
*/
#define _Y_POSITION_M
2
/** \def _DIAGNOSTIC_M
* \brief
This defines _DIAGNOSTIC_M as the constant 3 for serial messages.
*/
#define _DIAGNOSTIC_M
3
/** \def _ERROR_M
* \brief
This defines _ERROR_M as the constant 4 for serial messages.
*/
#define _ERROR_M
4
// Constructors for motors and solenoid drivers
/** \brief
This is the \c MotorDriver for the x-axis motor.
*/
MotorDriver XAxisMotorDriver(1, XAxisMotorPWMPin, XAxisMotorDIAGPin,
XAxisMotorINAPin, XAxisMotorINBPin);
/** \brief
This is the \c MotorDriver for the y-axis motor.
*/
MotorDriver YAxisMotorDriver(2, YAxisMotorPWMPin, YAxisMotorDIAGPin,
YAxisMotorINAPin, YAxisMotorINBPin);
/** \brief
This is the \c MotorDriver for the feed motor.
*/
MotorDriver FeedMotorDriver (3, FeedMotorPWMPin, FeedMotorDIAGPin,
FeedMotorINAPin, FeedMotorINBPin);
/** \brief
This is the \c MotorDriver for the solenoid.
*/
MotorDriver SolenoidDriver (4, SolenoidPWMPin,
SolenoidDIAGPin,
SolenoidINAPin,
SolenoidINBPin);
// Constructors for encoder drivers
/** \brief
This is the \c EncoderDriver for the x-axis motor.
*/
EncoderDriver XAxisEncoderDriver(XAxisEncoderPinA, XAxisEncoderPinB,
/** \brief
This is the \c EncoderDriver for the y-axis motor.
*/
EncoderDriver YAxisEncoderDriver(YAxisEncoderPinA, YAxisEncoderPinB,
/** \brief
This is the \c EncoderDriver for the feed motor.
*/
EncoderDriver FeedEncoderDriver (FeedEncoderPinA, FeedEncoderPinB,
// Constructors for limit switch drivers

&XAxisMotorDriver);

&YAxisMotorDriver);

&FeedMotorDriver);
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/** \brief
This is the \c LimitSwitchDriver for the x-axis.
*/
LimitSwitchDriver XAxisLimitSwitchDriver(&XAxisMotorDriver,
&XAxisEncoderDriver,
XAxisLimitSwitchPin);
/** \brief
This is the \c LimitSwitchDriver for the y-axis.
*/
LimitSwitchDriver YAxisLimitSwitchDriver(&YAxisMotorDriver,
&YAxisEncoderDriver,
YAxisLimitSwitchPin);
// Constructor for the brake driver
This is the \c BrakeDriver for the cutter.
/** \brief
*/
BrakeDriver BrakeDriver(BrakePin);
// Constructors for cutting drivers
This is the \c CuttingDriver, which controls cutting operations.
/** \brief
*/
CuttingDriver CuttingDriver(&XAxisMotorDriver, &XAxisEncoderDriver,
&YAxisMotorDriver, &YAxisEncoderDriver,
&FeedMotorDriver, &FeedEncoderDriver,
&SolenoidDriver, &BrakeDriver);
// Handles for each of the tasks
/** \brief
This is the handle for the x-axis task.
*/
xTaskHandle xaxis;
/** \brief
This is the handle for the y-axis task.
*/
xTaskHandle yaxis;
/** \brief
This is the handle for the brake task.
*/
xTaskHandle brake;
/** \brief
This is the handle for the cutting task.
*/
xTaskHandle cutting;
/** \brief
This is the handle for the cutting task.
*/
xTaskHandle printing;
// Definitions for FreeRTOS
/** \brief The FreeRTOS "wake up" prompt for semaphores.
* \details This base type acts as a flag for semaphores within the FreeRTOS
* environment. It is set with \a pdFALSE when a semaphore needs to signal a task
* to run.
*/
static signed portBASE_TYPE xHigherPriorityTaskWoken;
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/// Arduino Setup Method
/** \brief
This method sets up required peripherals, tasks, and the scheduler.
* \details This method enables the serial port, creates each FreeRTOS task and
* semaphores required for proper program function, attached most interrupts to
* their respective pins, and starts the FreeRTOS task scheduler. Additionally,
* is FreeRTOS ever fails, a diagnostic message is sent out over the serial
* port.
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*/
void setup()
{
// Tell the Due to prepare the serial port for transmissions at 9600 baud
Serial.begin(9600);
// Wait for the Due to finish setting up the serial port
while(!Serial)
{}
// Set the next encoder position pointers in the encoder drivers
XAxisEncoderDriver.setNextPositionPointer(CuttingDriver.getPositionPointer('x'));
YAxisEncoderDriver.setNextPositionPointer(CuttingDriver.getPositionPointer('y'));
FeedEncoderDriver.setNextPositionPointer(CuttingDriver.getPositionPointer('f'));
/** \brief The \c TextQueue to be used for serial output
* \details Apparently, we need a static text queue to reference it
* correctly with FreeRTOS
*/
static TextQueue textQueue(150);
/** \brief A pointer to the \c TextQueue.
* \details This is to be used <b>strictly for debugging purposes</b>, which
* includes driver debugging. Use this sparingly, and remember to swap the
* define that enables this feature from 0 to 1 in \c shares.h if you need
* it to work.
*/
pSerialDebug = &textQueue;
// Print out a string telling the user what software version this is
*pSerialDebug << "CSM Label Cutter Software v0.65" << endl;
*pSerialDebug << "-- Compiled: " << __DATE__ << ", " << __TIME__ << " --" << endl << endl;

//
//
//

// Create task objects for FreeRTOS
new task_xaxis ("XAxis", 2,
configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE + 50 , &textQueue, &CuttingDriver,
&XAxisMotorDriver);
new task_yaxis ("YAxis", 2,
configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE + 50 , &textQueue, &CuttingDriver,
&YAxisMotorDriver);
new task_cutting ("Cutting", 1,
configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE + 50 , &textQueue, &CuttingDriver,
&XAxisEncoderDriver, &YAxisEncoderDriver);
new task_print ("Print", 1,
configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE + 250, &textQueue);
new task_ui
("UI", 1,
configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE + 550, &textQueue, &CuttingDriver,
&XAxisEncoderDriver, &YAxisEncoderDriver, &FeedEncoderDriver,
&XAxisMotorDriver, &YAxisMotorDriver, &FeedMotorDriver,
&BrakeDriver);
// Create serial-out print queue
printQueue = xQueueCreate( MaxQueueLength, sizeof (struct printStructure *) );
if( printQueue == 0 )
{
Serial.println("Something has gone terribly wrong! Couldn't create printQueue.");
}
// Create binary semaphores
vSemaphoreCreateBinary( xAxisZeroed
vSemaphoreCreateBinary( yAxisZeroed
vSemaphoreCreateBinary( xLimitSwitchEnabled
vSemaphoreCreateBinary( yLimitSwitchEnabled

);
);
);
);
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vSemaphoreCreateBinary(
vSemaphoreCreateBinary(
vSemaphoreCreateBinary(
vSemaphoreCreateBinary(
vSemaphoreCreateBinary(
vSemaphoreCreateBinary(

xStepComplete
yStepComplete
xAxisComplete
yAxisComplete
feedAdvanceComplete
calibrationComplete
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);
);
);
);
);
);

// Take (basically bool=false) semaphores for cutting operations
xSemaphoreTake(xAxisZeroed
, 0);
xSemaphoreTake(yAxisZeroed
, 0);
xSemaphoreTake(xStepComplete
, 0);
xSemaphoreTake(yStepComplete
, 0);
xSemaphoreTake(xAxisComplete
, 0);
xSemaphoreTake(yAxisComplete
, 0);
xSemaphoreTake(feedAdvanceComplete, 0);
xSemaphoreTake(calibrationComplete, 0);
// Give (bool = true) the limit switch semaphores so they actually work
xSemaphoreGive(xLimitSwitchEnabled);
xSemaphoreGive(yLimitSwitchEnabled);
// FOR DEBUGGING PURPOSES
// Give (bool = true) the zeroing semaphores, or else limit switch interrupts have
// to be enabled before task_cutting advances and proceeds to the pre-programmed
// cut
xSemaphoreGive(xAxisZeroed);
xSemaphoreGive(yAxisZeroed);
// Attach interrupts to the proper pins on the board
attachInterrupt(XAxisEncoderPinA
, xEncoderInterruptHack
,
attachInterrupt(XAxisEncoderPinB
, xEncoderInterruptHack
,
attachInterrupt(YAxisEncoderPinA
, yEncoderInterruptHack
,
attachInterrupt(YAxisEncoderPinB
, yEncoderInterruptHack
,
attachInterrupt(FeedEncoderPinA
, feedEncoderInterruptHack,
attachInterrupt(FeedEncoderPinB
, feedEncoderInterruptHack,
attachInterrupt(XAxisLimitSwitchPin, xAxisLimitSwitchHack
,
attachInterrupt(YAxisLimitSwitchPin, yAxisLimitSwitchHack
,
attachInterrupt(ContrastSensorPin , contrastSensorHack
,

CHANGE);
CHANGE);
CHANGE);
CHANGE);
CHANGE);
CHANGE);
RISING);
RISING);
FALLING);

// Start the FreeRTOS Task Scheduler
vTaskStartScheduler();
// Should never return - but it occasionally does
// A couple reasons I've found are:
// 1) Stack overflow - check to see if any tasks are dangerously low on
//
stack space with the UI
//
(Diagnostic menu -> print stack/runtime info)
// 2) textQueue full - if the queue gets full and there is no print task,
//
or if the print task is too slow, FreeRTOS hangs
//
for a few seconds, then kills the kernel
//
(Print less messages, decrease delay time between
//
print task runs, or increase serial baudrate)
Serial.println("Something has gone terribly wrong! FreeRTOS stopped!");
while(1);

}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/// Arduino loop() method
This method is the main loop. Somewhat relegated by FreeRTOS.
/** \brief
* \details This is the main Arduino loop, which is unused due to the inclusion
* of FreeRTOS. WARNING The idle loop has a very small stack
* (configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE) and loop must never block it.
*/
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void loop() {
while(1)
{}
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Hacks for interrupts that reside within classes
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------This method allows the Due to see the x-axis encoder interrupt.
/** \brief
*/
void xEncoderInterruptHack()
{
XAxisEncoderDriver.encoderInterrupt();
}
/** \brief
This method allows the Due to see the y-axis encoder interrupt.
*/
void yEncoderInterruptHack()
{
YAxisEncoderDriver.encoderInterrupt();
}
/** \brief
This method allows the Due to see the feed motor encoder interrupt.
*/
void feedEncoderInterruptHack()
{
FeedEncoderDriver.encoderInterrupt();
}
/** \brief
This method allows the Due to see the x-axis limit switch interrupt.
*/
void xAxisLimitSwitchHack()
{
XAxisLimitSwitchDriver.xLimitSwitchInterrupt();
}
/** \brief
This method allows the Due to see the y-axis limit switch interrupt.
*/
void yAxisLimitSwitchHack()
{
YAxisLimitSwitchDriver.yLimitSwitchInterrupt();
}
/** \brief
This method allows the Due to see the contrast sensor interrupt.
*/
void contrastSensorHack()
{
// Stop the motors because we've found the starting point
XAxisMotorDriver.brake();
YAxisMotorDriver.brake();

}

// Gives the system the okay to continue operation after calibration
xSemaphoreGive( calibrationComplete );
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TARGET = csmlabelcutter
LIBS =
CC = gcc
CXX = g++
CuLAGS = -g -Wall -Iinclude
CPPuLAGS = $(CuLAGS)
DOCDIR = ./doc
.PHONY: default clean doc all
default: doc
all: default doc
OBJECTS = $(patsubst %.cpp, %.o, $(wildcard *.cpp))
HEADERS = $(wildcard *.h)
%.o: %.c $(HEADERS)
$(CXX) $(CPPuLAGS) -c $< -o $@
.PRECIOUS: $(TARGET) $(OBJECTS)
$(TARGET): $(OBJECTS)
$(CXX) $(OBJECTS) $(CPPuLAGS) $(LIBS) -o $@
doc:
clean:

doxygen $(DOCDIR)/doxy.conf
-rm -f *.o
-rm -f $(TARGET)
-rm -rf doc/html
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CSM Label Cutter Software
========
--Description:
This is the source code directory for the software developed for the CSM label cutter.
--Downloading Source:
In order to download the source, which is maintained with the aid of the version-control software
Subversion (http://subversion.apache.org/), a Subversion client must be installed (such as
TortiseSVN, http://tortoisesvn.net/, on Windows) and a directory to contain the source must be
created. (Clients can be either GUI or commandline based.)
When these two criteria have been met, open the Subversion client, select the "Checkout" option,
and enter the following information as necessary:
Repository URL: https://csmlcoutlookcom@deveo.com/csmlc/projects/csmlc/repositories/subversion/csmlc
Username:
csmlcoutlookcom
Password:
6GLoqTv7
Additionally, the checked out folder will open directly to the checkout folder if the "append
source URL name to subfolder" option is disabled upon checkout. This is often an option on the
Checkout window in a GUI or by specifying the folder path explicitly during a command line
checkout.
--Building Documentation:
After navigating to the project's root directory (the directory containing this readme file)
in a terminal program (Command Prompt on Windows, Terminal for Unix/Linux systems), HTML
documentation for the code can be compiled automatically by typing the following command:
make doc
The main page for the documentation will be generated relative to this directory at
doc/html/index.html . To simplify searching through the Doxygen html directory, an embedded
version of the documentation is available relative to this directory at
doc/Documentation.html.
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//**************************************************************************************
/** \file task_cutting.cpp
*
This file contains the code for a task class which controls cutting.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 11-17-2014 CSM Added in support for limit switch semaphores
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//**************************************************************************************
#include "task_cutting.h"

// Header for this task

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This constructor creates a task that designates cut patterns.
* \details This constructor creates the task that directs the cutting head for the
* label cutter.
* @param aName A character string which will be the name of this task
* @param aPriority The priority at which this task will initially run (default: 0)
* @param aStackSize The size of this task's stack in bytes
*
(default: configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE)
* @param pSerDev Pointer to a \c TextQueue
* @param pCutDev Pointer to the \c CuttingDriver
* @param pXEncDev Pointer to the X-axis \c EncoderDriver
* @param pYEncDev Pointer to the Y-axis \c EncoderDriver
*/
task_cutting::task_cutting (const char* aName,

{

}

unsigned portBASE_TYPE aPriority,
size_t aStackSize,
TextQueue* pSerDev,
CuttingDriver* pCutDev,
EncoderDriver* pXEncDev,
EncoderDriver* pYEncDev)
: TaskClass (aName, aPriority, aStackSize)

pSerial = pSerDev;
pCuttingDriver = pCutDev;
pXEncoder = pXEncDev;
pYEncoder = pYEncDev;

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This is the run method for the cutting task.
* \details \parblock
* All cut-related operations are isolated in this task. Currently, it waits for the
* x- and y-motors to touch the limit switches, waits for a moment, and proceeds with
* whatever cuts are specified for the \c CuttingDriver. Once these cuts are complete,
* the task currently idles because it is unknown how it will be used in the future.
*
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/

2

\warning Placing code outside the repeated task loop is currently intentional - it
allows only one set of cuts to occur, so entire routines can be programmed in and
tested independently.
There are two readily apparent options for enabling repeated cutting patterns:
-# Placing the cutting code within the \c for(;;) loop. This would allow the cuts
to complete, then immediately begin cutting again (or start up after a delay).
This does, however, require that the code to advance the feed motor be
incorporated into the loop.
-# Creating a code block elsewhere that gives a semaphore, allowing the code to
jump to the top of the cutting routine. This option seems to give more
flexibility, as it could feasibly allow user interaction in \c task_ui to specify
the number of times the pre-programmed cuts are repeated. This option would also
allow multiple pre-programmed cuts to be selected from in the UI and performed
in arbitrary sequences at run-time. It still, however, requires the addition of
code (either within the cutting routine or the possible UI code block) to advance
the feed motor.
\endparblock

void task_cutting::run (void)
{
// Make a variable which will hold times to use for precise task scheduling
portTickType previousTicks = xTaskGetTickCount ();
// Wait for the motor to find the x- and y-axis zeroes
while ( xSemaphoreTake( xAxisComplete, 0 ) == pdFALSE )
{
delayms(10);
}
while ( xSemaphoreTake( yAxisComplete, 0 ) == pdFALSE )
{
delayms(10);
}
// Check to make sure the LS interrupts are disabled with their semaphore
while ( xSemaphoreTake( xLimitSwitchEnabled, 0 ) == pdFALSE )
{
delayms(10);
}
while ( xSemaphoreTake( yLimitSwitchEnabled, 0 ) == pdFALSE )
{
delayms(10);
}
// Print a diagnositic message when each motor has zeroed
*pSerial << "X, Y OK for cutting" << endl;
// MAIN CUTTING OPERATION
// Below is sample code that directs the motors to cut a path along
// the perimeter of the cutting area. It should be replaced with the
// desired path using the CutLine() and CutCircle() commands outlined
// in CuttingDriver.cpp
delayms(10);
// Print out diagnositic positions
pXEncoder->zeroPosition();
pYEncoder->zeroPosition();
// For testing circle cuts, set the position to something in the middle
//pXEncoder->setPosition(10000);
//pYEncoder->setPosition(10000);
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*pSerial << "X Pos: " << pXEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Pos: " << pYEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
// Engage the brake
//digitalWrite(BrakePin, 0);
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

// Cutting Routine (2 2"x2" squares, 1" apart)
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x', 2, false);
*pSerial << "X Pos: " << pXEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Pos: " << pYEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('y', 2, false);
*pSerial << "X Pos: " << pXEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Pos: " << pYEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x', -2, false);
*pSerial << "X Pos: " << pXEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Pos: " << pYEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('y', -2, false);
*pSerial << "X Pos: " << pXEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Pos: " << pYEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
//Wait between cuts
vTaskDelay((1000L * configTICK_RATE_HZ) / 1000L);

//
//
//
//
//

//Start cutting second square
pCuttingDriver->travelLine('x', 3, false);
*pSerial << "Starting second cut" << endl;
*pSerial << "X Pos: " << pXEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Pos: " << pYEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
// // Feed motor
// FeedEncoderDriver.setPosition(2);
// FeedMotorDriver.on();
// FeedMotorDriver.setSpeedMaxPWMFrequency/2);
// while (FeedEncoderDriver.getPosition() <= 20000 )
// {
//
Serial.println(FeedEncoderDriver.getPosition());
// }
// FeedMotorDriver.brake();
//
// Cut along the x-axis for 6.5 inches
//pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x', 6.5, false);
//pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x', 2, 'y', 2);
// Cut along the y-axis for 16 inches
//pCuttingDriver->cutLine('y', 16, false);
// Cut along the x-axis for -6.5 inches
//pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x',-6.5, false);
//pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x', 2, 'y', 2);
// Cut along the y-axis for -16 inches
//pCuttingDriver->cutLine('y',-16, false);
//
//pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x', 2, 'y', 2);
// Print out diagnositic positions
*pSerial << "X Pos: " << pXEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Pos: " << pYEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
vTaskDelay((1000L * configTICK_RATE_HZ) / 1000L);
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//pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x', 2, 'y', 2);
// Print out diagnositic positions
*pSerial << "X Pos: " << pXEncoder->getPosition() << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Pos: " << pYEncoder->getPosition() << endl;

}

// MAIN CUTTING LOOP
for (;;)
{
// This is a method we use to cause a task to make one run through its task
// loop every 1000 milliseconds and let other tasks run at other times
delay_from_for(previousTicks, 1000);
//vTaskDelay((1000L * configTICK_RATE_HZ) / 1000L);
}
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//**************************************************************************************
/** \file task_cutting.h
*
This file contains the header for a task class that controls cutting.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//**************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .h file from being included multiple times in a .cpp file
#ifndef _TASK_CUTTING_H_
#define _TASK_CUTTING_H_
#include <FreeRTOS_ARM.h>
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

// Header for FreeRTOS

"TaskWrap.h"
"TextQueue.h"
"CuttingDriver.h"
"EncoderDriver.h"
"../Shares/Shares.h"

//#include "FreeRTOS.h"
//#include "task.h"

// Primary header for FreeRTOS
// Header for FreeRTOS task functions

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This task controls the cutting behavior.
/** \brief
* \details It uses the \c CuttingDriver created in the main function to perform cuts
* and it also uses the \c EncoderDriver for each axis to allow diagnostic outputs of
* motor/encoder positions during cuts, as necessary.
*
* <b>Altering the Cutting Pattern</b><br>
* In order to change the patterns that are cut when the machine turns on, it is
* necessary to use the \c CuttingDriver::cutLine (which makes cuts by enabling the
* solenoid) and \c CuttingDriver::travelLine (which runs motors to particular
* positions without cutting) methods.
*
* For example, cutting two side-by-side, two-inch squares could be completed with
* the following code:
* \code
*
// Cutting Routine (2 2"x2" squares, 1" apart)
*
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x', 2, false);
*
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('y', 2, false);
*
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x', -2, false);
*
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('y', -2, false);
*
*
// Move along the x-axis 3", giving the 1" spacing between squares
*
pCuttingDriver->travelLine('x', 3, false);
*
*
// Cut the second square, 2" x 2"
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*
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x', 2,
*
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('y', 2,
*
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x', -2,
*
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('y', -2,
*
*
// Move along the x-=axis (-3)",
*
pCuttingDriver->travelLine('x',
* \endcode
*/

2

false);
false);
false);
false);
which sets the cutter to its original position
-3, false);

class task_cutting : public TaskClass
{
private:
// Pointer to a text queue for diagnostic printing
TextQueue* pSerial;
// Pointer to the cutting driver for the x- and y-axis motors
CuttingDriver* pCuttingDriver;
// Pointer to x-axis motor encoder
EncoderDriver* pXEncoder;
// Pointer to y-axis motor encoder
EncoderDriver* pYEncoder;
protected:
public:

};

// This constructor creates a generic task of which many copies can be made
task_cutting (const char*, unsigned portBASE_TYPE, size_t, TextQueue*,
CuttingDriver*, EncoderDriver*, EncoderDriver*);
// This method is called by the RTOS once to run the task loop for ever and ever.
void run (void);

#endif // _TASK_CUTTING_H_
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//**************************************************************************************
/** \file task_print.cpp
*
This file contains the header for a task class that controls the serial printing
*
for the CSM Label Cutter. It is used to provide the basic serial interface
*
for diagnostic, error, and program outputs.
*
* Revisions:
*
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//**************************************************************************************
#include "task_print.h"

// Header for this task

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This constructor creates a task that prints text to a serial port.
* \details Notably, it takes in a pointer to a \c TextQueue object which it later
* uses to output any characters stored in the queue using the RS232 serial
* communication protocol.
* @param aName A character string which will be the name of this task
* @param aPriority The priority at which this task will initially run (default: 0)
* @param aStackSize The size of this task's stack in bytes
*
(default: configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE)
* @param pSerDev Pointer to a \c TextQueue)
*/
task_print::task_print (const char* aName,

{
}

: TaskClass (aName, aPriority, aStackSize)

unsigned portBASE_TYPE aPriority,
size_t aStackSize,
TextQueue* pSerDev
)

pSerial = pSerDev;

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This method checks the text queue for characters and prints them.
* \details It checks to see if an item is waiting in the queue - if something is,
* it prints until the queue is empty. If nothing is in the queue, it delays the
* task for 50 ms.
*/
void task_print::run (void)
{
// Make a variable which will hold times to use for precise task scheduling
portTickType previousTicks = xTaskGetTickCount ();
// This is the task loop for the error handler. It polls the shared error flag for
// non-zero values and responds with the appropriate blink code
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for (;;)
{
if (pSerial->checkWaiting())
{
Serial.print(pSerial->get());
}

}

}

else
{
// This is a method we use to cause a task to make one run through its task
// loop roughly once every 50 milliseconds
delayms(50);
}
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//**************************************************************************************
/** \file task_print.h
*
This file contains the header for a task class that controls the serial printing
*
for the CSM Label Cutter. It is used to provide the basic serial interface
*
for diagnostic, error, and program outputs.
*
* Revisions:
*
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//**************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .h file from being included multiple times in a .cpp file
#ifndef _TASK_PRINT_H_
#define _TASK_PRINT_H_
#include <FreeRTOS_ARM.h>

// Header for FreeRTOS

#include "TaskWrap.h"
#include "TextQ e e.h"
//#include "FreeRTOS.h"
//#include "task.h"

// Primary header for FreeRTOS
// Header for FreeRTOS task functions

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This task controls printing for the UI.
* \details It, rather simplistically, pulls the data out of a \c TextQueue object
* whenever it runs and becomes available. If no data is in the \c TextQueue, the
* task delays itself for 50 ms.
*/
class task_print : public TaskClass
{
private:
// Pointer to a text queue for diagnostic printing
TextQueue* pSerial;
protected:
public:

};

// This constructor creates a generic task of which many copies can be made
task_print (const char*, unsigned portBASE_TYPE, size_t, TextQueue*);
// This method is called by the RTOS once to run the task loop for ever and ever.
void run (void);

#endif // _TASK_PRINT_H_
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//**************************************************************************************
/** \file task_ui.cpp
*
This file contains the code for a task class which controls the user interface.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 10-12-2014 CSM Added in speed checking option
*
*
\li 11-14-2014 IR,LT Added in sensor calibration routine
*
\li 11-20-2014 CSM Fixed motor zeroing method, added in cut error zeroing option
\li 11-20-2014 IR,LT Fixed calibration routine with semaphore
*
*
\li 01-25-2015 CSM Fixed calibration option to actually *require* 'c'
*
\li 01-26-2015 CSM Added support for float inputs for cuts, fixed feed motor error
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2014 by CSM. It currently intended
*
for educational use only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//**************************************************************************************
#include "task_ui.h"

// Header for this task

//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This constructor creates a task that monitors the y-axis encoder.
* \details This constructor creates the task that prints out the system UI over a
* serial connection.
* @param aName A character string which will be the name of this task
* @param aPriority The priority at which this task will initially run (default: 0)
* @param aStackSize The size of this task's stack in bytes
*
(default: configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE)
* @param pSerDev Pointer to a \c TextQueue
* @param pCutDev Pointer to the \c CuttingDriver
* @param pXEncDev Pointer to the x-axis \c EncoderDriver
* @param pYEncDev Pointer to the y-axis \c EncoderDriver
* @param pFeedEncDev Pointer to the feed motor \c EncoderDriver
* @param pXMotDev Pointer to the x-axis \c MotorDriver
* @param pYMotDev Pointer to the y-axis \c MotorDriver
* @param pFeedMotDev Pointer to the feed \c MotorDriver
* @param pBrakeDev Pointer to the brake's \c BrakeDriver
*/
task_ui::task_ui (const char* aName,

)

unsigned portBASE_TYPE aPriority,
size_t aStackSize,
TextQueue* pSerDev,
CuttingDriver* pCutDev,
EncoderDriver* pXEncDev,
EncoderDriver* pYEncDev,
EncoderDriver* pFeedEncDev,
MotorDriver* pXMotDev,
MotorDriver* pYMotDev,
MotorDriver* pFeedMotDev,
BrakeDriver* pBrakeDev
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: TaskClass (aName, aPriority, aStackSize)
// Save relevant task data inside the task
pSerial = pSerDev;
pCuttingDriver = pCutDev;
pXEncoderDriver = pXEncDev;
pYEncoderDriver = pYEncDev;
pFeedEncoderDriver = pFeedEncDev;
pXMotorDriver = pXMotDev;
pYMotorDriver = pYMotDev;
pFeedMotorDriver = pFeedMotDev;
pBrakeDriver = pBrakeDev;
displayPrecision = false;

}

// Make sure the task starts in state zero, though it'd be surprising if it didn't
taskState = STATE_MAIN;

//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This method controls the user interface.
* \details \parblock
* The UI begins by printing the system menu, which can be navigated by
* sending the various ASCII characters listed as menu navigation options over a
* serial connection. It provides an interface for debugging various aspects of the
* cutting system platform by giving the user control over diagnostic printouts as
* well as system information printouts. In the future, this could theoretically
* directly control the behavior of the cutting task, but the use of the UI in that
* manner is left to the discretion of those who continue work on this system.
*
* For every menu, the "return to previous menu" option is the ASCII \a e character,
* in an effort to maintain simplicity.
*
* <b>Adding a New Menu or Menu Item</b><br>
* Adding a new element to the system menu or one of its submenus is a simple
* process. \c task_ui.h has an enum element, \c uiState, that holds textual
* equivalent of task state numbers for the UI.
*
* To add a main system menu option, the first step is to add a new member in this
* enumeration. Next, create a new case within the switch for taskState using the
* new enumeration value - an example of a new menu in this style is shown below:
* \code
* switch (taskState)
{
// STATE: Main Menu
case STATE_MAIN:
{
...
}
...
// STATE: Your New Menu
case YOUR_NEW_ENUM:
{
// If there is a character in the serial buffer, run the menu
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> input;
// Act on the input if it's a recognized character
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switch (input)
{
// Your new option description
case '[your ASCII character, lower or upper case]':
{
// Add in your code here
break;
}

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/

\endcode

}

}

}

// Exit the menu, return to main
case 'e':
{
printMainMenu();
taskState = STATE_MAIN;
break;
}

Adding a menu item simply requires the addition of a new case within the
input switch for a particular state - this is shown in the above code block
within the state for "Your New State", defined by \a YOUR_NEW_ENUM.
\endparblock

void task_ui::run (void)
{
// Make a variable which will hold times to use for precise task scheduling
portTickType previousTicks = xTaskGetTickCount ();
// Print out the menu for the user!
printMainMenu();
// MAIN UI LOOP
for (;;)
{
switch (taskState)
{
// STATE: Main Menu
case STATE_MAIN:
{
// If there is a character in the serial buffer, run the menu
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> input;
// Act on the input if it's a recognized character
switch (input)
{
// Diagnostic Menu
case 'd':
{
printDiagMenu();
taskState = STATE_DIAG;
break;
}
// Motor Menu
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case 'm':
{
printMotorMenu();
taskState = STATE_MOT;
break;
}
// Cutting Menu
case 'c':
{
printCuttingMenu();
taskState = STATE_CUT;
break;
}
case 'h':
{
printMainMenu();
break;
}

}

}
break;

}

// Unhandled character
default:
{
//Let the user know they entered an invalid choice
//*pSerial << "UNHANDLED" << endl;
break;
}

// STATE: Diagnostic Menu
case STATE_DIAG:
{
// If there is a character in the serial buffer, run the menu
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> input;
// Act on the input if it's a recognized character
switch(input)
{
// Print out system uptime
case 't':
{
// Store the current number of ticks, then multiply by
the conversion factor
// for ticks to ms, then figure out how many seconds and
tenths of seconds there
// are, and finally print.
portTickType currentTicks = xTaskGetTickCount();
uint32_t currentTime =
(previousTicks+currentTicks)*portTICK_RATE_MS;
uint32_t currentSeconds = currentTime/1000;
uint32_t currentDecimal = (currentTime%1000)/100;
*pSerial << "System Uptime: " << currentSeconds << "." <<
currentDecimal << "s" << endl;
break;
}
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// Print system stack information
// NOTE: as discussed in the function definition, this will halt
FreeRTOS and should only
//
be used to debug FreeRTOS tasks and mutexes/semaphores
case 'i':
{
printDiagTaskInfo();
break;
}

}

}
break;

}

// Exit the diagnostic menu, return to main
case 'e':
{
*pSerial << endl << "Exiting Diagnostic Menu" << endl <<
endl;
printMainMenu();
taskState = STATE_MAIN;
break;
}

// STATE: Motor Control Menu
case STATE_MOT:
{
// If there is a character in the serial buffer, run the menu
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> input;
// Act on the input if it's a recognized character
switch(input)
{
// Zero the encoders for both motors
case 'z':
{
pXEncoderDriver->zeroPosition();
pYEncoderDriver->zeroPosition();
*pSerial << "X Position: " << pXEncoderDriver>getPosition() << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Position: " << pYEncoderDriver>getPosition() << endl;
*pSerial << "Encoders zeroed." << endl;
break;
}
// Reposition the motors to the limit switch zeroes
case 'm':
{
// Make sure the x- and y-axis semaphores for zero pos.
are FALSE
xSemaphoreTake(xAxisZeroed, 0);
xSemaphoreTake(yAxisZeroed, 0);
// Give (bool = true) the limit switch semaphores so they
actually work
xSemaphoreGive(xLimitSwitchEnabled);
xSemaphoreGive(yLimitSwitchEnabled);
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// Spin the motors in the negative direction for each
axis
pXMotorDriver->on();
pYMotorDriver->on();
pXMotorDriver->setSpeed(-80);
pYMotorDriver->setSpeed(-80);
// Wait for the motor to find the x- and y-axis zeroes
while ( xSemaphoreTake( xAxisZeroed, 0 ) == pdFALSE )
{
delayms(10);
}
while ( xSemaphoreTake( yAxisZeroed, 0 ) == pdFALSE )
{
delayms(10);
}

}

pXEncoderDriver->zeroPosition();
pYEncoderDriver->zeroPosition();
*pSerial << "X Position: " << pXEncoderDriver>getPosition() << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Position: " << pYEncoderDriver>getPosition() << endl;
*pSerial << "Motors zeroed." << endl;
break;

// Get x/y position
case 'p':
{
*pSerial << "X
>getPosition()
*pSerial << "Y
>getPosition()
break;
}

Position: " << pXEncoderDriver<< endl;
Position: " << pYEncoderDriver<< endl;

// Get x/y position
case 'r':
{
*pSerial << "X Encoder Errors: " << pXEncoderDriver>getErrorCount() << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Encoder Errors: " << pYEncoderDriver>getErrorCount() << endl;
break;
}
// Stop motors
case 's':
{
pXMotorDriver->brake();
pYMotorDriver->brake();
*pSerial << "X and Y Motors stopped" << endl;
break;
}
// Exit the motor menu, return to main
case 'e':
{
*pSerial << endl << "Exiting Motor Menu" << endl << endl;
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printMainMenu();
taskState = STATE_MAIN;
break;

}
break;

// STATE: Cutting Test Menu
case STATE_CUT:
{
// If there is a character in the serial buffer, run the menu
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> input;
// Act on the input if it's a recognized character
switch(input)
{
// Toggle precision reports
case 'p':
{
*pSerial << "Precision display: ";
if (displayPrecision)
{
displayPrecision = false;
*pSerial << "OFF" << endl;
}
else
{
displayPrecision = true;
*pSerial << "ON" << endl;
}
break;
}
// Calibration
case 'q':
{
*pSerial << "Press ('c') and ENTER when ready to
calibrate" << endl;
// Basically, loop on the user's input until they enter a
valid cut type
while (!(input == 'c'))
{
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> input;
// Act on the input if it's a recognized
character
switch(input)
{
case 'c':
{
// Starting Calibration
Process, zero any
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previous cut error
*pSerial <<
"Calibrating..." << endl;
pCuttingDriver>zeroCutError('x');
pCuttingDriver>zeroCutError('y');
// Create a counting
variable for calibration
sweeps
uint32_t count = 0;
// Loop to sweep the x
axis with small
increments in y position
while (xSemaphoreTake(
calibrationComplete, 0 )
== pdFALSE)
{
// Perform an x
if( (count % 2)
{

}
else
{

*pSerial

*pSerial

}
// If the
if
{
}
// Increase the
}

count++;

// Zero the cut error so
we don't get wacky
movement
pCuttingDriver>zeroCutError('x');
pCuttingDriver>zeroCutError('y');
// Reposition the cutting
head to the sensor
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location
pCuttingDriver>travelLine('y',
pCuttingDriver>inchesToCounts(0.9),
true);
pCuttingDriver>travelLine('x',
pCuttingDriver>inchesToCounts(0.5),
true);
// Rezero the cut error
pCuttingDriver>zeroCutError('x');
pCuttingDriver>zeroCutError('y');

}

*pSerial << "Done
Calibrating." << endl;
break;
} // end case 'c'
} // end input switch
} // end serial available if
} // end while !'c'
break;

// X-axis cut
case 'x':
{
*pSerial << "Make a linear cut ('c') or just move the
cutting head ('m')?" << endl;
// Basically, loop on the user's input until they enter a
valid cut type
while (!(input == 'c' || input == 'm'))
{
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> input;
// Act on the input if it's a recognized
character
switch(input)
{
case 'c':
{
saCutHandler(X_AXIS,CUT);
break;
}
case 'm':
{

}

}

}

}

saCutHandler(X_AXIS,TRAVE
L);
break;
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break;

// Y-axis cut
case 'y':
{
*pSerial << "Make a linear cut ('c') or just move the
cutting head ('m')?" << endl;
// Basically, loop on the user's input until they enter a
valid cut type
while (!(input == 'c' || input == 'm'))
{
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> input;
// Act on the input if it's a recognized
character
switch(input)
{
case 'c':
{
saCutHandler(Y_AXIS,CUT);
break;
}
case 'm':
{

}

}
break;

}

}

}

saCutHandler(Y_AXIS,TRAVE
L);
break;

// Perform a biaxial cut
case 'i':
{
*pSerial << "Make a biaxial cut ('c') or just move the
cutting head ('m')?" << endl;
// Basically, loop on the user's input until they enter a
valid cut type
while (!(input == 'c' || input == 'm'))
{
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> input;
// Act on the input if it's a recognized
character
switch(input)
{
case 'c':
{
baCutHandler(CUT);
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}

}

break;
}
case 'm':
{
baCutHandler(TRAVEL);
break;
}

// Perform a circle cut
case 'r':
{
*pSerial << "Make a circular cut ('c') or just move the
cutting head ('m')?" << endl;
// Basically, loop on the user's input until they enter a
valid cut type
while (!(input == 'c' || input == 'm'))
{
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> input;

}

}
break;

}

// Act on the input if it's a recognized
character
switch(input)
{
case 'c':
{
cirCutHandler(CUT);
break;
}
case 'm':
{
cirCutHandler(TRAVEL);
break;
}
}

// Advance feed motor
case 'a':
{
saCutHandler(FEED_AXIS,TRAVEL);
break;
}
// Toggle brake
case 'b':
{
*pSerial << "Brake is ";
// Check the brake state - returns true for on, false for
off
if ( pBrakeDriver->getBrakeState() )
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}
else
{
}
}
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pBrakeDriver->stopBrake();
*pSerial << "OFF" << endl;

pBrakeDriver->startBrake();
*pSerial << "ON" << endl;

break;

// Test cutting speed
case 's':
{
*pSerial << "Test an x cut ('x') or a y cut ('y')?" <<
endl;
// Basically, loop on the user's input until they enter a
valid cut type
while (!(input == 'x' || input == 'y'))
{
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> input;
// Act on the input if it's a recognized
character
switch(input)
{
case 'x':
{
saSpeedTestHandler(X_AXIS
);
break;

}
case 'y':
{

}

}
break;

}

}

}

saSpeedTestHandler(Y_AXIS
);
break;

// Zero cutting error
case 'z':
{
*pSerial << "Zero the x cut error ('x') or the y cut
error ('y')?" << endl;
// Basically, loop on the user's input until they enter a
valid cut type
while (!(input == 'x' || input == 'y'))
{
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if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> input;
// Act on the input if it's a recognized
character
switch(input)
{
case 'x':
{
*pSerial << "X error was:
" << pCuttingDriver>getCutError('x') <<
endl;
pCuttingDriver>zeroCutError('x');
*pSerial << "X ";
break;
}
case 'y':
{
*pSerial << "Y error was:
" << pCuttingDriver>getCutError('y') <<
endl;
pCuttingDriver>zeroCutError('y');
*pSerial << "Y ";
break;
}
}

}

}

}

}
break;

}

// Finish printing message
*pSerial << "cut error zeroed." << endl;

// Exit the motor menu, return to main
case 'e':
{
*pSerial << endl << "Exiting Cutting Menu" << endl <<
endl;
printMainMenu();
taskState = STATE_MAIN;
break;
}

}
break;

// We should never be here, so alert the person mucking around with
// the code that they did something unexpected!
default:
{
*pSerial << "ERROR: The UI task has been sent an unknown state" << endl;
break;
}
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}
// This is a method we use to cause a task to make one run through its task
// loop every 1000 milliseconds and let other tasks run at other times
delay_from_for(previousTicks, 50);
//vTaskDelay((10L * configTICK_RATE_HZ) / 10000L);

/** \brief This method prints out the main menu.
* \details \parblock
* The main system menu displays the various sub-menus available for precise control
* of debug information display and system functionality testing. It can be
* expanded to include new menus and sub-menus by the process described in
* \c task_ui::run.
*
* An example of the system menu is shown below:
* \image html menu_system.png System Main Menu
* \endparblock
*/
void task_ui::printMainMenu (void)
{
// Print the main/help menu
*pSerial << endl;
*pSerial << "*** *** ***" << endl;
*pSerial << "System Menu" << endl;
*pSerial << endl << "Options:" << endl;
*pSerial << " d : Diagnostic Menu" << endl;
*pSerial << " m : Motor Control Menu" << endl;
*pSerial << " c : Cutting Test Menu" << endl;
*pSerial << " h : Help" << endl << endl;
}
/** \brief This method prints out the diagnostic menu.
* \details \parblock
* The diagnostic menu gives the user access to useful system information, such as
* the amount of time the system has been powered on and the option to print out
* the states of tasks, their priorities, minimum available stack space, etcetera.
*
* An example of this menu is shown below:
* \image html menu_diag.png Diagnostic Menu
*
* Care should be taken when running the stack/runtime information function, as it
* stalls FreeRTOS while running. See \c task_ui::printDiagTaskInfo for details.
* \endparblock
*/
void task_ui::printDiagMenu (void)
{
// Print the main menu
*pSerial << endl;
*pSerial << "*** *** ***" << endl;
*pSerial << "Diagnostic Menu" << endl;
*pSerial << "Options:" << endl;
*pSerial << " t : Print system uptime" << endl;
*pSerial << " i : Print task stack/runtime information" << endl;
*pSerial << " e : Exit to main menu" << endl << endl;
}
/**
*
*
*
*

\brief This method prints out task information from the diagnostic menu.
\details \parblock
A table is created to display pertinent information about each task
that has been created in the FreeRTOS environment since the system has started.
It should be noted, however, that this function stalls FreeRTOS while it runs!
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* \warning <b>This method should be run only to test system functionality, as
* stalling FreeRTOS can have nasty rammifications in terms of timing and memory
* mis-management.</b>
*
* An example of this table is shown below:
* \image html func_stack_diag.png Diagnostic Stack Printout
*
* From left to right, the table lists each task's name, its state, its priority,
* minimum remaining bytes in its stack, and its FreeRTOS task ID number.
*
* A task's \b state will either be listed as R (running), B (blocked),
* S (suspended), or D (deleted). This can be used to determine if a task is
* behaving properly, especially if it needs to wait for outside input to run at
* certain times. Because "blocked" refers to a state when FreeRTOS skips over a
* task waiting for a signal, such as the freeing of a mutex or semaphore, it would
* suggest that an external stimulus has not been detected, or some other task has
* not sent it the "go ahead" to continue operation.
*
* A task's \b priority is, in its simplest terms, the likelihood that one task will
* run before another given conflicting timing demands. If two task delays expire
* at or near the same time, they may compete for MPU time. A task with a higher
* priority than another will overtake the lower priority task and run, but two
* tasks of equal priority will wait for the other. If two tasks of equal priority
* are set to run at the same moment, the task with the lower FreeRTOS task ID
* number will run first.
*
* The \b minimum \b amount \b of \b stack \b space remaining prints out the
* smallest number of bytes that have remained free in the task stack since the task
* was created. The closer this value is to zero, the closer the task has come to
* overflowing its stack. As a general rule, when space is available, try to keep
* this value over 100 bytes. Running this function eats about 130 bytes from the
* UI task stack.
*
* The FreeRTOS \b task \b ID \b number simply reflects the order in which FreeRTOS
* initialized each task upon starting the task scheduler. It affects task priority
* in the rare event of two equal priority tasks waking at the same time.
* \endparblock
*/
void task_ui::printDiagTaskInfo (void)
{
// Create a buffer to store the formatted task list information, call the
// FreeRTOS vTaskList function to create the task data table, then print it
char buffer[600];
vTaskList((signed char*)buffer);
*pSerial << "Name\t\tState\tPrior\tStack\tNum" << endl;
*pSerial << buffer;
}
/**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/

\brief This method prints out the motor control menu.
\details \parblock
The motor control menu allows the user to control the label cutter's motors
and encoders independently for debugging purposes.
X and Y motors can be returned to their "zero" positions and the encoders can also
be rezeroed. The feed motor, however, is only controllable in the Cut Test Menu,
\c printCuttingMenu() because moving the feed motor is more relevant during cutting
procedures.
An example of the motor control menu is shown below:
\image html menu_mot.png Motor Control Menu
\endparblock
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void task_ui::printMotorMenu (void)
{
// Print the motor menu
*pSerial << endl;
*pSerial << "*** *** ***" << endl;
*pSerial << "Motor Control Menu" << endl;
*pSerial << " z : Rezero encoders" << endl;
*pSerial << " m : Rezero motors" << endl;
*pSerial << " p : Print encoder positions" << endl;
*pSerial << " r : Print encoder error counts" << endl;
*pSerial << " s : Stop motors" << endl;
*pSerial << " e : Exit to main menu" << endl << endl;
}
/** \brief This method prints out the test cut menu.
* \details \parblock
* The test cut menu gives the user the option to test cuts and line tracing in
* both axes through the serial interface. Optionally, it can display the accuracy
* of these cuts in terms of absolute numbers and percentages.
*
* \note Changing the precision of floating point outputs for this menu requires
* changing the \a _FLOATPRECISION define located in \c task_ui.h.
*
* An example of the cutting test menu is shown below:
* \image html menu_cut.png Cutting Test Menu
*
* Cuts can be performed in either axis from this menu by entering a cut distance
* (positive or negative, but the distance must be an iteger value and less than
* the absolute length of the cutting area, defined in \c CuttingDriver.cpp) and
* then sending a capital D ('D', for Done) through the serial connection. As such,
* the command \a 10D in the y-axis cut prompt will start a 10-inch cut, but \a 10D
* will cause an error in the x-axis cut prompt.
*
* The feed motor can be advanced similarly to the x- and y-axis motors during cuts,
* though the length of advancement is not limited, as
*
* \note Currently, cut tests and feed motor advancement only work with integer values!
* This can be fixed, but it's not a high priority because integer values are as easy
* to use as floats for benchmark testing.
*
* \warning The method to make sure the total distance traveled during a cut is not
* longer than a particular axis has yet to be implemented, so you can run the cutter
* into the guide rails without counting the number of inches you're moving the cutting
* head!
* \endparblock
*/
void task_ui::printCuttingMenu (void)
{
// Print the cut test menu
*pSerial << endl;
*pSerial << "*** *** ***" << endl;
*pSerial << "Cutting Test Menu" << endl;
*pSerial << " p : Toggle precision reports (default: off)" << endl;
*pSerial << " q : Perform a calibration" << endl;
*pSerial << " x : Perform an x-axis cut" << endl;
*pSerial << " y : Perform a y-axis cut" << endl;
*pSerial << " i : Perform a biaxial cut" << endl;
*pSerial << " r : Perform a circular cut" << endl;
*pSerial << " a : Feed paper a number of inches" << endl;
*pSerial << " b : Toggle the cutting brake" << endl;
*pSerial << " s : Test motor speed (set in code)" << endl;
*pSerial << " z : Zero cutting error" << endl;
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*pSerial << " e : Exit to main menu" << endl << endl;

/** \brief This method contains the logic for making a controlled cut through the UI.
* \details It pulls in an axis as well as a type of cut, then proceeds to handle
* the logic required to make that particular cut.
* @param axis The axis to make the cut in, expressed in terms of \a cutAxis
* @param cutType The type of cut to be made, expressed in terms of \a cutType
*/
void task_ui::saCutHandler (cutAxis axis, cutType cutType)
{
bool validNumber;
bool cutIsFloat;
char cutInput;
float cutLength;
int16_t cutDirection;
int32_t cutInteger;
int32_t cutDivisor;
int8_t decimals;
validNumber = false;
cutIsFloat = false;
cutLength = 0;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
if (axis == X_AXIS)
{
*pSerial << "Enter a length to move the x motor (max decimals = 4)" << endl;
*pSerial << "Send SHIFT+D, 'D', when done (ex '1.24D' ):" << endl;
}
else if (axis == Y_AXIS)
{
*pSerial << "Enter a length to move the y motor (max decimals = 4)" << endl;
*pSerial << "Send SHIFT+D, 'D', when done (ex '1.24D' ):" << endl;
}
else if (axis == FEED_AXIS)
{
*pSerial << "Enter a length to advance the feed motor (max decimals = 4)" << endl;
*pSerial << "Send SHIFT+D, 'D', when done (ex '1.24D' ):" << endl;
}
else
{
*pSerial << "ERROR! Improperly defined axis!" << endl;
}
while (!validNumber)
// If there is a character in the serial buffer, run the menu
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> cutInput;
// Negate number if in front, otherwise ignore
if (cutInput == '-')
{
if (cutInteger == 0)
{
cutDirection = -1;
}
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}
// If the user puts in a decimal point, set the cut is float variable and start the division
variable
// If they hit a decimal point again, too bad for them - we ignore it
if ( (cutInput == '.') && (cutIsFloat == false) )
{
cutIsFloat = true;

}

cutDivisor = 1;
decimals = 0;

// Add the user input to the length
if ( ((cutInput >= '0') && (cutInput <= '9')) )
{
int32_t newInteger = (cutInteger*10) + atoi(cutInput);
int32_t newDivisor = cutDivisor*10;
if (cutIsFloat == true)
{
decimals++;
}
if (axis == X_AXIS)
{
// If we have a float and it's not too long
if ((cutIsFloat == true) && (decimals <= 6))
{
float tempFloat = ((float)newInteger/(float)newDivisor);
if ( (tempFloat*(float)InchToCountsFactor) < XAxisLength)
{
cutInteger = newInteger;
cutDivisor = newDivisor;
}
else
{
*pSerial << (tempFloat*(float)cutDirection) << " is too
many inches to move!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum length is " <<
XAxisLength/InchToCountsFactor << " in" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl <<
endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}
}
// If we have too many decimal entries, make the user start over
else if ((cutIsFloat == true) && (decimals > 6))
{
*pSerial << "Too many decimals were entered!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum number of decimals is 6" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl << endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}
// If we have a regular integer
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if ((newInteger*InchToCountsFactor) < XAxisLength)
{
cutInteger = newInteger;
cutDivisor = newDivisor;
}
else
{
*pSerial << (int32_t)(cutDirection*newInteger) << " is
too many inches to move!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum length is " <<
XAxisLength/InchToCountsFactor << " in" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl <<
endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}

}
}
else if (axis == Y_AXIS)
{
// If we have a float and it's not too long
if ((cutIsFloat == true) && (decimals <= 6))
{
float tempFloat = ((float)newInteger/(float)newDivisor);
if ( (tempFloat*(float)InchToCountsFactor) < YAxisLength)
{
cutInteger = newInteger;
cutDivisor = newDivisor;
}
else
{
*pSerial << (tempFloat*(float)cutDirection) << " is too
many inches to move!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum length is " <<
YAxisLength/InchToCountsFactor << " in" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl <<
endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}
}
// If we have too many decimal entries, make the user start over
else if ((cutIsFloat == true) && (decimals > 6))
{
*pSerial << "Too many decimals were entered!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum number of decimals is 6" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl << endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}
// If we have a regular integer
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if ((newInteger*InchToCountsFactor) < YAxisLength)
{
cutInteger = newInteger;
cutDivisor = newDivisor;
}
else
{
*pSerial << (int32_t)(cutDirection*newInteger) << " is
too many inches to move!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum length is " <<
YAxisLength/InchToCountsFactor << " in" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl <<
endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}

}
}
else if (axis == FEED_AXIS)
{
if (decimals <= 6)
{
cutInteger = newInteger;
cutDivisor = newDivisor;
}
else
{
*pSerial << "Too many decimals were entered!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum number of decimals is 6" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl << endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}
}
else
{
*pSerial << "ERROR! Trying to add a new position to a non-existent axis."
<< endl;
break;
}

// If a SHIFT+D is pressed, wrap things up
if ( cutInput == 'D' )
{
validNumber = true;
cutLength = (float)(cutDirection*cutInteger);
if (cutIsFloat == true)
{
cutLength = cutLength / (float)cutDivisor;
}
if (axis == X_AXIS)
{
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*pSerial
}
else if (axis ==
{
*pSerial
}
else if (axis ==
{
*pSerial
}
else
{
*pSerial
}
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<< "Moving " << cutLength << " inches on the x-axis" << endl;
Y_AXIS)
<< "Moving " << cutLength << " inches on the y-axis" << endl;
FEED_AXIS)
<< "Advancing the feed motor " << cutLength << " inches" << endl;

<< "ERROR! Can't move in an undefined axis!" << endl;

// Get the current position and perform the cut
int32_t currentPosition;
int32_t expectedCounts = cutLength*InchToCountsFactor;
if (cutType == TRAVEL)
{
if ( (axis == X_AXIS) && (cutLength != 0.0f) )
{
currentPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
pXEncoderDriver->setPosition(40000);
pCuttingDriver->travelLine('x',cutLength, false);
}
else if ( (axis == Y_AXIS) && (cutLength != 0.0f) )
{
currentPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
pCuttingDriver->travelLine('y',cutLength, false);
}
else if ( (axis == FEED_AXIS) && (cutLength != 0.0f) )
{
currentPosition = pFeedEncoderDriver->getPosition();
pCuttingDriver->advanceFeedMotor(cutLength, false);
}
else if ( (axis > FEED_AXIS) )
{
// No axes listed beyond the feed axis in our enum
*pSerial << "ERROR! Undefined cut axis!" << endl;
}
else
{
// If cutLength is 0, make sure we do nothing
}
}
else if (cutType == CUT)
{
if ( (axis == X_AXIS) && (cutLength != 0.0f) )
{
currentPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x',cutLength, false);
}
else if ( (axis == Y_AXIS) && (cutLength != 0.0f) )
{
currentPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('y',cutLength, false);
}
else if ( (axis == FEED_AXIS) && (cutLength != 0.0f) )
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currentPosition = pFeedEncoderDriver->getPosition();
*pSerial << "ERROR! The feed axis is not a cutting axis!" << endl;

}
else if ( (axis > FEED_AXIS) )
{
// No axes listed beyond the feed axis in our enum
*pSerial << "ERROR! Undefined cut axis!" << endl;
}
else
{
// If cutLength is 0, make sure we do nothing
}

*pSerial << "ERROR! Undefined cut type!" << endl;

// If we're outputting the measurement precision calculations,
// get to it
if (displayPrecision)
{
int32_t previousPosition = currentPosition;
if (axis == X_AXIS)
{
currentPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
}
else if (axis == Y_AXIS)
{
currentPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
}
else if (axis == FEED_AXIS)
{
currentPosition = pFeedEncoderDriver->getPosition();
}
else
{
*pSerial << "ERROR! Can't output precision for undefined axis!" << endl;
}
int32_t difference = currentPosition - previousPosition;
*pSerial
*pSerial
*pSerial
*pSerial

<<
<<
<<
<<

endl;
"Expected Counts: " << expectedCounts << endl;
"Actual
Counts: " << difference << endl;
"Expected Inches: " << cutLength << endl;

// To determine actual inches, use some division/modulus math
*pSerial << "Actual
Inches: ";
printFloat(difference, InchToCountsFactor, _FLOATPRECISION);

}
/**
*
*
*
*

}

*pSerial << endl;

\brief This method contains the logic for handling a single axis speed test.
\details It pulls in an axis as well as a type of cut, then proceeds to handle
the logic required to make that particular cut. Currently, this just tosses in
the maximum possible motor speed rather than relying on user input. A variable
speed is desired, the user input section for length can be reworked fairly easily.
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* @param axis The axis to make the cut in, expressed in terms of \a cutAxis
*/
void task_ui::saSpeedTestHandler (cutAxis axis)
{
bool validNumber;
bool cutIsFloat;
char cutInput;
float cutLength;
int16_t cutDirection;
int32_t cutInteger;
int32_t cutDivisor;
int8_t decimals;
validNumber = false;
cutIsFloat = false;
cutLength = 0;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
if (axis == X_AXIS)
{
*pSerial << "Enter a length to move the x motor (max decimals = 4)" << endl;
*pSerial << "Send SHIFT+D, 'D', when done (ex '1.24D' ):" << endl;
}
else if (axis == Y_AXIS)
{
*pSerial << "Enter a length to move the y motor (max decimals = 4)" << endl;
*pSerial << "Send SHIFT+D, 'D', when done (ex '1.24D' ):" << endl;
}
else
{
*pSerial << "ERROR! Improperly defined axis!" << endl;
}
while (!validNumber)
// If there is a character in the serial buffer, run the menu
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> cutInput;
// Negate number if in front, otherwise ignore
if (cutInput == '-')
{
if (cutInteger == 0)
{
cutDirection = -1;
}
}
// If the user puts in a decimal point, set the cut is float variable and start the division
variable
// If they hit a decimal point again, too bad for them - we ignore it
if ( (cutInput == '.') && (cutIsFloat == false) )
{
cutIsFloat = true;

}

cutDivisor = 1;
decimals = 0;
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// Add the user input to the length
if ( ((cutInput >= '0') && (cutInput <= '9')) )
{
int32_t newInteger = (cutInteger*10) + atoi(cutInput);
int32_t newDivisor = cutDivisor*10;
if (cutIsFloat == true)
{
decimals++;
}
if (axis == X_AXIS)
{
// If we have a float and it's not too long
if ((cutIsFloat == true) && (decimals <= 6))
{
float tempFloat = ((float)newInteger/(float)newDivisor);
if ( (tempFloat*(float)InchToCountsFactor) < XAxisLength)
{
cutInteger = newInteger;
cutDivisor = newDivisor;
}
else
{
*pSerial << (tempFloat*(float)cutDirection) << " is too
many inches to move!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum length is " <<
XAxisLength/InchToCountsFactor << " in" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl <<
endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}
}
// If we have too many decimal entries, make the user start over
else if ((cutIsFloat == true) && (decimals > 6))
{
*pSerial << "Too many decimals were entered!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum number of decimals is 6" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl << endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}
// If we have a regular integer
else
{
if ((newInteger*InchToCountsFactor) < XAxisLength)
{
cutInteger = newInteger;
cutDivisor = newDivisor;
}
else
{
*pSerial << (int32_t)(cutDirection*newInteger) << " is
too many inches to move!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum length is " <<
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XAxisLength/InchToCountsFactor << " in" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl <<
endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;

}
else if (axis == Y_AXIS)
{
// If we have a float and it's not too long
if ((cutIsFloat == true) && (decimals <= 6))
{
float tempFloat = ((float)newInteger/(float)newDivisor);
if ( (tempFloat*(float)InchToCountsFactor) < YAxisLength)
{
cutInteger = newInteger;
cutDivisor = newDivisor;
}
else
{
*pSerial << (tempFloat*(float)cutDirection) << " is too
many inches to move!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum length is " <<
YAxisLength/InchToCountsFactor << " in" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl <<
endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}
}
// If we have too many decimal entries, make the user start over
else if ((cutIsFloat == true) && (decimals > 6))
{
*pSerial << "Too many decimals were entered!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum number of decimals is 6" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl << endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}
// If we have a regular integer
else
{
if ((newInteger*InchToCountsFactor) < YAxisLength)
{
cutInteger = newInteger;
cutDivisor = newDivisor;
}
else
{
*pSerial << (int32_t)(cutDirection*newInteger) << " is
too many inches to move!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum length is " <<
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}
else
{

}

}

}

}
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YAxisLength/InchToCountsFactor << " in" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl <<
endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;

*pSerial << "ERROR! Trying to add a new position to a non-existent axis."
<< endl;
break;

// If a SHIFT+D is pressed, wrap things up
if ( cutInput == 'D' )
{
validNumber = true;
cutLength = (float)(cutDirection*cutInteger);
if (cutIsFloat == true)
{
cutLength = cutLength / (float)cutDivisor;
}

}

}

if (axis == X_AXIS)
{
*pSerial << "Moving " << cutLength << " inches on the x-axis" << endl;
}
else if (axis == Y_AXIS)
{
*pSerial << "Moving " << cutLength << " inches on the y-axis" << endl;
}
else
{
*pSerial << "ERROR! Can't move in an undefined axis!" << endl;
}

// Get the current position and perform the cut
int32_t currentPosition = 0;
int32_t expectedCounts = cutLength*InchToCountsFactor;
int32_t totalTime = 0;
if ((axis == X_AXIS) && (cutLength != 0.0f))
{
currentPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
pCuttingDriver->travelSpeedTest('x', cutLength, false, MaxPWMFrequency, &totalTime);
}
else if ((axis == Y_AXIS) && (cutLength != 0.0f))
{
currentPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
pCuttingDriver->travelSpeedTest('y', cutLength, false, MaxPWMFrequency, &totalTime);
}
else if ( (axis > Y_AXIS) )
{
// We shouldn't need to test the feed axis?
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}
else
{
}
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*pSerial << "ERROR! Undefined cut axis!" << endl;

// If cutLength is 0, make sure we do nothing

// If we're outputting the measurement precision calculations,
// get to it
if (displayPrecision)
{
int32_t previousPosition = currentPosition;
if (axis == X_AXIS)
{
currentPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
}
else if (axis == Y_AXIS)
{
currentPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
}
else
{
*pSerial << "ERROR! Can't output precision for undefined axis!" << endl;
}
int32_t difference = currentPosition - previousPosition;
*pSerial
*pSerial
*pSerial
*pSerial

<<
<<
<<
<<

endl;
"Expected Counts: " << expectedCounts << endl;
"Actual
Counts: " << difference << endl;
"Expected Inches: " << cutLength << endl;

// To determine actual inches, use some division/modulus math
*pSerial << "Actual
Inches: ";
printFloat(difference, InchToCountsFactor, _FLOATPRECISION);
// Output the speed of the cut
*pSerial << endl;
*pSerial << "Travel Speed (enc.cnts/ms):";
printFloat(difference, totalTime, _FLOATPRECISION);
*pSerial << endl;
*pSerial << "Travel Speed (in/ms):";
printFloat(cutLength, totalTime, _FLOATPRECISION);

}

}

*pSerial << endl;

/** \brief This method will contains the logic for making a biaxial cut through the UI.
* \details It pulls will pull in whatever variables it needs.
* @param cutType The type of cut to be made, expressed in terms of \a cutType
*/
void task_ui::baCutHandler (cutType cutType)
{
bool validNumber;
bool cutIsFloat;
char cutInput;
float xCutLength;
float yCutLength;
int16_t cutDirection;
int32_t cutInteger;
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int32_t cutDivisor;
int8_t decimals;
validNumber = false;
cutIsFloat = false;
xCutLength = 0;
yCutLength = 0;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
*pSerial << "Enter a length to move the x motor (max decimals = 4)" << endl;
*pSerial << "Send SHIFT+D, 'D', when done (ex '1.24D' ):" << endl;
while (!validNumber)
// If there is a character in the serial buffer, run the menu
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> cutInput;
// Negate number if in front, otherwise ignore
if (cutInput == '-')
{
if (cutInteger == 0)
{
cutDirection = -1;
}
}
// If the user puts in a decimal point, set the cut is float variable and start the division
variable
// If they hit a decimal point again, too bad for them - we ignore it
if ( (cutInput == '.') && (cutIsFloat == false) )
{
cutIsFloat = true;

}

cutDivisor = 1;
decimals = 0;

// Add the user input to the length
if ( ((cutInput >= '0') && (cutInput <= '9')) )
{
int32_t newInteger = (cutInteger*10) + atoi(cutInput);
int32_t newDivisor = cutDivisor*10;
if (cutIsFloat == true)
{
decimals++;
}
// If we have a float and it's not too long
if ((cutIsFloat == true) && (decimals <= 6))
{
float tempFloat = ((float)newInteger/(float)newDivisor);
if ( (tempFloat*(float)InchToCountsFactor) < XAxisLength)
{
cutInteger = newInteger;
cutDivisor = newDivisor;
}
else
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*pSerial << (tempFloat*(float)cutDirection) << " is too many inches to
move!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum length is " << XAxisLength/InchToCountsFactor <<
" in" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl << endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;

}
}
// If we have too many decimal entries, make the user start over
else if ((cutIsFloat == true) && (decimals > 6))
{
*pSerial << "Too many decimals were entered!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum number of decimals is 6" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl << endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}
// If we have a regular integer
else
{
if ((newInteger*InchToCountsFactor) < XAxisLength)
{
cutInteger = newInteger;
cutDivisor = newDivisor;
}
else
{
*pSerial << (int32_t)(cutDirection*newInteger) << " is too many inches to
move!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum length is " << XAxisLength/InchToCountsFactor <<
" in" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl << endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}
}

// If a SHIFT+D is pressed, wrap things up
if ( cutInput == 'D' )
{
validNumber = true;
xCutLength = (float)(cutDirection*cutInteger);
if (cutIsFloat == true)
{
xCutLength = xCutLength / (float)cutDivisor;
}

}

}

*pSerial << "X-axis set to cut " << xCutLength << " inches" << endl;
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// Reinitialize reused variables for the y axis cut
cutInput = 0;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
validNumber = false;
*pSerial << "Enter a length to move the y motor (max decimals = 4)" << endl;
*pSerial << "Send SHIFT+D, 'D', when done (ex '1.24D' ):" << endl;
while (!validNumber)
// If there is a character in the serial buffer, run the menu
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> cutInput;
// Negate number if in front, otherwise ignore
if (cutInput == '-')
{
if (cutInteger == 0)
{
cutDirection = -1;
}
}
// If the user puts in a decimal point, set the cut is float variable and start the division
variable
// If they hit a decimal point again, too bad for them - we ignore it
if ( (cutInput == '.') && (cutIsFloat == false) )
{
cutIsFloat = true;

}

cutDivisor = 1;
decimals = 0;

// Add the user input to the length
if ( ((cutInput >= '0') && (cutInput <= '9')) )
{
int32_t newInteger = (cutInteger*10) + atoi(cutInput);
int32_t newDivisor = cutDivisor*10;
if (cutIsFloat == true)
{
decimals++;
}
// If we have a float and it's not too long
if ((cutIsFloat == true) && (decimals <= 6))
{
float tempFloat = ((float)newInteger/(float)newDivisor);
if ( (tempFloat*(float)InchToCountsFactor) < YAxisLength)
{
cutInteger = newInteger;
cutDivisor = newDivisor;
}
else
{
*pSerial << (tempFloat*(float)cutDirection) << " is too many inches to
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move!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum length is " << YAxisLength/InchToCountsFactor <<
" in" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl << endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;

}

}
}
// If we have too many decimal entries, make the user start over
else if ((cutIsFloat == true) && (decimals > 6))
{
*pSerial << "Too many decimals were entered!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum number of decimals is 6" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl << endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}
// If we have a regular integer
else
{
if ((newInteger*InchToCountsFactor) < YAxisLength)
{
cutInteger = newInteger;
cutDivisor = newDivisor;
}
else
{
*pSerial << (int32_t)(cutDirection*newInteger) << " is too many inches to
move!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum length is " << YAxisLength/InchToCountsFactor <<
" in" << endl;
*pSerial << "Please re-enter a valid number:" << endl << endl;
cutInteger = 0;
cutDivisor = 0;
decimals = 0;
cutDirection = 1;
cutIsFloat = false;
}
}

// If a SHIFT+D is pressed, wrap things up
if ( cutInput == 'D' )
{
validNumber = true;
yCutLength = (float)(cutDirection*cutInteger);
if (cutIsFloat == true)
{
yCutLength = yCutLength / (float)cutDivisor;
}

}

}

*pSerial << "Y-Axis set to cut " << yCutLength << " inches" << endl;

// Get the current position and perform the cut
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currentXPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
expectedXCounts = xCutLength*InchToCountsFactor;
currentYPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
expectedYCounts = yCutLength*InchToCountsFactor;

if (cutType == TRAVEL)
{
*pSerial << "ERROR! Biaxial travels have yet to be implemented!"
}
else if ( (cutType == CUT) && (xCutLength != 0) && (yCutLength != 0) )
{
*pSerial << "Cutting " << xCutLength << " in on the x-axis and "
yCutLength << " in on the y-axis" << endl;
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x', xCutLength, 'y', yCutLength);
}
else if ( (cutType == CUT) && (yCutLength != 0) )
{
*pSerial << "Cutting " << xCutLength << " in on the x-axis and "
yCutLength << " in on the y-axis" << endl;
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('y', yCutLength, false);
}
else if ( (cutType == CUT) && (xCutLength != 0) )
{
*pSerial << "Cutting " << xCutLength << " in on the x-axis and "
yCutLength << " in on the y-axis" << endl;
pCuttingDriver->cutLine('x', xCutLength, false);
}
else if (cutType > CUT)
{
// You can't do a biaxial circle
*pSerial << "ERROR! Undefined cut type!" << endl;
}
else
{
// Don't do anything if both cuts are supposed to be 0
}

<< endl;

<<

<<

<<

// If we're outputting the measurement precision calculations,
// get to it
if (displayPrecision)
{
int32_t previousXPosition = currentXPosition;
int32_t previousYPosition = currentYPosition;
currentXPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
currentYPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
int32_t difference = currentXPosition - previousXPosition;
*pSerial
*pSerial
*pSerial
*pSerial

<<
<<
<<
<<

endl;
"X Expected Counts: " << expectedXCounts << endl;
"X Actual
Counts: " << difference << endl;
"X Expected Inches: " << xCutLength << endl;

// To determine actual inches, use some division/modulus math
*pSerial << "X Actual
Inches: ";
printFloat(difference, InchToCountsFactor, _FLOATPRECISION);
*pSerial << endl;
difference = currentYPosition - previousYPosition;
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<<
<<
<<
<<
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endl;
"Y Expected Counts: " << expectedYCounts << endl;
"Y Actual
Counts: " << difference << endl;
"Y Expected Inches: " << yCutLength << endl;

// To determine actual inches, use some division/modulus math
*pSerial << "Y Actual
Inches: ";
printFloat(difference, InchToCountsFactor, _FLOATPRECISION);

}

}

*pSerial << endl;

/** \brief This method contains the logic for making a circular cut through the UI.
* \details It pulls in the user's decision to either move the cutting head or
* to actually make the cut, then handles the logic.
* @param cutType The type of cut to be made, expressed in terms of \a cutType
*/
void task_ui::cirCutHandler (cutType cutType)
{
bool validNumber;
char cutInput;
char quadrantInput;
char degreeInput;
int8_t cutRadius;
int8_t cutQuadrant;
int16_t cutDegrees;
validNumber = false;
cutRadius = 0;
cutQuadrant = 0;
cutDegrees = 0;
*pSerial << "Enter a radius for the circle (send SHIFT+D, 'D', when done):" << endl;
// Get the circle radius
while (!validNumber)
// If there is a character in the serial buffer, run the menu
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> cutInput;
// Add the user input to the length
if ( (cutInput >= '0') && (cutInput <= '9') )
{
int8_t newRadius = (cutRadius*10) + atoi(cutInput);

}

if (newRadius < 0)
{
*pSerial <<
*pSerial <<
cutRadius =
}
else
{
cutRadius =
}

newRadius << " is too large a radius to cut!" << endl;
"The maximum length is 127 in" << endl << endl;
0;

newRadius;

// If a SHIFT+D is pressed, wrap things up
if ( cutInput == 'D' )
{
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}

if (cutRadius == 0)
{
*pSerial <<
*pSerial <<
}
else
{
validNumber
*pSerial <<
}

34

"ERROR: Please enter a non-zero cut radius" << endl << endl;
"Enter a new length for the radius:" << endl;

= true;
"Circle radius set to " << cutRadius << " inches" << endl;

// Get the quadrant of the cut
cutInput = 0;
validNumber = false;
*pSerial << "Enter the Cartesian quadrant for the cut, 1-4:" << endl;
while (!validNumber)
// If there is a character in the serial buffer, run the menu
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> cutInput;
// Add the user input to the length
if ( (cutInput >= '1') && (cutInput <= '4') )
{
*pSerial << "Is quadrant " << cutInput << " correct ('y' or 'n')?" << endl;
char yOrN;
while (!(yOrN == 'y' || yOrN == 'n'))
{
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> yOrN;
// If yes, mark the
if (yOrN == 'y')
{
validNumber
cutQuadrant
*pSerial <<
}

input valid and save it
= true;
= atoi(cutInput);
"Circle quadrant set to " << cutInput << endl ;

// If no, make it the selection repeat
else if (yOrN =='n')
{
cutInput = 0;
cutQuadrant = 0;
*pSerial << "Enter the Cartesian quadrant for the cut, 1-4:" <<
endl;
}

}

}

// Otherwise, do nothing
else
{
}
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// Set yOrN to 0, in case we need to reloop
yOrN = 0;

// Get the degrees to cut
validNumber = false;
*pSerial << "Enter the number of degrees to travel along the radius (send SHIFT+D, 'D', when done):" <<
endl;
while (!validNumber)
// If there is a character in the serial buffer, run the menu
if ( pSerial->available() )
{
// Save the serial data in input
*pSerial >> cutInput;
// Add the user input to the length
if ( (cutInput >= '0') && (cutInput <= '9') )
{
int16_t newDegrees = (cutDegrees*10) + atoi(cutInput);

}

}

if (newDegrees > 360)
{
*pSerial << newDegrees << " is too many degrees to cut!" << endl;
*pSerial << "The maximum number of degrees is 360 " << endl << endl;
cutDegrees = 0;
}
else
{
cutDegrees = newDegrees;
}

// If a SHIFT+D is pressed, wrap things up
if ( cutInput == 'D' )
{
if (cutDegrees == 0)
{
*pSerial << "ERROR: Please enter a non-zero number of degrees" << endl << endl;
*pSerial << "Enter a new number of degrees:" << endl;
}
else
{
*pSerial << "Setting number of degrees in cut to " << cutDegrees << endl;
validNumber = true;
}
}

// Set the quadrants for the cuts
int8_t xQuad = 0;
int8_t yQuad = 0;
if (cutQuadrant == 1)
{
xQuad = CLOCKWISE;
yQuad = CLOCKWISE;
}
else if (cutQuadrant == 2)
{
xQuad = COUNTERCLOCKWISE;
yQuad = CLOCKWISE;
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}
else if (cutQuadrant == 3)
{
xQuad = COUNTERCLOCKWISE;
yQuad = COUNTERCLOCKWISE;
}
else if (cutQuadrant == 4)
{
xQuad = CLOCKWISE;
yQuad = COUNTERCLOCKWISE;
}
else
{
*pSerial << "ERROR! Invalid cut quadrant! (How did you get here?)" << endl;
}
// Get the current position and perform the cut
int32_t currentXPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
int32_t currentYPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
int32_t expectedXCounts = currentXPosition + pCuttingDriver->inchesToCounts(cutRadius - ((float)
(xQuad)*(float)(cutRadius)*(cos((float)cutDegrees*3.14159/180))));
int32_t expectedYCounts = currentYPosition + pCuttingDriver->inchesToCounts((float)(yQuad)*(float)
(cutRadius)*(sin((float)cutDegrees*3.14159/180)));
if (cutType == TRAVEL)
{
*pSerial << "ERROR! No travel code yet. Nice try, though." << endl;
//cutCircle();
}
else if (cutType == CUT)
{
*pSerial << "Cutting " << cutRadius << " in circle in quadrant "
<< cutQuadrant << " for " << cutDegrees << " degrees." << endl;
pCuttingDriver->cutCircle((float) cutRadius, cutDegrees, xQuad, yQuad);
}
else
{
*pSerial << "ERROR! Undefined cut type!" << endl;
}
// If we're outputting the measurement precision calculations,
// get to it
if (displayPrecision)
{
int32_t previousXPosition = currentXPosition;
int32_t previousYPosition = currentYPosition;
currentXPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
currentYPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
int32_t difference = currentXPosition - previousXPosition;
*pSerial << endl;
*pSerial << "X Expected Counts: " << expectedXCounts << endl;
*pSerial << "X Actual
Counts: " << previousXPosition + difference << endl;
*pSerial << "X Expected Inches: " << pCuttingDriver->inchesToCounts(cutRadius - ((float)
(xQuad)*(float)(cutRadius)*(cos((float)cutDegrees*3.14159/180)))) << endl;
// To determine actual inches, use some division/modulus math
*pSerial << "X Actual
Inches: ";
printFloat(difference, InchToCountsFactor, _FLOATPRECISION);
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*pSerial << endl;
difference = currentYPosition - previousYPosition;
*pSerial << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Expected Counts: " << expectedYCounts << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Actual
Counts: " << previousYPosition + difference << endl;
*pSerial << "Y Expected Inches: " << pCuttingDriver->inchesToCounts((float)(yQuad)*(float)
(cutRadius)*(sin((float)cutDegrees*3.14159/180))) << endl;
// To determine actual inches, use some division/modulus math
*pSerial << "Y Actual
Inches: ";
printFloat(difference, InchToCountsFactor, _FLOATPRECISION);

}

}

*pSerial << endl;

/** \brief This method converts an ASCII value into a decimal value
* \details The character is tested against the ASCII bounds for 0-9 (48-57), and
* if the number is within that range, 48 is subtracted from it. If the number is
* out of bounds, this method returns a nonsense value, -1.
*/
int8_t task_ui::atoi (char aChar)
{
int8_t result = -1;
if ( (aChar >= 48) && (aChar <= 57) )
{
result = ((int8_t) aChar) - 48;
}
}

return(result);

/** \brief This method performs division with integers to display a pseudo-float
* \details \parblock
* The input \c number is divided by \c divisor, and the remainder is
* manipulated with the modulus operator (%). The number of decimal places in the
* division is dictated by the \c precision parameter.
*
* \warning Performance reports that rely on this method should always use
* \a _FLOATPRECISION as the \c precision parameter for consistency.
* \endparblock
*
* \note The returned decimals are truncated, rather than rounded.
*
* @param number The number that will be divided into
* @param divisor The divisor of the input \a number
* @param precision The number of decimal places to calculate
*/
void task_ui::printFloat (int32_t number, int32_t divisor, uint8_t precision)
{
// This bit of code translates an integer into a float,
// up to the decimal point specified in the header file
// as _FLOATPRECISION.
int32_t mod;
int32_t div;
div = number/divisor;
mod = number%divisor;
*pSerial << (int32_t) div << ".";
for (uint8_t i = 0; i < _FLOATPRECISION ; i++)
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div = (mod*10)/divisor;
//
//
//
if
{

If we have a negative distance, make sure the
decimal places don't print out individual
negative signs
(div >= 0)

}
else
{
}

}

}

38

*pSerial << div;

*pSerial << -div;

mod = (mod*10)%divisor;
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//**************************************************************************************
/** \file task_ui.h
*
This file contains the header for a task class that controls the user interface
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 10-12-2014 CSM Added in speed checking option
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2014 by CSM. It currently intended
*
for educational use only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//**************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .h file from being included multiple times in a .cpp file
#ifndef _TASK_UI_H_
#define _TASK_UI_H_
#include <FreeRTOS_ARM.h>
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

// Header for FreeRTOS

"TaskWrap.h"
"TextQueue.h"
"CuttingDriver.h"
"EncoderDriver.h"
"MotorDriver.h"
"../Shares/Shares.h"

//#include "FreeRTOS.h"
//#include "task.h"

// Primary header for FreeRTOS
// Header for FreeRTOS task functions

/** \brief This defines the max number of decimal places to use when converting to
* a float.
*/
#define _FLOATPRECISION 6
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief
This task controls the behavior of the user interface.
* \details It prints a system UI over a serial connection, thus a terminal emulator
* is required to interface with the device in this manner.
*/
class task_ui : public TaskClass
{
private:
// Pointer to a text queue for diagnostic printing
TextQueue* pSerial;
// Pointer to the cutting driver for the x- and y-axis motors
CuttingDriver* pCuttingDriver;
// Pointer to the encoder driver for the x-axis motor
EncoderDriver* pXEncoderDriver;
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// Pointer to the encoder driver for the y-axis motor
EncoderDriver* pYEncoderDriver;
// Pointer to the encoder driver for the feed motor
EncoderDriver* pFeedEncoderDriver;
// Pointer to the motor driver for the x-axis
MotorDriver* pXMotorDriver;
// Pointer to the motor driver for the y-axis
MotorDriver* pYMotorDriver;
// Pointer to the motor driver for the feed motor
MotorDriver* pFeedMotorDriver;
// Pointer to the system brake driver
BrakeDriver* pBrakeDriver;
/** \enum uiState Enumeration of the possible task states
*/
enum uiState
{
STATE_MAIN,
// 0
STATE_DIAG,
// 1
STATE_MOT,
// 2
STATE_CUT
// 3
};
/** \enum cutAxis The axes that can be actuated - the X-axis, the Y-axis, and the
* feed motor's axis.
*/
typedef enum cutAxis
{
X_AXIS,
// 0
Y_AXIS,
// 1
FEED_AXIS
// 2
};
/** \enum cutType The types of cut head movement available - traveling with
* no actual cutting, and traveling with cutting.
*/
typedef enum cutType
{
TRAVEL,
// 0
CUT,
// 1
CIRCLE
// 2
};
/** \brief The task state variable.
*/
uiState taskState;
/** \brief User input character.
*/
char input;
/**
*
*
*
*/

\brief The cut precision report variable.
\details If true, during test cuts, the precision of the cut in absolute
values (encoder ticks and inches) and percentages is printed after a cut
completes.
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bool displayPrecision;
protected:
public:

// This constructor creates a generic task of which many copies can be made
task_ui(const char*, unsigned portBASE_TYPE, size_t, TextQueue*, CuttingDriver*,
EncoderDriver*, EncoderDriver*, EncoderDriver*,
MotorDriver*, MotorDriver*, MotorDriver*, BrakeDriver*);
// This method is called by the RTOS once to run the task loop for ever and ever.
void run(void);
// This method prints out the main menu for the serial port
void printMainMenu(void);
// This method prints out the diagnostic menu
void printDiagMenu(void);
// This method prints out diagnostic info about current tasks
void printDiagTaskInfo(void);
// This method prints out the cutting test menu
void printMotorMenu(void);
// This method prints out the test cut menu
void printCuttingMenu(void);
// This method handles single axis cuts
void saCutHandler(cutAxis, cutType);
// This method handles single axis cuts
void saSpeedTestHandler(cutAxis);
// This method handles biaxial cuts
void baCutHandler(cutType);
// This method handles circular cuts
void cirCutHandler(cutType);
// This method converts a character to an integer
int8_t atoi(char);

};

// This method prints out a float given an input number, divisor, and precision
void printFloat(int32_t, int32_t, uint8_t);

#endif // _TASK_UI_H_
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//**************************************************************************************
/** \file task_xaxis.cpp
*
This file contains the code for a task class which controls the x-axis motor.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Added auto-zeroing back in, expanded documentation
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//**************************************************************************************
#include "task_xaxis.h"

// Header for this task

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This constructor creates a task that monitors the x-axis encoder.
* \details This constructor creates the task that checks the x-axis encoder and
* alters motor speed as necessary. Of note, it takes in and stores a pointer to
* a text queue for serial output and a pointer to a \c CuttingDriver to ensure it has
* influence over cutting speeds. This is also where the variable dictating whether
* the axis' motor is automatically zeroed on startup is set.
* @param aName A character string which will be the name of this task
* @param aPriority The priority at which this task will initially run (default: 0)
* @param aStackSize The size of this task's stack in bytes
*
(default: configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE)
* @param pSerDev Pointer to a \c TextQueue
* @param pCutDev Pointer to the \c CuttingDriver
* @param pMotDev Pointer to the x-axis \c MotorDriver
*/
task_xaxis::task_xaxis (const char* aName,

{

}

unsigned portBASE_TYPE aPriority,
size_t aStackSize,
TextQueue* pSerDev,
CuttingDriver* pCutDev,
MotorDriver* pMotDev)
: TaskClass (aName, aPriority, aStackSize)

pSerial = pSerDev;
pCuttingDriver = pCutDev;
pMotorDriver = pMotDev;
// Set the automatic zeroing variable
// Currently, we want this to be false so we can use the task_ui features
autoZeroing = false;

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This method controls the x-axis motor.
* \details In general, there are two "states" for this task: the setup state and the
* loop state.
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During setup, if \a autoZeroing is enabled, the x-axis motor is set to
rail - this depends directly on the functionality of the \c LimitSwitchDriver, so
\a autoZeroing should be \c false if they have been disabled for testing.
The setup portion of the code always checks for the completion of the axis' zeroing
via the \a xAxisZeroed semaphore, prints out a diagnostic message, then gives the
\a xAxisComplete semaphore before dropping into the loop.
The loop portion of the code simply runs the \c CuttingDriver::checkXCut() method from
\c CuttingDriver and uses the \c delayms() method to wait roughly 10 milliseconds
before looping.

void task_xaxis::run (void)
{
// Make a variable which will hold times to use for precise task scheduling
portTickType previousTicks = xTaskGetTickCount ();
// Start the x-axis motor in the negative direction to find the zero position
if (autoZeroing == true)
{
pMotorDriver->on();
pMotorDriver->setSpeed(-85);
}
// Wait for the motor to find the x-axis zero
// When the motor finds the switch, it is stopped and the encoder
// position is set to 0.
// This relies on a semaphore that is set in the LimitSwitchDriver
// by the rising edge of a signal on the XAxisLimitSwitchPin.
while (xSemaphoreTake( xAxisZeroed, 0 ) == pdFALSE)
{
delayms(10);
}
// Print some diagnostic messages to let the user know motor zeroed
*pSerial << "X OK for cutting" << endl;
// Throw up the cutting complete semaphore to allow the cutting driver
// to queue up the first cut when the y-axis has also zeroed.
xSemaphoreGive( xAxisComplete );
// MAIN X-AXIS LOOP
for (;;)
{
// Check the x-axis motor position and ramp speed as necessary
pCuttingDriver->checkXCut();

}

}

// This is a method we use to cause a task to make one run through its task
// loop every 10 milliseconds and let other tasks run at other times
delayms(10);
//vTaskDelay((10L * configTICK_RATE_HZ) / 10000L);
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//**************************************************************************************
/** \file task_xaxis.h
*
This file contains the header for a task class that controls the x-axis motor
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Added auto-zeroing back in, expanded documentation
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//**************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .h file from being included multiple times in a .cpp file
#ifndef _TASK_XAXIS_H_
#define _TASK_XAXIS_H_
#include <FreeRTOS_ARM.h>
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

// Header for FreeRTOS

"TaskWrap.h"
"TextQueue.h"
"CuttingDriver.h"
"MotorDriver.h"
"../Shares/Shares.h"

//#include "FreeRTOS.h"
//#include "task.h"

// Primary header for FreeRTOS
// Header for FreeRTOS task functions

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief
This task controls the behavior of the X-Axis motor.
* \details This task first attaches the limit switch interrupt and runs the
* motor in reverse to find the "zero" position for the motor. Afterwards, it
* signals \c task_cutting, letting it know that the motor found its zero.
* Afterward, the main task loop is entered, and the task begins to check the
* status of any x-axis cutting operation to ensure smooth-speed and fast
* stopping.
*/
class task_xaxis : public TaskClass
{
private:
// Pointer to a text queue for diagnostic printing
TextQueue* pSerial;
// Pointer to the cutting driver for the x- and y-axis motors
CuttingDriver* pCuttingDriver;
// Pointer to the motor driver for the x-axis
MotorDriver* pMotorDriver;
/** \brief This variable controls the functionality enabling automatic zeroing
* \details autoZeroing relies on the limit switches and their interrupts
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* being enabled, otherwise you'll rail the motors and they <i>will not</i> stop.
*/
bool autoZeroing;
protected:
public:

};

// This constructor creates a generic task of which many copies can be made
task_xaxis (const char*, unsigned portBASE_TYPE, size_t, TextQueue*,
CuttingDriver*, MotorDriver*);
// This method is called by the RTOS once to run the task loop for ever and ever.
void run (void);

#endif // _TASK_XAXIS_H_
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//**************************************************************************************
/** \file task_yaxis.cpp
*
This file contains the code for a task class which controls the y-axis motor.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Added auto-zeroing back in, expanded documentation
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//**************************************************************************************
#include "task_yaxis.h"

// Header for this task

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This constructor creates a task that monitors the y-axis encoder.
* \details This constructor creates the task that checks the y-axis encoder and
* alters motor speed as necessary. Of note, it takes in and stores a pointer to
* a text queue for serial output and a pointer to a \c CuttingDriver to ensure it has
* influence over cutting speeds. This is also where the variable dictating whether
* the axis' motor is automatically zeroed on startup is set.
* @param aName A character string which will be the name of this task
* @param aPriority The priority at which this task will initially run (default: 0)
* @param aStackSize The size of this task's stack in bytes
*
(default: configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE)
* @param pSerDev Pointer to a \c TextQueue
* @param pCutDev Pointer to the \c CuttingDriver
* @param pMotDev Pointer to the y-axis \c MotorDriver
*/
task_yaxis::task_yaxis (const char* aName,

{

}

unsigned portBASE_TYPE aPriority,
size_t aStackSize,
TextQueue* pSerDev,
CuttingDriver* pCutDev,
MotorDriver* pMotDev)
: TaskClass (aName, aPriority, aStackSize)

pSerial = pSerDev;
pCuttingDriver = pCutDev;
pMotorDriver = pMotDev;
// Set the automatic zeroing variable
// Currently, we want this to be false so we can use the task_ui features
autoZeroing = false;

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This method controls the y-axis motor.
* \details In general, there are two "states" for this task: the setup state and the
* loop state.
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During setup, if \a autoZeroing is enabled, the y-axis motor is set to
rail - this depends directly on the functionality of the \c LimitSwitchDriver, so
\a autoZeroing should be \c false if they have been disabled for testing.
The setup portion of the code always checks for the completion of the axis' zeroing
via the \a yAxisZeroed semaphore, prints out a diagnostic message, then gives the
\a yAxisComplete semaphore before dropping into the loop.
The loop portion of the code simply runs the \c CuttingDriver::checkYCut() method
from \c CuttingDriver and uses the \c delayms() method to wait roughly 10
milliseconds before looping.

void task_yaxis::run (void)
{
// Make a variable which will hold times to use for precise task scheduling
portTickType previousTicks = xTaskGetTickCount ();
// Start the y-axis motor in the negative direction to find the zero position
if (autoZeroing == true)
{
pMotorDriver->on();
pMotorDriver->setSpeed(-85);
}
// Wait for the motor to find the y-axis zero
// When the motor finds the switch, it is stopped and the encoder
// position is set to 0.
// This relies on a semaphore that is set in the LimitSwitchDriver
// by the rising edge of a singal on the YAxisLimitSwitchPin.
while (xSemaphoreTake( yAxisZeroed, 0 ) == pdFALSE)
{
delayms(10);
}
// Print some diagnostic messages to let the user know motor zeroed
*pSerial << "Y OK for cutting" << endl;
// Throw up the cutting complete semaphore to allow the cutting driver
// to queue up the first cut when the y-axis has also zeroed.
xSemaphoreGive( yAxisComplete );
// MAIN Y-AXIS LOOP
for (;;)
{
// Check the y-axis motor position and ramp speed as necessary
pCuttingDriver->checkYCut();

}

}

// This is a method we use to cause a task to make one run through its task
// loop every 10 milliseconds and let other tasks run at other times
delayms(10);
//vTaskDelay((10L * configTICK_RATE_HZ) / 1000L);
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//**************************************************************************************
/** \file task_yaxis.h
*
This file contains the header for a task class that controls the y-axis motor.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Added auto-zeroing back in, expanded documentation
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//**************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .h file from being included multiple times in a .cpp file
#ifndef _TASK_YAXIS_H_
#define _TASK_YAXIS_H_
#include <FreeRTOS_ARM.h>
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

// Header for FreeRTOS

"TaskWrap.h"
"TextQueue.h"
"CuttingDriver.h"
"MotorDriver.h"
"../Shares/Shares.h"

//#include "FreeRTOS.h"
//#include "task.h"

// Primary header for FreeRTOS
// Header for FreeRTOS task functions

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief
This task controls the behavior of the Y-Axis motor.
* \details This task first attaches the limit switch interrupt and runs the
* motor in reverse to find the "zero" position for the motor. Afterwards, it
* signals the CuttingTask, letting it know that the motor found its zero.
* Afterward, the main task loop is entered, and the task begins to check the
* status of any y-axis cutting operation to ensure smooth-speed and fast
* stopping.
*/
class task_yaxis : public TaskClass
{
private:
// Pointer to a text queue for diagnostic printing
TextQueue* pSerial;
// Pointer to the cutting driver for the x- and y-axis motors
CuttingDriver* pCuttingDriver;
// Pointer to the motor driver for the y-axis
MotorDriver* pMotorDriver;
/** \brief This variable controls the functionality enabling automatic zeroing
*/
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bool autoZeroing;
protected:
public:

};

// This constructor creates a generic task of which many copies can be made
task_yaxis (const char*, unsigned portBASE_TYPE, size_t, TextQueue*,
CuttingDriver*, MotorDriver*);
// This method is called by the RTOS once to run the task loop for ever and ever.
void run (void);

#endif // _TASK_YAXIS_H_
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file TaskWrap.h
*
This file contains the necessary methods to wrap FreeRTOS tasks into a C++
*
environment. It draws heavily on the work of John Ridgely and Stephano Oliveri.
*
* Revisions:
*
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//**************************************************************************************
#ifndef _CSM_TASKWRAP_H_
#define _CSM_TASKWRAP_H_
#include "FreeRTOS_ARM.h"
//#include "../libraries/FreeRTOS_ARM/utility/FreeRTOS.h"
//#include "../libraries/FreeRTOS_ARM/utility/task.h"
/**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/

\brief The overarching FreeRTOS task wrapper class.
\details It creates an object to for storing the handles for a FreeRTOS task also
defines the destructor for a task when it is deleted.
\warning This class should probably not be used directly, unless you really want
to deal with the details of task creation and pointing to a function for the task
loop (see \c TaskClass::_user_run_function() ).
\note Using this wrapper and \c TaskClass for FreeRTOS tasks introduces a memory
overhead of roughly 30000 bytes. If space becomes an issue that's terribly
pressing, reverting to the standard C implementation of FreeRTOS tasks would be a
viable option.

class TaskWrap {
protected:
/** \brief The handle for the task to be created.
* \details This is a FreeRTOS task handle used to refer to whatever task is
* instantiated by this wrapper. \note xTaskHandle is only used in FreeRTOS
* versions below 8.0 - if the version is upgraded, this data type changes to
* TaskHandle_t.
*/
xTaskHandle handle;
public:

/**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

\brief The destructor for the base task class.
\details It is a method by which the memory used for a \c TaskWrap object
can be freed and the task can be deregistered from the list of active tasks
that FreeRTOS maintains. In most cases, this shouldn't be necessary to deal
with - using the \p delete[] operator will first run any destructor for the
TaskClass wrapper, then the destructor for TaskWrap, as destructors are not
inherited. Example usage is shown below:
\code
task_example* pTask = new task_example(args);
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* ...
* delete pTask;
* \endcode
*/
~TaskWrap()
{
// If task deletion is enabled, set the handle to zero and delete it
#if (INCLUDE_vTaskDelete == 1)
void* temp_handle = handle;
handle = 0;
vTaskDelete (temp_handle);
// If task deletion is disabled, set this task's handle to 0 but don't delete
// task
#else
handle = 0;
#endif
return;
}
\brief The task-specific FreeRTOS task-wrapping class.
\details It uses the \c TaskWrap class as a parent, inheriting the
\c TaskWrap::handle, but allowing the creation of a specific \c TaskClass
constructor and destructor. \c TaskClass::TaskClass creates and registers
a given task within FreeRTOS, but the destructor has been omitted, as there is
no specific data that needs to be deleted separately from that in \c TaskWrap
upon task deletion at this time.
In order to create a task that implements this class, simply include the
following within the class header declaration and the task C++ file:
\code
class task_example : public TaskClass {
...
};
\endcode
The \c : simply tells the compiler that this new class, task_example, inherits
\c TaskClass and its inheritances.
Tasks that implement this class \b MUST provide a \c run() method because
\c TaskClass::run() is pure virtual - this helps to prevent weird behavior and
should keep code streamlined, as all the main loops for each task are required
to be in \c run(). This means that, at minimum, a header file for a task must
declare the following:
\code
class task_example : public TaskClass {
public:
// The constructor for the example class, which gives a pointer to the
// task's name string, declares a numeric priority, and defines the stack
// size for the task in bytes.
task_example(const char* aName, unsigned portBASE_TYPE taskPriority,
size_t stackSize, ...);

};
\endcode

// The run function for the example class, which is necessary to declare,
// otherwise the compiler will moan about not declaring run() because it's
// pure virtual.
void run(void);

Once a task class header and C++ file have been created, the most convenient
method to create a new instance of a class is to use the C++ \c new[] operator
to allocate memory for the task on the fly (after having included the header for
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* the task, of course). Example usages (within \c mai
n (), or, in the case of
* Arduino, \c setup()) are shown below:
* \code
*
#include "task_example.h"
*
...
*
// This allocates the memory for a new task_example object and calls its
*
// constructor, but does not allow its deletion, as the pointer to the task
*
// is not saved.
*
new task_example("Example", (portBASE_TYPE) 2, configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE, ...);
*
*
// This creates a pointer to a task_example object, allocates the memory for it,
*
// and calls its constructor. It also allows the user to use the delete operator
*
// to deallocate the memory associated with the task at a later time.
*
// The destruction line should read:
delete pTask;
*
task_example* pTask = new task_example("Ex", (portBASE_TYPE) 2, configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE, ...);
*
*
// Start the FreeRTOS task scheduler
*
vTaskStartScheduler();
\endcode
*
*/
class TaskClass : public TaskWrap {
private:
public:

/** \brief The constructor for the base task class.
* \details It calls the FreeRTOS task creation function \c xTaskCreate() to
* associate the \c TaskWrap::handle with the actual code specified in an
* individual task's C++ and header files and register it in the FreeRTOS task
* list (and, as such, diagnostic information can be printed out about the task
* via the \c task_ui::printDiagTaskInfo() method.
*/
TaskClass(char const*name, unsigned portBASE_TYPE priority,
unsigned portSHORT stackDepth=configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE)
{
xTaskCreate((void(*)(void*))(&_user_run_function),
(const signed char*)name, stackDepth, this, priority, &handle);
}
/** \brief Pure virtual run function for the TaskClass.
* \details \warning This pure virtual run function declaration makes it an
* absolute requirement that any class that inherits \c TaskClass must supply
* its own run function.
*
* It'd be kind of silly to let one be created if it would never run,
* plus it'd create a task with a pointer to nothing, which seems like poor
* judgment.
*/
virtual void run (void) = 0;
/**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/

\brief Handles the execution of the \c run() function for a task
\details \warning This method should never be called in a user's code!
This method is passed to the FreeRTOS task-creation function
\c xTaskCreate(). It executes the \c run() method that \c TaskClass requires
to be created and handles exits by deleting the task (and freeing up space
for FreeRTOS) if the vTaskDelete option is enabled in \c FreeRTOSConfig.h.
If vTaskDelete is not enabled, the task handle is set to 0 so it can no longer
be referred to.
@param pTask A pointer to the task given as a parameter to this function.
It is used to point \c TaskClass to the user's \c run() function, as well as
the task handle, if \c run() exits.
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static void _user_run_function(TaskClass* pTask)
{
// This is where the user's run() method is actually called
pTask->run();
// If the run() method exits, and if task deletion is enabled, delete this
// task
#if (INCLUDE_vTaskDelete == 1)
void* tempHandle = pTask->handle;
pTask->handle = 0;
vTaskDelete (tempHandle);
// If task deletion is disabled, set this task's handle to 0 but don't delete
// task
#else
pTask->handle = 0;
#endif

}

// If task deletion is not enabled, we get here if the task run method has
// exited (which it shouldn't have).
for (;;)
{
vTaskDelay (portMAX_DELAY);
}

/** \brief This method suggests that the RTOS lose focus of a task for a time
*/
void delayms (uint16_t interval)
{
vTaskDelay(configMS_TO_TICKS(interval));
}

};

/** \brief This method forces the RTOS to perform a delay for a specified time
*/
void delay_from_for(portTickType& fromTicks, uint16_t interval)
{
vTaskDelayUntil (&fromTicks, configMS_TO_TICKS(interval));
}

/** \cond NO_DOXY <b>This function never needs to be called by user-written code.</b>
* This is the task function which is called by the RTOS scheduler. It needs to call
* the task's run function which is a member of the user's task class, which is a
* descendent of this class. In order to call the user's run method, the RTOS run
* function must first call a static task method, \c _user_run_function(), which
* is also defined in class \c TaskClass.
* @param pTask A pointer to the task is given as a parameter to this task function;
*
the pointer is used to find the task's static run method
*/
extern "C" inline void runFunctionWrapper (TaskClass* pTask)
{
TaskClass::_user_run_function(pTask);
}
/** \endcond
*/
#endif // _CSM_TASKWRAP_H_
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//**************************************************************************************
/** \file BrakeDriver.cpp
*
This file contains the code for a driver which controls the brake.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Updated documentation
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//**************************************************************************************
#include "BrakeDriver.h"

// Header for this driver

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This constructor creates a brake object.
* \details It takes in the pin to which the brake is connected for control purposes,
* then saves it as object data.
* \warning This method uses the Arduino function \c pinMode() and will need to
* be changed upon swapping platforms.
* @param pinBrake The brake control pin number
*/
BrakeDriver::BrakeDriver (uint8_t pinBrake)
{
// Save the brake pin
brakePin = pinBrake;
// Set the brake pin to an output
pinMode(pinBrake, OUTPUT);
// Set the initial brake status to off
brakeOn = false;
// Send a message to the terminal, letting the user know the construction
// succeeded.
// This would totally work, but drivers are instantiated before FreeRTOS can make
// the queue

}

if (DEBUG_PRINT == 1)
{
// We need to stuff in a waiting routine or skip this for now
//*pSerialDebug << "Brake driver constructed OK!";
}

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This method turns on the brake for the cutter.
* \details It sets the port pin associated with the brake to high, then returns
* the value of \a brakeOn, which is set to true.
* \warning This method uses the Arduino function \c digitalWrite() and will need to
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* be changed upon swapping platforms.
*/
bool BrakeDriver::startBrake(void)
{
digitalWrite(brakePin, 1);
return(brakeOn = true);
}
/** \brief This method turns off the brake for the cutter.
* \details It sets the port pin associated with the brake to low, then returns
* the value of \a brakeOn, which is set to false.
* \warning This method uses the Arduino function \c digitalWrite() and will need to
* be changed upon swapping platforms.
*/
bool BrakeDriver::stopBrake(void)
{
digitalWrite(brakePin, 0);
return(brakeOn = false);
}
/** \brief Returns the status of the brake.
* \details This method returns the value of \a brakeOn, which can be used to determine
* whether or not the brake is engaged.
*/
bool BrakeDriver::getBrakeState(void)
{
return(brakeOn);
}
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//**************************************************************************************
/** \file BrakeDriver.h
*
This file contains the header for a driver that controls a brake.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//**************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .h file from being included multiple times in a .cpp file
#ifndef _BRAKE_DRIVER_H_
#define _BRAKE_DRIVER_H_
#include "../Shares/Shares.h"
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief
This driver controls the behavior of the brake.
* \details It takes in the pin that the brake circuitry uses for control and toggles
* that pin in response to the use of the \c startBrake() and \c stopBrake() methods.
* The current state of the brake can be returned using the \c getBrakeState() method.
*/
class BrakeDriver
{
private:
/** \brief Copy of the address of the brake pin
*/
uint8_t brakePin;
/** \brief Brake pin status
*/
bool brakeOn;
protected:
public:

// This constructor creates a generic task of which many copies can be made
BrakeDriver (uint8_t);
// This method enables the brake
bool startBrake(void);
// This method disables the brake
bool stopBrake(void);

};

// This method returns the state of the brake: on (true) or off (false)
bool getBrakeState(void);
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#endif // _BRAKE_DRIVER_H_
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file CuttingDriver.cpp
*
This file contains a driver for cutting operations with the Arduino Due. It
*
utilizes the motor and encoder drivers for two axes and a solenoid driver to
*
take input axes and cut lengths (in inches) and translate them into motor and
*
cutting head actuation.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 10-12-2014 CSM Added in speed test method
*
*
\li 11-17-2014 CSM Added in support for better cuts with error tracking
*
\li 11-20-2014 CSM Added in cut error setter, getter, and zero methods
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Updated documentation, fixed spelling errors
*
*
\li 01-26-2015 CSM Added in support for floats in cuts
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
#include <Arduino.h>
#include <DirectDigitalIO.h>
#include <Shares.h>

// Include standard Arduino libraries
// Include fast pin IO methods
// Include header for shared data

#include "CuttingDriver.h"

// Include header for the limit switch class

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Shared Data Declarations
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief The FreeRTOS "wake up" prompt for semaphores.
* \details This base type acts as a flag for semaphores within the FreeRTOS
* environment. It is set with \a pdFALSE when a semaphore needs to signal a task
* to run.
*/
static signed portBASE_TYPE xHigherPriorityTaskWoken;
/** \def ON
* \brief This define sets ON equal to TRUE for code readability.
*/
#define ON true
/** \def OFF
* \brief This define sets OFF equal to FALSE for code readability.
*/
#define OFF false
/** \brief This defines the length of the x-axis cutting area.
*/
const int32_t XAxisLength = 19500;
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/** \brief This defines the length of the y-axis cutting area.
*/
const int32_t YAxisLength = 42500;
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This class handles cutting operations for a single motor and encoder.
* \details This constructor initializes the cutting driver, saving in relevant
* pointers to motor, solenoid, and encoder drivers, and sets the "canMove" booleans
* to false so no cutting operations are carried out unexpectedly.
*
* @param xDriver A pointer to the x-axis \c MotorDriver
* @param xEncoder A pointer to the x-axis \c EncoderDriver
* @param yDriver A pointer to the y-axis \c MotorDriver
* @param yEncoder A pointer to the y-axis \c EncoderDriver
* @param feedDriver A pointer to the feed motor's \c MotorDriver
* @param feedEncoder A pointer to the feed motor's \c EncoderDriver
* @param solenoidDriver A pointer to the solenoid's \c MotorDriver
* @param brakeDriver A pointer to the brake's \c BrakeDriver
*/
CuttingDriver::CuttingDriver (MotorDriver* xDriver, EncoderDriver* xEncoder,
MotorDriver* yDriver, EncoderDriver* yEncoder,
MotorDriver* feedDriver, EncoderDriver* feedEncoder,
MotorDriver* solenoidDriver, BrakeDriver* brakeDriver)
{
// Save the input motor and encoder drivers
pXMotorDriver = xDriver;
pXEncoderDriver = xEncoder;
pYMotorDriver = yDriver;
pYEncoderDriver = yEncoder;
pFeedMotorDriver = feedDriver;
pFeedEncoderDriver = feedEncoder;
pSolenoidDriver = solenoidDriver;
pBrakeDriver = brakeDriver;
// Set up the next position pointers
pXNextPosition = &xNextPosition;
pYNextPosition = &yNextPosition;
pFeedNextPosition = &feedNextPosition;
// Set the variables allowing the motors to move to off
xCanMove = false;
yCanMove = false;
// Set the CSV output to FALSE (disabled)
CSVOut = false;
// Initialize position variables to something outlandish
xNextPosition = 4000000;
yNextPosition = 4000000;
feedNextPosition = 4000000;
// Send a message to the terminal, letting the user know the construction
// succeeded.
// This would totally work, but drivers are instantiated before FreeRTOS can make
// the queue
if (DEBUG_PRINT == 1)
{
// We need to stuff in a waiting routine or skip this for now
//*pSerialDebug << "Cutting driver constructed OK!";
}
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}
/** \brief This method takes an input axis, number of inches to travel along a line.
* \details It takes an input axis and uses it to direct the method to
* the proper axis' travel procedure. The input number of inches are converted
* to encoder counts, which, after current motor position is retrieved, are used
* in the calculation of the change in position and final desired motor position.
* The proper flags for cutting are then set and the travel operation is set to
* begin. Finally, the method waits until the travel operation completes.
*
* \warning As a general rule, the \c zeroCutError() method should be called for both
* axes after a set of operations (the shape is cut or calibration has ended),
* otherwise any error accrued during cutting will carry over to the next set of
* operations.
*
* @param axis
The axis in which motor is traveling, x or y
* @param inches The number of inches to travel
* @param inCounts A boolean to represent the units of inches
*/
void CuttingDriver::travelLine(char axis, float inches, bool inCounts)
{
// Perform movement in the proper axis
/// For X-axis travel
if (axis == 'x')
{
// Calculate the number of encoder counts required to reach the desired position
if (inCounts == false)
{
xPositionChange = inchesToCounts(inches) + Backlash;
}
else
{
xPositionChange = inches;
}
// Add in the overshoot or undershoot on the previous cut
xPositionChange = xPositionChange + xCutError;
// Save positioning variables for the x-axis
xStepPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
if ((xStepPosition + xPositionChange) <= 0)
{
// This keeps the motor from driving the head into the cutter rails
xNextPosition = 0;
}
else
{
xNextPosition = ( xStepPosition + xPositionChange );
}
// Determine the proper speed to run the motors at, with direction
int16_t PWMSpeed = 0;
if (xPositionChange <= 0 )
{
if (xPositionChange > -2000)
{
PWMSpeed = (-MaxPWMFrequency/6);
}
else if (xPositionChange > -4000)
{
PWMSpeed = (-MaxPWMFrequency/3);
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PWMSpeed = (-MaxPWMFrequency/2);

if (xPositionChange < 2000)
{
PWMSpeed = (MaxPWMFrequency/6);
}
else if (xPositionChange < 4000)
{
PWMSpeed = (MaxPWMFrequency/3);
}
else
{
PWMSpeed = (MaxPWMFrequency/2);
}

// For single axis travel, the step is the entire cut length
xStepPosition = xNextPosition;
// Clear x-axis encoder error
pXEncoderDriver->clearErrorCount();
// Make sure relevant semaphores and variables are zeroed
xSemaphoreTake(xAxisComplete, 0);
xCanMove = ON;
xSemaphoreTake(yAxisComplete, 0);
yCanMove = OFF;
// Start the cut
pXMotorDriver->on();
pXMotorDriver->setSpeed(PWMSpeed);
// Wait until cut is done
while ( xSemaphoreTake( xAxisComplete, 0 ) == pdFALSE )
{
vTaskDelay((100L * configTICK_RATE_HZ) / 1000L);
}
// Save the error in cutting head placement!
// Convention: overshoot = negative
//
undershoot = positive
xCutError = xStepPosition - pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
}
/// For Y-axis cuts
else if (axis == 'y')
{
// Calulate the number of encoder counts required to reach the desired position
if (inCounts == false)
{
yPositionChange = inchesToCounts(inches) + Backlash;
}
else
{
yPositionChange = inches;
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}
// Add in the overshoot or undershoot on the previous cut
yPositionChange = yPositionChange + yCutError;
// Save positioning variables for the y-axis
yStepPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
if ( (yStepPosition + yPositionChange) <= 0)
{
// This keeps the motor from driving the head into the cutter rails
yNextPosition = 0;
}
else
{
yNextPosition = ( yStepPosition + yPositionChange );
}
// Determine the proper speed to run the motors at, with direction
int16_t PWMSpeed = 0;
if (yPositionChange <= 0 )
{
if (yPositionChange > -2000)
{
PWMSpeed = (-MaxPWMFrequency/6);
}
else if (yPositionChange > -4000)
{
PWMSpeed = (-MaxPWMFrequency/3);
}
else
{
PWMSpeed = (-MaxPWMFrequency/2);
}
}
else
{
if (yPositionChange < 2000)
{
PWMSpeed = (MaxPWMFrequency/6);
}
else if (yPositionChange < 4000)
{
PWMSpeed = (MaxPWMFrequency/3);
}
else
{
PWMSpeed = (MaxPWMFrequency/2);
}
}
// For single axis travel, the step is the entire cut length
yStepPosition = yNextPosition;
// Clear y-axis encoder error
pYEncoderDriver->clearErrorCount();
// Make sure relevant semaphores are zeroed
xSemaphoreTake(xAxisComplete, 0);
xCanMove = OFF;
xSemaphoreTake(yAxisComplete, 0);
yCanMove = ON;
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// Start the cut
pYMotorDriver->on();
pYMotorDriver->setSpeed(PWMSpeed);
// Wait until cut is done
while ( xSemaphoreTake( yAxisComplete, 0 ) == pdFALSE )
{
vTaskDelay((100L * configTICK_RATE_HZ) / 1000L);
}
// Save the error in cutting head placement!
// Convention: overshoot = negative
//
undershoot = positive
yCutError = yStepPosition - pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
}
else
{

}

}

// Should never get here.
if (DEBUG_PRINT == 1)
{
*pSerialDebug << "ERROR: travelLine, illegal axis.";
}

/** \brief This method is used for moving motors for calibration
* \details It functions identically to \c travelLine(), but it also sets the
* \a calibrationComplete semaphore, triggering the end of the contrast sensor
* calibration routine.
*
* \warning As a general rule, the \c zeroCutError() method should be called for both
* axes after a set of operations (the shape is cut or calibration has ended),
* otherwise any error accrued during cutting will carry over to the next set of
* operations.
*
The axis in which motor is traveling, x or y
* @param axis
* @param inches The number of inches to travel
* @param inCounts A boolean to represent the units of inches
*/
void CuttingDriver::calibrationLine(char axis, float inches, bool inCounts)
{
// Perform movement in the proper axis
/// For X-axis travel
if (axis == 'x')
{
// Calculate the number of encoder counts required to reach the desired position
if (inCounts == false)
{
xPositionChange = inchesToCounts(inches) + Backlash;
}
else
{
xPositionChange = inches;
}
// Add in the overshoot or undershoot on the previous cut
xPositionChange = xPositionChange + xCutError;
// Save positioning variables for the x-axis
xStepPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
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if ((xStepPosition + xPositionChange) <= 0)
{
// This keeps the motor from driving the head into the cutter rails
xNextPosition = 0;
}
else
{
xNextPosition = ( xStepPosition + xPositionChange );
}
// Determine the proper speed to run the motors at, with direction
int16_t PWMSpeed = 0;
if (xPositionChange <= 0 )
{
if (xPositionChange > -2000)
{
PWMSpeed = (-MaxPWMFrequency/6);
}
else if (xPositionChange > -4000)
{
PWMSpeed = (-MaxPWMFrequency/3);
}
else
{
PWMSpeed = (-MaxPWMFrequency/2);
}
}
else
{
if (xPositionChange < 2000)
{
PWMSpeed = (MaxPWMFrequency/6);
}
else if (xPositionChange < 4000)
{
PWMSpeed = (MaxPWMFrequency/3);
}
else
{
PWMSpeed = (MaxPWMFrequency/2);
}
}
// For single axis travel, the step is the entire cut length
xStepPosition = xNextPosition;
// Clear x-axis encoder error
pXEncoderDriver->clearErrorCount();
// Make sure relevant semaphores and variables are zeroed
xSemaphoreTake(xAxisComplete, 0);
xCanMove = ON;
xSemaphoreTake(yAxisComplete, 0);
yCanMove = OFF;
// Start the cut
pXMotorDriver->on();
pXMotorDriver->setSpeed(PWMSpeed);
// Wait until cut is done
while ( xSemaphoreTake( xAxisComplete, 0 ) == pdFALSE )
{
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if( xSemaphoreTake( calibrationComplete, 0 ) == pdTRUE )
{
xSemaphoreGive( xAxisComplete );
xSemaphoreGive( calibrationComplete );
}
vTaskDelay((100L * configTICK_RATE_HZ) / 1000L);

// Save the error in cutting head placement!
// Convention: overshoot = negative
//
undershoot = positive
xCutError = xStepPosition - pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();

/// For Y-axis cuts
else if (axis == 'y')
{
// Calculate the number of encoder counts required to reach the desired position
if (inCounts == false)
{
yPositionChange = inchesToCounts(inches) + Backlash;
}
else
{
yPositionChange = inches;
}
// Add in the overshoot or undershoot on the previous cut
yPositionChange = yPositionChange + yCutError;
// Save positioning variables for the y-axis
yStepPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
if ( (yStepPosition + yPositionChange) <= 0)
{
// This keeps the motor from driving the head into the cutter rails
yNextPosition = 0;
}
else
{
yNextPosition = ( yStepPosition + yPositionChange );
}
// Determine the proper speed to run the motors at, with direction
int16_t PWMSpeed = 0;
if (yPositionChange <= 0 )
{
if (yPositionChange > -2000)
{
PWMSpeed = (-MaxPWMFrequency/6);
}
else if (yPositionChange > -4000)
{
PWMSpeed = (-MaxPWMFrequency/3);
}
else
{
PWMSpeed = (-MaxPWMFrequency/2);
}
}
else
{
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if (yPositionChange < 2000)
{
PWMSpeed = (MaxPWMFrequency/6);
}
else if (yPositionChange < 4000)
{
PWMSpeed = (MaxPWMFrequency/3);
}
else
{
PWMSpeed = (MaxPWMFrequency/2);
}

// For single axis travel, the step is the entire cut length
yStepPosition = yNextPosition;
// Clear y-axis encoder error
pYEncoderDriver->clearErrorCount();
// Make sure relevant semaphores are zeroed
xSemaphoreTake(xAxisComplete, 0);
xCanMove = OFF;
xSemaphoreTake(yAxisComplete, 0);
yCanMove = ON;
// Start the cut
pYMotorDriver->on();
pYMotorDriver->setSpeed(PWMSpeed);
// Wait until cut is done
while ( xSemaphoreTake( yAxisComplete, 0 ) == pdFALSE )
{
if( xSemaphoreTake( calibrationComplete, 0 ) == pdTRUE )
{
xSemaphoreGive( yAxisComplete );
xSemaphoreGive( calibrationComplete );
}
vTaskDelay((100L * configTICK_RATE_HZ) / 1000L);
}
// Save the error in cutting head placement!
// Convention: overshoot = negative
//
undershoot = positive
yCutError = yStepPosition - pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
}
else
{

}
/**
*
*
*

}

// Should never get here.
if (DEBUG_PRINT == 1)
{
*pSerialDebug << "ERROR: calibrationLine, illegal axis.";
}

\brief This method should be used only when testing cutting speed options.
\details It functions exactly like \c travelLine(), but uses the additional
uint16_t speed parameter to manually set the motor speed. This is convenient for
taking speed measurements in tasks, as it is used in \c task_ui.cpp.
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*
* \warning As a general rule, the \c zeroCutError() method should be called for both
* axes after a set of operations (the shape is cut or calibration has ended),
* otherwise any error accrued during cutting will carry over to the next set of
* operations.
*
* @param axis
The axis in which motor is traveling, x or y
* @param inches The number of inches to travel
* @param inCounts A boolean to represent the units of inches
* @param speed The speed to run the motors at
* @param refTime A pointer to an external variable for time
*/
void CuttingDriver::travelSpeedTest(char axis, float inches, bool inCounts,
int16_t speed, int32_t* refTime)
{
// Set up the variables used for timing
portTickType previousTicks = 0;
portTickType currentTicks = 0;
portTickType deltaT = 0;
// For X-axis travel
if (axis == 'x')
{
// Calculate the number of encoder counts required to reach the desired position
if (inCounts == false)
{
xPositionChange = inchesToCounts(inches) + Backlash;
}
else
{
xPositionChange = inches;
}
// Add in the overshoot or undershoot on the previous cut
xPositionChange = xPositionChange + xCutError;
// Save positioning variables for the x-axis
xStepPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
if ((xStepPosition + xPositionChange) <= 0)
{
// This keeps the motor from driving the head into the cutter rails
xNextPosition = 0;
}
else
{
xNextPosition = ( xStepPosition + xPositionChange );
}
// Determine the proper speed to run the motors at, with direction
int16_t PWMSpeed = 0;
if (xPositionChange <= 0 )
{
PWMSpeed = (-(speed));
}
else
{
PWMSpeed = (speed);
}
// For single axis travel, the step is the entire cut length
xStepPosition = xNextPosition;
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// Clear x-axis encoder error
pXEncoderDriver->clearErrorCount();
// Make sure relevant semaphores and variables are zeroed
xSemaphoreTake(xAxisComplete, 0);
xCanMove = ON;
xSemaphoreTake(yAxisComplete, 0);
yCanMove = OFF;
// Start the cut
previousTicks = xTaskGetTickCount();
pXMotorDriver->on();
pXMotorDriver->setSpeed(PWMSpeed);
// Wait until cut is done
while ( xSemaphoreTake( xAxisComplete, 0 ) == pdFALSE )
{
vTaskDelay((100L * configTICK_RATE_HZ) / 1000L);
}
// Save the error in cutting head placement!
// Convention: overshoot = negative
//
undershoot = positive
xCutError = xStepPosition - pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
// Grab the time
currentTicks = xTaskGetTickCount();
deltaT = currentTicks - previousTicks;
}
/// For Y-axis cuts
else if (axis == 'y')
{
// Calculate the number of encoder counts required to reach the desired position
if (inCounts == false)
{
yPositionChange = inchesToCounts(inches) + Backlash;
}
else
{
yPositionChange = inches;
}
// Add in the overshoot or undershoot on the previous cut
yPositionChange = yPositionChange + yCutError;
// Save positioning variables for the y-axis
yStepPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
if ( (yStepPosition + yPositionChange) <= 0)
{
// This keeps the motor from driving the head into the cutter rails
yNextPosition = 0;
}
else
{
yNextPosition = ( yStepPosition + yPositionChange );
}
// Determine the proper speed to run the motors at, with direction
int16_t PWMSpeed = 0;
if (yPositionChange <= 0 )
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PWMSpeed = (-(speed));

PWMSpeed = (speed);

// For single axis travel, the step is the entire cut length
yStepPosition = yNextPosition;
// Clear y-axis encoder error
pYEncoderDriver->clearErrorCount();
// Make sure relevant semaphores are zeroed
xSemaphoreTake(xAxisComplete, 0);
xCanMove = OFF;
xSemaphoreTake(yAxisComplete, 0);
yCanMove = ON;
// Start the cut
previousTicks = xTaskGetTickCount();
pYMotorDriver->on();
pYMotorDriver->setSpeed(PWMSpeed);
// Wait until cut is done
while ( xSemaphoreTake( yAxisComplete, 0 ) == pdFALSE )
{
vTaskDelay((100L * configTICK_RATE_HZ) / 1000L);
}
// Save the error in cutting head placement!
// Convention: overshoot = negative
//
undershoot = positive
yCutError = yStepPosition - pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
// Grab the time
currentTicks = xTaskGetTickCount();
deltaT = currentTicks - previousTicks;
}
else
{

}

}
/**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

// Should never get here.
if (DEBUG_PRINT == 1)
{
*pSerialDebug << "ERROR: calibrationLine, illegal axis.";
}

// Stuff the number of counts and travel time in the external references
*refTime = (int32_t) deltaT;
\brief This method takes an input axis and number of inches to cut a line.
\details It essentially wraps the \c travelLine() method with calls to the
solenoid's \c MotorDriver to ensure that a cut is actually made.
\warning As a general rule, the \c zeroCutError method should be called for both
axes after a set of operations (the shape is cut or calibration has ended),
otherwise any error accrued during cutting will carry over to the next set of
operations.
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*
* @param axis
The axis in which the cut should be made, x or y
* @param inches The number of inches to cut
* @param inCounts A boolean to represent the units of inches
*/
void CuttingDriver::cutLine(char axis, float inches, bool inCounts)
{
// Put force on the solenoid to make the cut
pSolenoidDriver->on();
pSolenoidDriver->setSpeed((int)((float)MaxPWMFrequency/2.5));
// Call travelLine() to move the head
travelLine(axis, inches, inCounts);

}

// Turn off the solenoid
pSolenoidDriver->off();

/** \brief This method takes an input axis and number of inches to cut a line.
* \details It takes and input number of inches and converts them
* to encoder counts, which, after current motor positions in the x- and y-axes are
* retrieved, are used in the calculation of the changes in position and final
* desired motor positions. The proper flags for cutting are then set and the
* cutting operation continues with the \c cutSteppedLine() method.
*
* @param xAxis
The x-axis. Not explicitly used, just a visual cue for the user.
* @param xInches The number of inches to cut along the x-axis. A float.
* @param yAxis
The y-axis. Not explicitly used, just a visual cue for the user.
* @param yInches The number of inches to cut along the y-axis. A float.
*/
void CuttingDriver::cutLine(char xAxis, float xInches, char yAxis, float yInches)
{
// Calulate the number of encoder counts required to reach the desired positions
xPositionChange = inchesToCounts(xInches) + Backlash;
yPositionChange = inchesToCounts(yInches) + Backlash;
// Save positioning variables for each axis
//
xStepPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
//
yStepPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
//
//
pXEncoderDriver->clearErrorCount();
//
pYEncoderDriver->clearErrorCount();
// Make sure relevant semaphores are zeroed
//
xSemaphoreTake(xAxisComplete, 0);
//
xCanMove = ON;
//
xSemaphoreTake(yAxisComplete, 0);
//
yCanMove = ON;

}
/**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/

// Perform cut
cutSteppedLine();
\brief This method loops through small iterations to cut a line in steps.
\details It uses a simple cutting algorithm that bases cutting step
size on the known backlash of the system. It takes the axis with the larger change
as a base and either divides it by the known system backlash or uses it as a step
size directly, if the length is less than the backlash, to determine its step size.
Next, it calculates the other axis' step based on the first axis' step size.
Finally, cuts are completed with a loop that checks for completion and lag in
both axes.
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void CuttingDriver::cutSteppedLine(void)
{
// Save the initial x and y positions
uint32_t xInitialPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
uint32_t yInitialPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
// Declare size of step in x- and y-axes, as well as totalSteps variables
int32_t xStep;
int32_t yStep;
int16_t totalSteps;
// Create variables for x and y to track how many steps have been taken
int32_t xStepsTaken;
int32_t yStepsTaken;
// Declare a decision-making varible to make sure x/y cut at the same pace
// Values:
0
No lag
//
1
X lag
//
2
Y lag
uint8_t xyLagging;
// Determine if the change in the x- or y-axis is larger
// If change in x-axis is larger than (or equal to) the y-axis change
if (abs(xPositionChange) >= abs(yPositionChange))
{
// Declare size of step in x-axis
xStep = 0;
// Determine xStep's size
if (xPositionChange >= 0)
{
if (xPositionChange >= Backlash)
{
xStep = Backlash;
}
else
{
xStep = xPositionChange;
}
}
else
{
if (abs(xPositionChange) >= Backlash)
{
xStep = -Backlash;
}
else
{
xStep = xPositionChange;
}
}
// Determine number of steps
totalSteps = (xPositionChange / xStep);

}
else
{

// Determine yStep, the change in the y-axis per step
yStep = (xStep / ((float)xPositionChange / (float)yPositionChange));

// Declare size of step in y-axis
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yStep = 0;
if (yPositionChange >= 0)
{
if (yPositionChange >= Backlash)
{
yStep = Backlash;
}
else
{
yStep = yPositionChange;
}
}
else
{
if (abs(yPositionChange) >= Backlash)
{
yStep = -Backlash;
}
else
{
yStep = yPositionChange;
}
}
// Determine number of steps
totalSteps = (yPositionChange / yStep);

}

// Determine xStep, the change in the y-axis per step
xStep = (yStep / ((float)yPositionChange / (float)xPositionChange));

// Make the cuts in each direction
if ((xStep > 0) && (yStep > 0))
{
while
(
(( pXEncoderDriver->getPosition()-xInitialPosition) < (totalSteps*xStep) ) ||
(( pYEncoderDriver->getPosition()-yInitialPosition) < (totalSteps*yStep)
)
)
{
// Grab the current x and y step counts
xStepsTaken = (int16_t)((pXEncoderDriver->getPosition()-xInitialPosition) / xStep);
yStepsTaken = (int16_t)((pYEncoderDriver->getPosition()-yInitialPosition) / yStep);
// Determine which axis, if any, is lagging behind the other
if ( xStepsTaken < yStepsTaken )
{
xyLagging = 1;
}
else if ( xStepsTaken > yStepsTaken )
{
xyLagging = 2;
}
else
{
xyLagging = 0;
}
// Check to see which axes need cuts
if ( pXEncoderDriver->getPosition()-xInitialPosition < totalSteps*xStep )
{
// Make the cut if y isn't lagging
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if (xyLagging != 2)
{
cutLine('x',xStep,true);
}

}
if ( pYEncoderDriver->getPosition()-yInitialPosition < totalSteps*yStep )
{
// Make the cut if x isn't lagging
if (xyLagging != 1)
{
cutLine('y',yStep,true);
}
}

}
}
else if ((xStep < 0) && (yStep < 0))
{
while
(
(( xInitialPosition-pXEncoderDriver->getPosition()) < abs(totalSteps*xStep) ) ||
(( yInitialPosition-pYEncoderDriver->getPosition()) <
abs(totalSteps*yStep) )
)
{
// Grab the current x and y step counts
xStepsTaken = (int32_t)((xInitialPosition-pXEncoderDriver->getPosition()) / abs(xStep));
yStepsTaken = (int32_t)((yInitialPosition-pYEncoderDriver->getPosition()) / abs(yStep));
// Determine which axis, if any, is lagging behind the other
if ( xStepsTaken < yStepsTaken )
{
xyLagging = 1;
}
else if ( xStepsTaken > yStepsTaken )
{
xyLagging = 2;
}
else
{
xyLagging = 0;
}
// Check to see which axes need cuts
if ( xInitialPosition-pXEncoderDriver->getPosition() < ((uint32_t) abs(totalSteps*xStep))
)
{
// Make the cut if y isn't lagging
if (xyLagging != 2)
{
cutLine('x',xStep,true);
}
}
if ( yInitialPosition-pYEncoderDriver->getPosition() < ((uint32_t) abs(totalSteps*yStep))
)
{
// Make the cut if x isn't lagging
if (xyLagging != 1)
{
cutLine('y',yStep,true);
}
}

}
}
else if ((xStep > 0) && (yStep < 0))
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(( pXEncoderDriver->getPosition()-xInitialPosition) < (totalSteps*xStep) ) ||
(( yInitialPosition-pYEncoderDriver->getPosition()) <
abs(totalSteps*yStep) )
)

// Grab the current x and y step counts
xStepsTaken = (int32_t)((pXEncoderDriver->getPosition()-xInitialPosition) / abs(xStep));
yStepsTaken = (int32_t)((yInitialPosition-pYEncoderDriver->getPosition()) / abs(yStep));
// Determine which axis, if any, is lagging behind the other
if ( xStepsTaken < yStepsTaken )
{
xyLagging = 1;
}
else if ( xStepsTaken > yStepsTaken )
{
xyLagging = 2;
}
else
{
xyLagging = 0;
}
// Check to see which axes need cuts
if ( pXEncoderDriver->getPosition()-xInitialPosition < (totalSteps*xStep) )
{
// Make the cut if y isn't lagging
if (xyLagging != 2)
{
cutLine('x',xStep,true);
}
}
if ( yInitialPosition-pYEncoderDriver->getPosition() < ((uint32_t) abs(totalSteps*yStep))
)
{
// Make the cut if x isn't lagging
if (xyLagging != 1)
{
cutLine('y',yStep,true);
}
}

}
}
else if ((xStep < 0) && (yStep > 0))
{
while
(
(( xInitialPosition-pXEncoderDriver->getPosition()) < abs(totalSteps*xStep) ) ||
(( pYEncoderDriver->getPosition()-yInitialPosition) < (totalSteps*yStep)
)
)
{
// Grab the current x and y step counts
xStepsTaken = (int32_t)((xInitialPosition-pXEncoderDriver->getPosition()) / abs(xStep));
yStepsTaken = (int32_t)((pYEncoderDriver->getPosition()-yInitialPosition) / abs(yStep));
// Determine which axis, if any, is lagging behind the other
if ( xStepsTaken < yStepsTaken )
{
xyLagging = 1;
}
else if ( xStepsTaken > yStepsTaken )
{
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}

}

}
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xyLagging = 2;

xyLagging = 0;

// Check to see which axes need cuts
if ( xInitialPosition-pXEncoderDriver->getPosition() < ((uint32_t) abs(totalSteps*xStep))
)
{
// Make the cut if y isn't lagging
if (xyLagging != 2)
{
cutLine('x',xStep,true);
}
}
if ( pYEncoderDriver->getPosition()-yInitialPosition < (totalSteps*yStep) )
{
// Make the cut if x isn't lagging
if (xyLagging != 1)
{
cutLine('y',yStep,true);
}
}

/** \brief This method is used to cut a circle.
* \details It takes an input radius, number of degrees, and x- and y- directions and
* translates these to cut a circle <b>whose initial point is (radius, 0)</b>, meaning
* the circle begins at the current cutting head position and uses the \a xDirection
* and \a yDirection arguments to determine which quadrant to start cutting from.
*
* \note There are Arduino dependent print function contained in this method, which
* were mostly used for debugging purposes. If you need an example of how to print
* data to CSV (comma separated variables), however, this is a good way to do it.
*
* \warning As a general rule, the \c zeroCutError() method should be called for both
* axes after a set of operations (the shape is cut or calibration has ended),
* otherwise any error accrued during cutting will carry over to the next set of
* operations.
*
* @param radius The radius to cut the circle with
* @param degrees The number of degrees to cut
* @param xDirection The direction of the x cut (\a CLOCKWISE or \a COUNTERCLOCKWISE)
* @param yDirection The direction of the y cut (\a CLOCKWISE or \a COUNTERCLOCKWISE)
*/
void CuttingDriver::cutCircle(float radius, int16_t degrees,
int8_t xDirection, int8_t yDirection)
{
// Create variables to save the previous cutter movement
int32_t previousX = 0;
int32_t previousY = 0;
// Create variables to store the current cutter movement
// These depend on the x and y directions! So we need some logic to properly
// set their initial positions
int32_t currentX = 0;
int32_t currentY = 0;
int16_t degreeOffset = 0;
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// Quadrant 1
if ( (xDirection == CLOCKWISE) && (yDirection == CLOCKWISE) )
{
//degreeOffset = 0;
}
// Quadrant 2
else if ( (xDirection == COUNTERCLOCKWISE) && (yDirection == CLOCKWISE) )
{
degreeOffset = 90;
}
// Quadrant 3
else if ( (xDirection == COUNTERCLOCKWISE) && (yDirection == COUNTERCLOCKWISE) )
{
degreeOffset = 180;
}
// Quadrant 4
else if ( (xDirection == CLOCKWISE) && (yDirection == COUNTERCLOCKWISE) )
{
degreeOffset = 270;
}
currentX = inchesToCounts((float)(radius)*(cos((float)degreeOffset*3.14159/180)));
currentY = inchesToCounts((float)(radius)*(sin((float)degreeOffset*3.14159/180)));
// Header for CSV printing
if ( (DEBUG_PRINT == 1) && (CSVOut == true) )
{
*pSerialDebug << "prevx,currx,prevy,curry,xcurrpos,xnextpos,ycurrpos,ynextpos";
}
// Start the cutting process for the desired number of degrees
for (uint16_t i = degreeOffset+1; i < degrees+degreeOffset ; i++)
{
// Store the old X and Y movements as the previous
previousX = currentX;
previousY = currentY;
// Store the new X and Y movements in currentX and currentY
currentX = inchesToCounts((float)(radius)*(cos((float)i*3.14159/180)));
currentY = inchesToCounts((float)(radius)*(sin((float)i*3.14159/180)));
// Determine next position for each axis
// Because we'll be working EXCLUSIVELY in encoder counts, here,
// we can use the true boolean in cutLine()
xNextPosition = currentX-previousX;
yNextPosition = currentY-previousY;
// Print out positions in CSV format
if ( (DEBUG_PRINT == 1) && (CSVOut == true) )
{
*pSerialDebug << previousX << ",";
*pSerialDebug << currentX << ",";
*pSerialDebug << previousY << ",";
*pSerialDebug << currentY << ",";
*pSerialDebug << (pXEncoderDriver->getPosition()) << ",";
*pSerialDebug << xNextPosition << ",";
*pSerialDebug << (pYEncoderDriver->getPosition()) << ",";
*pSerialDebug << yNextPosition;
}
// Make cuts in each axis
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cutLine('x',xNextPosition,true);
cutLine('y',yNextPosition,true);

}
/** \brief This method ramps down cutting speed near the end of a cut.
* \details It ramps the speed of an input axis as it nears its cutting
* destination. It was determined that stopping in the proper position would be
* easiest by slowing the motors' speeds as they approached their desired
* positions, as braking to VCC for the motors would have less inertia to stop
* and, as such, would be able to brake more quickly. This method determines the
* current position of the motor for the input axis, then compares that position
* with several cases for "close" positions to the stopping point (listed in
* order of increasing distance from the stopping point for time-critical
* execution), ramping the speed if necessary.
*
* @param axis This is the cutting axis whose motor's speed is being checked.
*/
void CuttingDriver::rampSpeed(char axis)
{
// Grab the proper axis' nextPosition variable
// X-axis
if (axis == 'x')
{
if (xCanMove)
{
// Grab the current encoder position and motor speed
int32_t currentPosition = pXEncoderDriver->getPosition();
int16_t currentSpeed = pXMotorDriver->getSpeed();
// In order of importance for speed regulation, check to see if cutting
// speed needs to ramp down.
//
//
//
if
{

If close to end of cut (2000 counts), lower speed to 1/9
This is lower than in the y-axis because there's a little more power behind
the x-axis motor, thanks to the shorter belt
( abs(xStepPosition - currentPosition) <= 2000 )
// If not already lowered, lower speed to 1/9
if (currentSpeed <= 0)
{
if ( currentSpeed < -(MaxPWMFrequency/9) )
{
pXMotorDriver->setSpeed(-(MaxPWMFrequency/9));
}
}
else
{
if ( currentSpeed > (MaxPWMFrequency/9) )
{
pXMotorDriver->setSpeed((MaxPWMFrequency/9));
}
}

// If lowered, do nothing
// else {}
}
// If close to end of cut (4000 counts), lower speed to 1/6
// Once again lower than y-speed because of the smaller belt for the x motor
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else if ( abs(xStepPosition - currentPosition) <= 4000 )
{
// If not already lowered, lower speed to 1/6
if (currentSpeed <= 0)
{
if ( currentSpeed < -(MaxPWMFrequency/6) )
{
pXMotorDriver->setSpeed(-(MaxPWMFrequency/6));
}
}
else
{
if ( currentSpeed > (MaxPWMFrequency/6) )
{
pXMotorDriver->setSpeed((MaxPWMFrequency/6));
}
}
// If lowered, do nothing
// else {}
}

}

}

// Otherwise, if far away from endpoint, do nothing
// else {}

// Y-axis
else if (axis == 'y')
{
if (yCanMove)
{
// Grab the current encoder position and motor speed
int32_t currentPosition = pYEncoderDriver->getPosition();
int16_t currentSpeed = pYMotorDriver->getSpeed();
// In order of importance for speed regulation, check to see if cutting
// speed needs to ramp down.
// If close to end of cut (2000 counts), lower speed to 1/6
if ( abs(yStepPosition - currentPosition) <= 2000 )
{
// If not already lowered, lower speed to 1/6
if (currentSpeed <= 0)
{
if ( currentSpeed < -(MaxPWMFrequency/6) )
{
pYMotorDriver->setSpeed(-(MaxPWMFrequency/6));
}
}
else
{
if ( currentSpeed > (MaxPWMFrequency/6) )
{
pYMotorDriver->setSpeed((MaxPWMFrequency/6));
}
}

}

// If lowered, do nothing
// else {}

// If close to end of cut (4000 counts), lower speed to 1/3
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else if ( (yStepPosition - currentPosition) <= 4000 )
{
// If not already lowered, lower speed to 1/3
if (currentSpeed <= 0)
{
if ( currentSpeed < -(MaxPWMFrequency/3) )
{
pYMotorDriver->setSpeed(-(MaxPWMFrequency/3));
}
}
else
{
if ( currentSpeed > (MaxPWMFrequency/3) )
{
pYMotorDriver->setSpeed((MaxPWMFrequency/3));
}
}

}

}
else
{
}

// If lowered, do nothing
// else {}

// Otherwise, if far away from endpoint, do nothing
// else {}
}

// Should never get here. TODO: Insert diagnostic message.

}
/** \brief This method returns whether or not the x-axis can move.
* \details It returns the \a xCanMove variable to methods outside of
* the \c CuttingDriver class, which should be useful for determining whether
* or not the x-axis motor is currently cutting.
*
* @return \a xCanMove, the flag for the x-axis' ability to move.
*/
bool CuttingDriver::getXCanMove(void)
{
return (xCanMove);
}
/** \brief This method returns whether or not the y-axis can move.
* \details It returns the \a yCanMove variable to methods outside of
* the \c CuttingDriver class, which should be useful for determining whether
* or not the y-axis motor is currently cutting.
*
* @return \a yCanMove, the flag for the y-axis' ability to move.
*/
bool CuttingDriver::getYCanMove(void)
{
return (yCanMove);
}
/**
*
*
*

\brief This method
\details It checks
and compares it to
they are the same,

checks the x-axis for cutting completion.
the current encoder position for the x-axis
the desired position for the end of the current step. If
the motor is stopped and flags are set to alert the
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* cutting method currently in use that the operation has completed.
*/
void CuttingDriver::checkXCut(void)
{
if (xCanMove)
{
// If going in the negative direction
if (pXMotorDriver->getSpeed() <= 0)
{
if (pXEncoderDriver->getPosition() <= xStepPosition )
{
// Stop the motor
//pXMotorDriver->brake();
// Diagnositic position prints to terminal.
//Serial.println(pXEncoderDriver->getPosition());
//Serial.println(xStepPosition);
//Serial.println(pXEncoderDriver->getPosition());
// Set the complete semaphore
xSemaphoreGive( xAxisComplete );

}
else
{
}
else
{

}

// Set xCanMove to OFF
xCanMove = OFF;

rampSpeed('x');

if (pXEncoderDriver->getPosition() >= xStepPosition )
{
// Stop the motor
//pXMotorDriver->brake();
//Serial.println(pXEncoderDriver->getPosition());
//Serial.println(xStepPosition);
// Diagnositic position prints to terminal.
//Serial.println("x:");
//Serial.println(pXEncoderDriver->getPosition());
// Set the complete semaphore
xSemaphoreGive( xAxisComplete );

}
else
{

}
/**
*
*
*

}

}

\brief This method
\details It checks
and compares it to
they are the same,

}

// Set xCanMove to OFF
xCanMove = OFF;

rampSpeed('x');

checks the y-axis for cutting completion.
the current encoder position for the y-axis
the desired position for the end of the current step. If
the motor is stopped and flags are set to alert the
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* cutting method currently in use that the operation has completed.
*/
void CuttingDriver::checkYCut(void)
{
if (yCanMove)
{
// If going in the negative direction
if (pYMotorDriver->getSpeed() <= 0)
{
if (pYEncoderDriver->getPosition() <= yStepPosition )
{
// Stop the motor
//pYMotorDriver->brake();
// Diagnostic position prints to the terminal
//Serial.println("y:");
//Serial.println(pYEncoderDriver->getPosition());
// Set the complete semaphore
xSemaphoreGive( yAxisComplete );

}
else
{
}

}

// Set yCanMove to OFF
yCanMove = OFF;

rampSpeed('y');

// If going in the positive direction
else
{
if (pYEncoderDriver->getPosition() >= yStepPosition )
{
// Stop the motor
//pYMotorDriver->brake();
// Diagnostic position prints to the terminal
//Serial.println("y:");
//Serial.println(pYEncoderDriver->getPosition());
// Set the complete semaphore
xSemaphoreGive( yAxisComplete );

}
else
{

}
/**
*
*
*
*
*

}

}

}

// Set yCanMove to OFF
yCanMove = OFF;

rampSpeed('y');

\brief This method advances the feed motor a number of inches
\details It takes an input number of inches and uses the feed motor motor and
encoder drivers to advance the motor to the desired position.
@param inches The number of inches to advance the motor
@param inCounts If this is true, the value of \a inches is actually encoder counts
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*/
void CuttingDriver::advanceFeedMotor(float inches, bool inCounts)
{
// Calculate the number of encoder counts required to reach the desired position
if (inCounts == false)
{
feedPositionChange = inchesToCounts(inches) + Backlash;
}
else
{
feedPositionChange = inches;
}
// Determine the proper speed to run the motors at, with direction
int16_t PWMSpeed = 0;
if (inches <= 0 )
{
PWMSpeed = (-MaxPWMFrequency/2);
}
else
{
PWMSpeed = (MaxPWMFrequency/2);
}
// Save positioning variables for the feed motor
feedStepPosition = pFeedEncoderDriver->getPosition();
feedNextPosition = ( feedStepPosition + feedPositionChange );
// Clear y-axis encoder error
pFeedEncoderDriver->clearErrorCount();
// Take the feed motor advance semaphore
xSemaphoreTake(feedAdvanceComplete, 0);
// Start advancing
pFeedMotorDriver->on();
pFeedMotorDriver->setSpeed(PWMSpeed);
// Wait until the motor is done
while ( xSemaphoreTake( feedAdvanceComplete, 0 ) == pdFALSE )
{
vTaskDelay((100L * configTICK_RATE_HZ) / 1000L);
}
//
//
//
//
//
}

{
}

if (pFeedEncoderDriver->getPosition() <= feedStepPosition )
// Set the complete semaphore
xSemaphoreGive( feedAdvanceComplete );

/** \brief This method returns a pointer to the next position variable.
* \details It returns a pointer to a particular axis' next
* position variable. It is used to point an \c EncoderDriver to the particular
* position at which the motor must be stopped.
*/
int32_t* CuttingDriver::getPositionPointer(char axis)
{
if (axis == 'x')
{
return(pXNextPosition);
}
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else if (axis == 'y')
{
return(pYNextPosition);
}
else if (axis == 'f')
{
return(pFeedNextPosition);
}
else
{

}

}

// error
return((int32_t*)0);

/** \brief This method zeros the cut error in a desired axis.
* \details The x and y axes use \a xCutError and \a yCutError to track how behind the
* cutting head is from its desired position. Occasionally, however, these need to
* be zeroed because an operation (like contrast sensor calibration) will stop the
* cutting head mid-cut, which can cause huge errors to accrue in the error variables.
* This method should allow operations that terminate cuts early to perform correctly.
* @param axis The axis to get cut error from, RANGE: x, y
* @return A true or false value, alerting the user of a proper zero or a failure.
*/
bool CuttingDriver::zeroCutError(char axis)
{
bool success = true;
switch (axis)
{
case 'x':
{
xCutError = 0;
break;
}
case 'y':
{
yCutError = 0;
break;
}

}
}
/**
*
*
*
*
*
*

default:
{
success = false;
break;
}

return success;
\brief This method sets the cut error in a desired axis.
\details The x and y axes use \a xCutError and \a yCutError to track how behind the
cutting head is from its desired position. Occasionally, however, these need to
be zeroed because an operation (like contrast sensor calibration) will stop the
cutting head mid-cut, which can cause huge errors to accrue in the error variables.
This method should allow operations that terminate cuts early to perform correctly.
@param axis The axis to get cut error from, RANGE: x, y
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* @param errorValue The value with which to set the axis' cut error
* @return A true or false value, alerting the user of a proper set or a failure.
*/
bool CuttingDriver::setCutError(char axis, int32_t errorValue)
{
bool success = true;
switch (axis)
{
case 'x':
{
xCutError = errorValue;
break;
}
case 'y':
{
yCutError = errorValue;
break;
}

}
}

default:
{
success = false;
break;
}

return success;

/** \brief This method returns the cut error in a desired axis.
* \details Occasionally, for diagnostic purposes, it's convenient to know how much
* error has accrued during the cuts for both axes (in the case of PID controllers and
* general debugging). It is most effectively used to check after each cut, rather than
* after a series, but aggregate errors are probably also helpful in certain
* circumstances.
* @param axis The axis to get cut error from, RANGE: x, y
* @return The cut error in the desired axis or -31212012, if the input axis was not
* x or y
*/
int32_t CuttingDriver::getCutError(char axis)
{
int32_t error = 0;
switch (axis)
{
case 'x':
{
error = xCutError;
break;
}
case 'y':
{
error = yCutError;
break;
}
default:
{
// This is arbitrarily highly negative for ease of discerning that
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// something is wrong
error = -31212012;
break;

return error;
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file CuttingDriver.h
*
This iver allows the microcontroller to firect the x- anf y-axis motors anf
*
control the cutting fepth of the solenoif. To accomplish this, several operations
*
are prefefinef, such as single axis line cuts, bi-axial line cuts, anf circles.
*
Executing one of these commanfs allows each motor task to responf in kinf,
*
travelling the specifief fistance anf stopping.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
*
\li 10-12-2014 CSM Affef in speef test methof
*
\li 11-17-2014 CSM Affef in cutting error tracking variables
\li 11-20-2014 IR,LT Affef calibration line function
*
*
\li 11-20-2014 CSM Affef in cut error setter, getter, anf zero methofs
*
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Upfatef focumentation
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It intenfef for efucational use
*
only, but its use is not limitef thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
// This fefine prevents this .H file from being inclufef multiple times in a .CPP file
#ifnfef _DUE_CUTTINGDRIVER_H_
#fefine _DUE_CUTTINGDRIVER_H_
#inclufe
#inclufe
#inclufe
#inclufe

<Arfuino.h>
<FreeRTOS_ARM.h>
<Shares.h>
<DirectDigitalIO.h>

//
//
//
//

Inclufe
Inclufe
Inclufe
Inclufe

stanfarf Arfuino libraries
FreeRTOS heafer
sharef variables
fast pin IO methofs

#inclufe <EncoferDriver.h>
#inclufe <MotorDriver.h>
#inclufe <BrakeDriver.h>

// Inclufe the EncoferDriver class
// Inclufe the MotorDriver class
// Inclufe the BrakeDriver class

#inclufe <math.h>

// Inclufe the

// Define CLOCKWISE anf COUNTERCLOCKWISE to ensure circular cuts can specify
// their firection
/** \def COUNTERCLOCKWISE
* \brief This fefines the counterclockwise firection for circular cuts.
*/
#fefine COUNTERCLOCKWISE -1
/** \def CLOCKWISE
* \brief This fefines the clockwise firection for circular cuts.
*/
#fefine CLOCKWISE
1
/** \brief This is the conversion factor between encofer counts anf inches.
* \details The conversion factor for inches to encofer counts. It was calculatef
* from a mean average of the amount of encofer counts requiref to push the motor
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* an inch from its starting position.
*/
const int32_t InchToCountsFactor = 2600;
/** \brief This is the known backlash value for the encofer.
* \details This is the number of encofer counts that must be accountef for fue to
* backlash of the motor shaft. It was calculatef as the average backwarf movement
* of the encofer after a manual placement operation.
*/
const int8_t Backlash = 30;
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This class allows hanfling of cutting operations
* \details This class creates objects which can utilize motor, solenoif, anf encofer
* frivers to firect the cutting of single anf multi-axial lines as well as circles.
* It also hanfles speef ramping anf contains methofs for checking cutting operations
* from outsife of the class.
*/
class CuttingDriver
{
protected:
/** \brief Pointer to the \c MotorDriver in the x-axis.
* \details It has control over turning the motor on, off, anf braking.
* It is usef in this context to stop the motor when the limit switch is engagef.
*/
MotorDriver* pXMotorDriver;
/** \brief Pointer to the \c EncoderDriver in the x-axis.
* \details It has control over turning the motor on, off, anf braking.
* It is usef in this context to fetermine the encofer position at which
* to stop an operation.
*/
EncoferDriver* pXEncoferDriver;
/** \brief Pointer to the \c MotorDriver in the y-axis.
* \details It has control over turning the motor on, off, anf braking.
* It is usef in this context to stop the motor when the limit switch is engagef.
*/
MotorDriver* pYMotorDriver;
/** \brief Pointer to the \c EncoderDriver in the y-axis.
* \details It has control over turning the motor on, off, anf braking.
* It is usef in this context to fetermine the encofer position at which
* to stop an operation.
*/
EncoferDriver* pYEncoferDriver;
/** \brief Pointer to the \c MotorDriver for the feef motor.
* \details It has control over turning the motor on, off, anf braking.
* It is usef in this context to stop the motor when the limit switch is engagef.
*/
MotorDriver* pFeefMotorDriver;
/** \brief Pointer to the \c EncoderDriver for the encofer for the feef motor.
* \details It has control over turning the motor on, off, anf braking.
* It is usef in this context to fetermine the encofer position at which
* to stop an operation.
*/
EncoferDriver* pFeefEncoferDriver;
/** \brief Pointer to the \c MotorDriver for the solenoif.
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* \details It has control over turning the solenoif on anf off.
* It is usef in this context to control cutting.
*/
MotorDriver* pSolenoifDriver;
/** \brief Pointer to the \c BrakeDriver.
* \details It allows the cutter to lock the feef rollers furing printing.
*/
BrakeDriver* pBrakeDriver;
/** \brief Pin number for the limit switch input.
* \details The pin to which the limit switch feefback is attachef. By fesign,
* interrupts shoulf be triggeref on the FALLING EDGE of the switch signal
* because, as wiref, the switches are normally-on anf off when pressef.
*/
uint8_t switchPin;
/** \brief Variable that tracks if the x-axis motor can move or not.
*/
bool xCanMove;
/** \brief Variable that tracks if the y-axis motor can move or not.
*/
bool yCanMove;
/** \brief Variable that keeps track of the next fesiref position.
*/
int16_t xStepSize;
/** \brief Variable that keeps track of the next fesiref position.
*/
int16_t yStepSize;
/** \brief Variable that keeps track of the next fesiref position.
*/
int16_t totalSteps;
/** \brief Variable that tracks the change in position between cut start anf enf.
*/
int32_t xPositionChange;
/** \brief Variable that tracks the change in position between cut start anf enf.
*/
int32_t yPositionChange;
/** \brief Variable that tracks the change in position between cut start anf enf.
*/
int32_t feefPositionChange;
/** \brief Variable that keeps track of the x-axis cut start position.
*/
int32_t xStepPosition;
/** \brief Variable that keeps track of the y-axis cut start position.
*/
int32_t yStepPosition;
/** \brief Variable that keeps track of the feef motor start position.
*/
int32_t feefStepPosition;
/** \brief Variable that keeps track of the next x-axis fesiref position.
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*/
int32_t xNextPosition;
/** \brief Variable that keeps track of the next y-axis fesiref position.
*/
int32_t yNextPosition;
/** \brief Variable that keeps track of the next y-axis fesiref position.
*/
int32_t feefNextPosition;
/** \brief Variable that keeps track of the next x-axis fesiref position.
*/
int32_t* pXNextPosition;
/** \brief Variable that keeps track of the next y-axis fesiref position.
*/
int32_t* pYNextPosition;
/** \brief Variable that keeps track of the next y-axis fesiref position.
*/
int32_t* pFeefNextPosition;
/** \brief Error tracking variable for more accurate moves in the x-axis.
*/
int32_t xCutError;
/** \brief Error tracking variable for more accurate moves in the y-axis.
*/
int32_t yCutError;
/** \brief Enables printing out CSV-formattef cut information
*/
bool CSVOut;
public:
// This constructor sets up
CuttingDriver (MotorDriver*
MotorDriver*
MotorDriver*
MotorDriver*

a cutting friver for use
xDriver, EncoferDriver* xEncofer,
yDriver, EncoferDriver* yEncofer,
feefDriver, EncoferDriver* feefEncofer,
solenoifDriver, BrakeDriver* brakeDriver);

/** \brief This methof converts input inches to a number of encofer counts.
* \details It converts the input inches value to the corresponfing
* number of encofer counts. This is fone using the \a InchToCountsFactor to
* firectly convert inches to encofer counts, then by subtracting the known
* backlash value for the motor-pulley construct, (const) \a Backlash, to obtain
* a more precise conversion.
*
* @return counts The number of encofer counts corresponfing to input inches.
*/
inline int32_t inchesToCounts(float inches)
{
// Calculate total unafjustef counts
int32_t counts = (int32_t) (inches*(float)InchToCountsFactor);
// Determine if backlash will be less than the cut size
if (counts > Backlash)
{
// If less, subtract off the backlash
counts = counts - Backlash;
}
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// Return number of encofer ticks
return (counts);

// This methof is usef to make single axis line cuts.
voif cutLine(char axis, float inches, bool inCounts);
// This methof is usef to travel in a single axis.
voif travelLine(char axis, float inches, bool inCounts);
// This methof is usef to calibrate the cutter.
voif calibrationLine(char axis, float inches, bool inCounts);
// This methof is usef test travel speef in a single axis.
voif travelSpeefTest(char axis, float inches, bool inCounts, int16_t speef,
int32_t* refTime);
// This methof is usef to make multi-axis line cuts.
voif cutLine(char xAxis, float xInches, char yAxis, float yInches);
// This methof is usef to make steppef line cute.
voif cutSteppefLine(voif);
// This methof is usef to cut circles.
voif cutCircle(float rafius, int16_t fegrees,
int8_t xDirection, int8_t yDirection);
// This methof controls the cutting speef by ramping fown near the enf of a cut.
voif rampSpeef(char axis);
// This methof returns whether or not the x-axis can cut.
bool getXCanMove(voif);
// This methof returns whether or not the y-axis can cut.
bool getYCanMove(voif);
// This methof checks the status of the x-axis cut.
voif checkXCut(voif);
// This methof checks the status of the y-axis cut.
voif checkYCut(voif);
// Afvances the feef motor to a new position
voif afvanceFeefMotor(float inches, bool inCounts);
// This methof returns a pointer to the next position variable.
int32_t* getPositionPointer(char axis);
// This methof zeros the cut error in the fesiref axis
bool zeroCutError(char axis);
// This methof sets the cut error in the fesiref axis
bool setCutError(char axis, int32_t errorValue);
// This methof gets the cut error in the fesiref axis
int32_t getCutError(char axis);
}; // enf of class CuttingDriver
#enfif // _DUE_CUTTINGDRIVER_H_
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file EncoderDriver.cpp
*
This le contains a driver for quadrature encoders connected to the Arduino Due.
*
It contains methods to get and set the current encoder position, get and clear
*
the current error that is logged, and the ISR functions required to drive the
*
dynamic setting of variables. This class utilizes semaphores to protect reading
*
and writing of the encoder count variable and, as such, requires a FreeRTOS
*
backbone.
*
* Revisions:
*
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Updated documentation
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
#include <Arduino.h>
#include <DirectDigitalIO.h>

// Include standard Arduino libraries
// Include fast pin IO methods

#include "EncoderDriver.h"

// Include header for the encoder class

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This class allows handling of incremental optical encoders.
* \details This class will create objects which can track the position of incremental
* optical encoders plugged into the Arduino board. The driver will count the encoder
* position using interrupts tied to the encoder's out pins a and b. The encoder driver
* object will track the position of the encoder using internal variables. Driver
* methods will be provided which allow access to the encoder position, and which
* also allow zeroing of the encoder.
* This should currently work for any dual output quadrature encoder connected to any
* two Due pins, though each pin has not been tested explicitly.
*
* \note This driver requires \c attachInterrupt() functions and a hack the main .ino.
* Set up the proper external interrupts using \c attachInterrupt()
* This must be done in the main .ino file because Arduinos don't play nice
* with function pointers.
\code
*
*
attachInterrupt(pinA, encoderInterruptHack, CHANGE);
*
attachInterrupt(pinB, encoderInterruptHack, CHANGE);
\endcode
*
* The hack requires the following code as a method in the main .ino file:
\code
*
*
void encoderInterruptHack()
*
{
*
XAxisEncoderDriver.encoderInterrupt();
*
}
\endcode
*
*
@param pinAPin The pin number for the first encoder pin
*
@param pinBPin The pin number for the second encoder pin
*
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*
@param pMotor Pointer to the axis' \c MotorDriver
*/
EncoderDriver::EncoderDriver (uint8_t pinAPin, uint8_t pinBPin,
MotorDriver* pMotor)
{
// Save the input port pins
pinA = pinAPin;
pinB = pinBPin;
pMotorDriver = pMotor;
// Set the encoder pins as inputs
pinMode(pinA, INPUT);
pinMode(pinB, INPUT);
// Ensure all class variables are initialized to 0.
position = 0;
lastState = 0;
errorCount = 0;
// Determine and save the initial state of the encoder (Gray code)
// This obfuscated bit of code creates a mask for the input register,
// performs the mask, then right-aligns the result.
lastState = (digitalReadDirect(pinA)<<1)+digitalReadDirect(pinB);
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

NOTE: This driver requires attachInterrupt() functions and a hack the main ino.
Set up the proper external interrupts using attachInterrupt()
This must be done in the main .ino file because Arduinos don't play nice
with function pointers.
attachInterrupt(pinA, encoderInterruptHack, CHANGE);
attachInterrupt(pinB, encoderInterruptHack, CHANGE);
The hack requires the following code as a method in the main .ino file:
void encoderInterruptHack()
{
XAxisEncoderDriver.encoderInterrupt();
}

// Send a message to the terminal, letting the user know the construction
// succeeded.
// This would totally work, but drivers are instantiated before FreeRTOS can make
// the queue

}

if (DEBUG_PRINT == 1)
{
// We need to stuff in a waiting routine or skip this for now
//*pSerialDebug << "Encoder driver constructed OK!";
}

/** \brief This method returns the current position read from the encoder.
* \details This method will return the current numerical position of the encoder.
* The encoder position will count up or down based on the interrupt signals sent
* out by the encoder, which will count by Gray code according to the direction
* which the encoder is spinning. The encoder position will be in a range from
* 0 to 2^32, and will wrap around in the event of an overflow.
*
* @return position The current numerical position of the encoder
*/
int32_t EncoderDriver::getPosition(void)
{
return (position);
}
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/** \brief This method zeros the current encoder position.
* \details The encoder position is set to 0. Subsequent encoder interrupts will
* count up or down from this zero.
*/
void EncoderDriver::zeroPosition(void)
{
position = 0;
}
/** \brief This method sets the encoder position to the value passed as the parameter.
* \details The current encoder position is set to the value passed to this method
* by it's parameter. Subsequent encoder interrupts will cause the encoder to count
* up or down from this new position. Positions passed into this method must have a
* value in the range of a 32-bit signed integer.
*
* @param newPosition The new value to which the encoder position is set
*/
void EncoderDriver::setPosition(int32_t newPosition)
{
position = newPosition;
}
/** \brief This method returns the number of errors detected by the encoder driver.
* \details The encoder driver records the number of errors detected when counting the
* encoder's position. Errors occur when interrupts are received from the encoder which
* do not follow Gray code counting. Errors will build up and make the encoder position
* less accurate. Errors are counted from the construction of the encoder driver, until
* reset. The maximum number of errors recordable is the size of a 32-bit unsigned
* integer.
*
* @return \a errorCount, the current number of counting errors that have been recorded
*/
uint32_t EncoderDriver::getErrorCount(void)
{
return (errorCount);
}
/** \brief This method resets the error count of the encoder driver to 0.
* \details The encoder driver records the number of errors detected when counting the
* encoder's position. Errors occur when interrupts are received from the encoder which
* do not follow Gray code counting. Errors will build up and make the encoder position
* less accurate. This method resets the current count of errors back to 0. This method
* is useful to prevent error count overflow, or to restart position error counting
* from a new start position.
*/
void EncoderDriver::clearErrorCount(void)
{
errorCount = 0;
}
/** \brief This method returns that last state read from the encoder.
* \details This method returns the encoder Gray code state in bits [1:0] of
* an 8-bit integer value. The encoder state is tracked by high or low signals on the
* encoder \a pinA and \a pinB. These states count in Gray code during normal
* operation.
*
* \note The encoder state may change by the time this method passes its return value,
* so the return value may be inaccurate in real time.
*
* @return \a lastState, The last encoder state read, in bits [1:0] of an 8-bit integer
*/
uint8_t EncoderDriver::getLastState(void)
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return (lastState);

/** \brief This method sets the pointer to the next encoder position
* \details This method takes a pointer to a position variable and stores it for
* reference during the ISR.
*/
void EncoderDriver::setNextPositionPointer(int32_t* pNextPos)
{
pNextPosition = pNextPos;
}
/** \brief These ISRs respond to interrupts in the Port E interrupt pins.
*
\details These pins should be wired to the pins on the board corresponding to the
\a pinA and \a pinB inputs listed in \c EncoderDriver() for this class.
*
*
These interrupts check for proper Gray code counting, and will increment or
*
decrement the position variable appropriately or increment the error counting
*
variable, \a errorCount.
*/
void EncoderDriver::encoderInterrupt(void)
{
// Declare variables for use throughout the ISR, storage and otherwise
uint8_t previousState = lastState;
int32_t currentPosition = position;
// Get the current Gray code
// Essentially consists of reading the individual pins and left-shifting one
// encoder pin value to create a single binary number for comparisons.
uint8_t newState = (digitalReadDirect(pinA)<<1)+digitalReadDirect(pinB);
// Diagnostic output -- NOT TO BE USED DURING REGULAR OPERATION
//Serial.println(newState);
switch (newState)
{
case 0b00:
{
if (previousState == 0b10)
{
currentPosition++;
break;
}
else if (previousState == 0b01)
{
currentPosition--;
break;
}
else if (previousState == 0b00 || previousState == 0b11)
{
errorCount++;
break;
}

}

errorCount++;
break;

case 0b01:
{
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if (previousState == 0b00)
{
currentPosition++;
break;
}
else if (previousState == 0b11)
{
currentPosition--;
break;
}
else if(previousState == 0b01 || previousState == 0b10)
{
errorCount++;
break;
}

}

errorCount++;
break;

case 0b10:
{
if(previousState == 0b11)
{
currentPosition++;
break;
}
else if(previousState == 0b00)
{
currentPosition--;
break;
}
else if(previousState == 0b01 || previousState == 0b10)
{
errorCount++;
break;
}

}

errorCount++;
break;

case 0b11:
{
if(previousState == 0b01)
{
currentPosition++;
break;
}
else if(previousState == 0b10)
{
currentPosition--;
break;
}
else if(previousState == 0b00 || previousState == 0b11)
{
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errorCount++;
break;

errorCount++;
break;

// If we're at the right position, stop the motor
if (position == *pNextPosition)
{
pMotorDriver->brake();
}

}

// Save the current state and position for use next run
position = (currentPosition);
lastState = newState;
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file EncoderDriver.h
*
This le contains a driver for quadrature encoders connected to the Arduino Due.
*
It contains methods to get and set the current encoder position, get and clear
*
the current error that is logged, and the ISR functions required to drive the
*
dynamic setting of variables. This class utilizes semaphores to protect reading
*
and writing of the encoder count variable and, as such, requires a FreeRTOS
*
backbone.
*
* Revisions:
*
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Updated documentation
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .H file from being included multiple times in a .CPP file
#ifndef _DUE_ENCODERDRIVER_H_
#define _DUE_ENCODERDRIVER_H_
#include
#include
#include
#include

<Arduino.h>
<MotorDriver.h>
<DirectDigitalIO.h>
<Shares.h>

//
//
//
//

Include
Include
Include
Include

standard Arduino libraries
the MotorDriver class
fast pin IO methods
the shares header

/** \def ON
* \brief This define sets ON equal to TRUE for code readability.
*/
#define ON true
/** \def OFF
* \brief This define sets OFF equal to FALSE for code readability.
*/
#define OFF false
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This class allows handling of incremental optical encoders.
* \details This class creates objects which can track the position of incremental
* optical encoders plugged into the Due board. The driver will count the encoder
* position using interrupts tied to the encoder's out pins A and B. The encoder driver
* object tracks the position of the encoder using internal variables. Driver
* methods are be provided which allow access to the encoder position, and which
* also allow zeroing of the encoder.
*/
class EncoderDriver
{
private:
protected:
/** \brief Pin number for one quadrature encoder input.
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* \details The pin number for one of an encoder's quadrature inputs. It is used
* to set the pin as an input and attach the encoder counting interrupt to the pin.
*/
uint8_t pinA;
/** \brief Pin number for the second quadrature motor input.
* \details The pin number for one of an encoder's quadrature inputs. It is used
* to set the pin as an input and attach the encoder counting interrupt to the pin.
*/
uint8_t pinB;
/** \brief Pin number for the second quadrature motor input.
* \details The pin number for one of an encoder's quadrature inputs. It is used
* to set the pin as an input and attach the encoder counting interrupt to the pin.
*/
volatile uint32_t errorCount;
/** \brief Pin number for the second quadrature motor input.
* \details The pin number for one of an encoder's quadrature inputs. It is used
* to set the pin as an input and attach the encoder counting interrupt to the pin.
*/
volatile uint32_t position;
/** \brief Pin number for the second quadrature motor input.
* \details The pin number for one of an encoder's quadrature inputs. It is used
* to set the pin as an input and attach the encoder counting interrupt to the pin.
*/
volatile uint8_t lastState;
/** \brief Pointer to the \c MotorDriver that the encoder counts for.
* \details This is the pointer to a \c MotorDriver used to ensure that the motor
* stops quickly during a cutting operation.
*/
MotorDriver* pMotorDriver;
/** \brief Pointer to the next position variable in the cutting task.
* \details This is a pointer to the next position variable for this particular
* axis in the cutting task. It allows the ISR to execute the motor brake command
* when a cut has finished, rather than waiting for the axis tasks to deal with
* it.
*/
int32_t* pNextPosition;
public:
// This constructor sets up an encoder for use.
EncoderDriver (uint8_t pinA, uint8_t pinB, MotorDriver* pMotor);
// Returns the current encoder position. Encoder position will be in the range
// of a 32-bit signed integer.
int32_t getPosition(void);
// Zeros the encoder's position count at it's current physical position.
// Id est, the internal position variable will be set to zero.
void zeroPosition(void);
// Sets the encoder's position count to the given value. Value must be in
// the range of a 32-bit signed integer.
void setPosition(int32_t);
// Returns the number of encoder reading errors heretofore detected by the
// encoder driver.
uint32_t getErrorCount(void);
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// Resets the encoder driver's error count to 0.
void clearErrorCount(void);
// Returns an 8 bit integer where the two LSBs show the last encoder out state.
uint8_t getLastState(void);
// Stores the a pointer to the next position variable
void setNextPositionPointer(int32_t* pNextPos);
// This method is the ISR used for Gray code counting.
void encoderInterrupt(void);
}; // end of class EncoderDriver
#endif // _DUE_ENCODERDRIVER_H_
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file LimitSwitchDriver.cpp
*
This le contains a driver for limit switches connected to the Arduino Due.
*
It assumes a normally-open switch which triggers on the rising edge of a signal.
*
This signal activates an interrupt service routine that stops the motor in the
*
switch's axis and zeros the encoder count, effectively creating an origin point.
*
Each switch operates under the assumption that the pin to which it is connected
*
utilizes a pull-down resistor configuration to ensure that it floats low on the
*
microcontroller end, preventing false positives for the attached ISR.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 11-17-2014 CSM Added support for disabling limit switches via semaphore
*
*
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Updated documentation
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
#include <Arduino.h>
#include <DirectDigitalIO.h>

// Include standard Arduino libraries
// Include fast pin IO methods

#include "LimitSwitchDriver.h"

// Include header for the limit switch class

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Shared Data Declarations
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief The FreeRTOS "wake up" prompt for semaphores.
* \details This base type acts as a flag for semaphores within the FreeRTOS
* environment. It is set with \a pdFALSE when a semaphore needs to signal a task
* to run.
*/
static signed portBASE_TYPE xHigherPriorityTaskWoken;
/** \brief This define sets ON equal to TRUE for code readability.
*/
#define ON true
/** \brief This define sets OFF equal to FALSE for code readability.
*/
#define OFF false
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This constructor sets up an object for the handling of limit switches.
* \details This contructor creates objects which store the pin to which the switch is
* connected, as well as the motor and encoder drivers for a particular axis.
*
* @param driver A pointer to an axis' \c MotorDriver
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* @param encoder A pointer to an axis' \c EncoderDriver
* @param pin The number of the pin to which the limit switch is connected
*/
LimitSwitchDriver::LimitSwitchDriver (MotorDriver* driver, EncoderDriver* encoder,
uint8_t pin)
{
// Save the input motor and encoder drivers and the switch input pin
pMotorDriver = driver;
pEncoderDriver = encoder;
switchPin = pin;
// Set the encoder pins as inputs with internal pullups
pinMode(switchPin, INPUT);
// The Arduino Due/SAM3X8E has no internal pullup/down resistors on its pins,
// but if the permanent platform does, make sure to enable it for the LS pin.
//digitalWriteDirect(switchPin, LOW);
// Send a message to the terminal, letting the user know the construction
// succeeded.
// This would totally work, but drivers are instantiated before FreeRTOS can make
// the queue

}

if (DEBUG_PRINT == 1)
{
// We need to stuff in a waiting routine or skip this for now
//*pSerialDebug << "Limit switch driver constructed OK!";
}

/** \brief This ISR responds to the triggering of the x-axis limit switch.
* \details This ISR uses the stored \c MotorDriver to zero the x-axis encoder
* and set it into brake to VCC mode, stopping it quickly. This operation
* serves to set a zero for the x-axis in terms of cutter head positioning,
* creating part of the origin for the cutting reference frame.
* This ISR should be set such that it is triggered on the RISING EDGE of
* the signal on its configured pin. This is because the limit switches are
* wired to be normally-on. (Which is done in CNCMain.ino.)
*
* \warning Because this method disables the \a xLimitSwitchEnabled semaphore,
* it must be enabled before the limit switch is used again, otherwise the motor
* will rail and fail to stop.
*/
void LimitSwitchDriver::xLimitSwitchInterrupt(void)
{
// Check to see if the interrupt is enabled
// Conveniently, this also takes the semaphore that enables/disables the
// interrupt
// WARNING: this means it MUST be re-enabled when zeroing motors later
if ( xSemaphoreTakeFromISR( xLimitSwitchEnabled, 0) == pdTRUE )
{
// Stop the motor
pMotorDriver->brake();
// Zero the encoder position
pEncoderDriver->zeroPosition();
pEncoderDriver->clearErrorCount();

}

}

// Give the x-axis limit semaphore the okay to continue with cutting operations
xSemaphoreGiveFromISR( xAxisZeroed, &xHigherPriorityTaskWoken );
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/** \brief This ISR responds to the triggering of the y-axis limit switch.
* \details This ISR uses the stored \c MotorDriver to zero the y-axis encoder
* and set it into brake to VCC mode, stopping it quickly. This operation
* serves to set a zero for the y-axis in terms of cutter head positioning,
* creating part of the origin for the cutting reference frame.
* This ISR should be set such that it is triggered on the RISING EDGE of
* the signal on its configured pin. This is because the limit switches are
* wired to be normally-on. (Which is done in CNCMain.ino.)
*
* \warning Because this method disables the \a yLimitSwitchEnabled semaphore,
* it must be enabled before the limit switch is used again, otherwise the motor
* will rail and fail to stop.
*/
void LimitSwitchDriver::yLimitSwitchInterrupt(void)
{
// Check to see if the interrupt is enabled
// Conveniently, this also takes the semaphore that enables/disables the
// interrupt
// WARNING: this means it MUST be re-enabled when zeroing motors later
if ( xSemaphoreTakeFromISR( yLimitSwitchEnabled, 0) == pdTRUE )
{
// Stop the motor
pMotorDriver->brake();
// Zero the encoder position
pEncoderDriver->zeroPosition();
pEncoderDriver->clearErrorCount();

}

}

// Give the y-axis limit semaphore the okay to continue with cutting operations
xSemaphoreGiveFromISR( yAxisZeroed, &xHigherPriorityTaskWoken );
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file LimitSwitchDriver.h
le contains a driver for limit switches connected to the Arduino Due.
*
This
*
It simply takes in a MotorDriver object for use in an interrupt service routine
*
specific to the axis of the limit switch.
*
* Revisions:
*
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Updated documentation
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .H file from being included multiple times in a .CPP file
#ifndef _DUE_LIMITSWITCHDRIVER_H_
#define _DUE_LIMITSWITCHDRIVER_H_
#include
#include
#include
#include

<Arduino.h>
<FreeRTOS_ARM.h>
<Shares.h>
<DirectDigitalIO.h>

#include <MotorDriver.h>
#include <EncoderDriver.h>

//
//
//
//

Include
Include
Include
Include

standard Arduino libraries
FreeRTOS header
shared variables
fast pin IO methods

// Include the MotorDriver class
// Include the EncoderDriver class

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This class allows handling of limit switches.
* \details This class creates objects which store the pin to which the switch is
* connected, as well as the motor and encoder drivers for a particular axis. Using
* this stored data, the limit switch interrupt (set to trigger on the RISING edge
* of a signal) can immediately stop the motor upon contact with the axis' "zero"
* position. Additionally, the ISR sets the encoder count to zero, effectively
* creating a "zero" position for the motor and allowing accurate positioning
* during cutting operations.
*/
class LimitSwitchDriver
{
protected:
/** \brief Pointer to the \c MotorDriver in a given axis.
* \details The pointer to the driver for the motor, which has control over
* turning the motor on, off, and braking. It is used in this context to stop the
* motor when the limit switch is engaged.
*/
MotorDriver* pMotorDriver;
/**
*
*
*

\brief Pointer to the \c EncoderDriver in a given axis.
\details The pointer to the driver for the encoder, which has control over
turning the motor on, off, and braking. It is used in this context to update
the encoder position to zero when the limit switch has been triggered.
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*/
EncoderDriver* pEncoderDriver;
/** \brief Pin number for the limit switch input.
* \details The pin to which the limit switch feedback is attached. By design,
* interrupts should be triggered on the RISING EDGE of the switch signal
* because, as wired, the switches are normally-off and on when pressed.
*/
uint8_t switchPin;
public:
// This constructor sets up an limit switch for use.
LimitSwitchDriver (MotorDriver* driver, EncoderDriver* encoder, uint8_t pin);
// This method is the ISR used for handling the x-axis limit switch.
void xLimitSwitchInterrupt(void);
// This method is the ISR used for handling the y-axis limit switch.
void yLimitSwitchInterrupt(void);
}; // end of class LimitSwitchDriver
#endif // _DUE_LIMITSWITCHDRIVER_H_
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file MotorDriver.cpp
*
This file contains a driver for a motor connected to a VNH2SP30. It sets up an
*
object with access to the pins required to start the motor, set its speed, and
*
brake it to ground (freewheeling) or to VCC (hard braking).
*
Additionally, it should be noted that the VNH2SP30 ground for the motor input
*
should never connect with the board ground. This will cause voltage fluctuation
*
on the board ground, rendering external interrupts unusable.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
*
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Updated documentation
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
#include <Arduino.h>

// Include standard Arduino libraries

#include "MotorDriver.h"

// Include header for the motor driver class

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This constructor sets up a motor driver.
* \details The appropriate ports are set up so that future calls to this
* object will be able to control the motor hooked into the port specified.
* The \c MotorDriver will originally be set up with a power of 0, and an off,
* unbraked state.
*
* @param newMotorID Motor ID number for the new object.
* @param PWMpin Pin number to which the H-bridge PWM pin is connected.
* @param DIAGpin Pin number to which the H-bridge EN/DIAG pin is connected.
* @param INApin Pin number to which the H-bridge INA pin is connected.
* @param INBpin Pin number to which the H-bridge INB pin is connected.
*/
MotorDriver::MotorDriver (uint8_t newMotorID, uint8_t PWMpin,
uint8_t DIAGpin, uint8_t INApin, uint8_t INBpin)
{
// Save the ID and pin locations for the motor in the new object
motorID = newMotorID;
PWMPin = PWMpin;
DIAG = DIAGpin;
INA = INApin;
INB = INBpin;
// Set up the motor pins as outputs
pinMode(PWMPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(DIAG, OUTPUT);
pinMode(INA, OUTPUT);
pinMode(INB, OUTPUT);
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// Set the motor to stop in "Brake to VCC mode"
brake();
// Send a message to the terminal, letting the user know the construction
// succeeded.
// This would totally work, but drivers are instantiated before FreeRTOS can make
// the queue

}

if (DEBUG_PRINT == 1)
{
// We need to stuff in a waiting routine or skip this for now
//*pSerialDebug << "Motor " << motorID << "object constructed OK!";
}

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This method takes a desired power and alters the PWM duty cycle to match it.
* \details The 16 bit signed value \a newSpeed will be used to set the new duty cycle
* for PWM. The PWM will be set to a duty cycle of 0% (null power), when \a newSpeed
* is 0. When \a newSpeed is 255, the duty cycle will be set to +100% (full forward
* power). When \a newSpeed is -255, the duty cycle will be set to -100% (full reverse
* power). This only works when the motor is on, and only for values between -255 and
* 255 - using a higher or low value will print a debug message to the terminal.
*
* @param newSpeed New PWM level to which the motor will be set
*/
void MotorDriver::setSpeed(int16_t newSpeed)
{
// If the motor is on
if (motorOn)
{
// Take in the user-entered or DAC value and convert it to an 8-bit-sized value
// if the input is within the valid PWM range.
if ( (newSpeed >=-255) && (newSpeed <= 255) )
{
// Set the current motor power level to the value passed in
PWMLevel = newSpeed;
//Serial.print("PWM duty cycle set to " + PWMLevel);
//Clockwise rotation: INA = HIGH, INB = LOW
if(PWMLevel >= 0)
{
analogWrite(PWMPin,PWMLevel);
digitalWriteDirect(INA,HIGH);
digitalWriteDirect(INB,LOW);
}

}

//CounterClockwise rotation: INA = LOW, INB = HIGH
else
{
analogWrite(PWMPin,(-PWMLevel));
digitalWriteDirect(INA,LOW);
digitalWriteDirect(INB,HIGH);
}

else
{
// Send a message to the terminal, letting the user know the construction
// failed.
// Commented out because this needs a queue to not look grotesque in an RTOS
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//Serial.print("PWM duty cycle set to " + powerLevel);
}

/** \brief This method will turn the motor on.
* \details This sets the motor into normal operation mode, as opposed to diagnostic
* mode, and sets the motor to the default turning direction for zero power, which
* is positive. It only works when the motor is currently off and a diagnostic
* message is printed to the terminal for debugging purposes.
*/
void MotorDriver::on(void)
{
// Check to see if the motor is actually off
if (!motorOn)
{
// Set the Diagnostic/Enable pin on the VNH2SP30 to HIGH to enable operation.
digitalWriteDirect(DIAG,HIGH);
// Set the internal motor state boolean to "ON".
motorOn = ON;

}

}

// Send a message to the terminal, letting the user know the construction
// succeeded.
// Commented out because this needs a queue to not look grotesque in an RTOS
//Serial.print("Motor " + motorID + " is on.");

/** \brief This method will turn the motor off.
* \details This sets the motor to slow down to a stop without braking. It works by
* setting the H-bridge input pins to 0, which grounds the motor output,
* providing a freewheeling stop. It only works when the motor is currently on and
* a diagnostic message is printed to the terminal for debugging purposes.
*/
void MotorDriver::off(void)
{
// Check to see if the motor is actually on
if (motorOn)
{
// Set INA and INB to LOW to enable freewheeling
digitalWriteDirect(INA,LOW);
digitalWriteDirect(INB,LOW);
// Set the internal motor state boolean to "OFF"
motorOn = OFF;

}

}

/**
*
*
*
*
*/

// Send a message to the terminal, letting the user know the construction
// succeeded.
// Commented out because this needs a queue to not look grotesque in an RTOS
//Serial.print("Motor " + motorID + " is freewheeling.");

\brief This method will brake the motor.
\details This sets the motor to brake by shorting the wiring between the H-bridge
pins to Vcc, effectively braking the motor and providing a quicker stop than the
off() method. This only works when the motor is currently on and a diagnostic
message is printed to the terminal for debugging purposes.

void MotorDriver::brake(void)
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if (motorOn)
{
// Set INA and INB to HIGH to brake forcibly
digitalWriteDirect(INA,HIGH);
digitalWriteDirect(INB,HIGH);
// Set the internal motor state boolean to "OFF"
motorOn = OFF;

}

}

// Send a message to the terminal, letting the user know the construction
// succeeded.
// Commented out because this needs a queue to not look grotesque in an RTOS
//Serial.print("Motor " + motorID + " is braking to VCC.");

/** \brief This method returns the number of the motor.
* \details This grabs the stored number of the motor and returns it, in case outside
* functions need to know what motor number to which a particular driver pointer
* refers.
*
* @return motorID The integer ID number for the motor object.
*/
uint8_t MotorDriver::getNumber(void)
{
return (motorID);
}
/** \brief This method returns the current power of the motor.
* \details This grabs the current PWM value for the motor and returns it, in case
* outside functions need to know what the motor speed and direction are.
*
* @return PWMLevel The current speed of the motor, in terms of its PWM frequency.
*/
int16_t MotorDriver::getSpeed(void)
{
return (PWMLevel);
}
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file MotorDriver.h
*
This file contains a driver for a motor connected to a VNH2SP30. It sets up an
*
object with access to the pins required to start the motor, set its speed, and
*
brake it to ground (freewheeling) or to VCC (hard braking).
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
*
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Updated documentation
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .H file from being included multiple times in a .CPP file
#ifndef _DUE_MOTORDRIVER_H_
#define _DUE_MOTORDRIVER_H_
#include <Arduino.h>
#include <DirectDigitalIO.h>
#include <Shares.h>

// Include standard Arduino libraries
// Include fast pin IO methods
// Include the shares header

/** \def ON
* \brief This define sets ON equal to TRUE for code readability.
*/
#define ON true
/** \def OFF
* \brief This define sets OFF equal to FALSE for code readability.
*/
#define OFF false
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This class controls motors hooked to a VNH2SP30 through an Arduino board.
* \details \parblock
* It leverages four pins on an Arduino Due and a VNH2SP30 motor driver.
* The methods of this class control the motor by changing
* the PWM frequency (duty cycle) driving the motor, motor activation/deactivation,
* "braking" of the motor.
*
* This class relies on wiring the two digital \a DIAG and \a EN pins on the
* VNH2SP30 to be wired together, as normal operation leaves them on HIGH and this
* wiring simplifies driver logic.
* Two more digital pins, \a INA and \a INB, are used to control motor direction and
* braking.
* Finally, an analog pin is required for PWM to control the motor's duty cycle.
*
* \note The VNH2SP30 ground for the motor input should never connect with the board
* ground directly. This will cause voltage fluctuation on the board ground,
* rendering external interrupts unusable.
* \endparblock
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*/
class MotorDriver
{
protected:
/** \brief PWM level for the motor object. Valid ranges are (-256 to 256).
*/
int16_t PWMLevel;
/** \brief Storage variable for the motor object's PWM pin on the H-bridge
*/
uint8_t PWMPin;
/** \brief Storage variable for the motor object's DIAG/EN pin on the H-bridge
*/
uint8_t DIAG;
/** \brief Storage variable for the motor object's INA pin on the H-bridge
*/
uint8_t INA;
/** \brief Storage variable for the motor object's INB pin on the H-bridge
*/
uint8_t INB;
/** \brief ID number for the motor
*/
uint8_t motorID;
/** \brief Variable that tracks if motor is on or not
*/
bool motorOn;
public:
// The constructor sets up the motor port for use.
MotorDriver (uint8_t newMotorNumber,
uint8_t PWMpin, uint8_t DIAGpin,
uint8_t INApin, uint8_t INBpin);
// This method sets the power for the motor. It takes a signed 16 bit integer
// as a new power lever and changes the duty cycle of the power output to the
// motor to reflect this new power level.
void setSpeed(int16_t newSpeed);
// This function turns the motor on. This will turn on the power supplied
// to the motor to match that power already assigned to this motor driver.
void on(void);
// This method turns the motor off. It removes the power supplied, and
// so puts the motor in a "free-wheel" or "brake to ground" state.
void off(void);
// This method "brakes" the motor. That is, it will damp the motor rotation
// by shorting the inputs. This way the bak-EMF generated by the motor will
// support a magnetic field which naturally resists the motor's rotation.
// This is different from the "off" state.
void brake(void);
// This method returns the number of the motor driver to an outside source.
uint8_t getNumber(void);
// This method returns the current PWM level of the motor.
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int16_t getSpeed(void);
}; // end of class MotorDriver
#endif // _DUE_MOTORDRIVER_H_
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file QueueStructure.h
*
This file contains the structure for queue data for the CSM Label Cutter.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .H file from being included multiple times in a .CPP file
#ifndef _DUE_QUEUESTRUCTURE_H_
#define _DUE_QUEUESTRUCTURE_H_
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This is the constant that decides the max number of items in a queue.
*/
static const uint8_t MaxQueueLength = 30;
/** \brief This is the constant that decides the max number of characters in a string.
*/
static const uint8_t MaxStringLength = 20;
/**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

\struct queueStructure
\brief This is the structure used to send text data between
\details This structure holds an identifier for the type of
well as a message itself. The messageID can be used to vary
of a queued item, as suggested in the \c QueueWrapper class

tasks.
a stored message, as
a function's treatment
documentation.

As such, it functions a lot like a rudimentary packet. Data can be accessed in the
standard name.data method:
\code
// Set the message ID for the structure to 1
queueStruct.messageID = 1;
// While the queueStructure character data item is not empty or null-terminated,
// do something
while (&(queueStruct.charData))
{
...
}
\endcode
\note This is not currently used in the cutter's code, but it shows a simple
packet implementation, so it was left in for possible future use or expansion.
\warning Trying to directly write to the queueStructure.charData item will not
work, as it is a character array - using a string copy function (like
\c QueueWrapper::strcpy() or \c TextQueue::puts()) is the only way to perform a
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* "setting" operation.
*
* p
@aram messageID An identification of the particular message type.
* @param charData A character array used to transmit strings between tasks with
*
a maximum size dictated by the constant \c MaxStringLength.
*/
typedef struct queueStructure
{
/** \brief An identification of the particular message type
*/
uint8_t messageID;
/** \brief A character array used to transmit strings between tasks with
*
a maximum size dictated by the constant \c MaxStringLength.
*/
char charData[MaxStringLength];
};
#endif // _DUE_QUEUESTRUCTURE_H_
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file QueueWrapper.cpp
*
This file contains a wrapper for FreeRTOS queues.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
#include
#include
#include
#include

<Arduino.h>
<itoa.h>
<FreeRTOS_ARM.h>
<QueueWrapper.h>

//
//
//
//

Include
Include
Include
Include

standard Arduino libraries
standard integer to string lib
the header for ARM FreeRTOS
queue wrapper class header

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This constructor sets up a queue wrapper.
* \details It takes a FreeRTOS queue handle in and saves it for storing and
* retrieving data later.
* @param queue A pointer to the queue's handle for general operation
*/
QueueWrapper::QueueWrapper (xQueueHandle* queue)
{
// Save a pointer to the queue in the object pointer
pHandle = queue;
}
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This method creates the queue with the handle given on construction.
* \details The queue created uses a \c queueStructure data type, which is essentially
* a rudimentary packet (which stores text and data).
*/
void QueueWrapper::create(void)
{
// Initialize a queue with the specified MaxQueueLength and MaxStringLength
*pHandle = xQueueCreate( MaxQueueLength, sizeof (queueStructure *) );
if( *pHandle == 0 )
{
Serial.println("Something has gone terribly wrong! Couldn't create queue.");
}
}
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This method sends data to the print queue.
* \details This method sends data to the print queue.
* @param message The incoming message, collected in a \c queueStructure.
*/
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void QueueWrapper::send(queueStructure * message)
{
// Create a pointer to the new message and point it to the newly created structure
queueStructure *txMessage;
txMessage = message;

}

// Stuff the message structure into the FreeRTOS queue
xQueueSendToBack( *pHandle, ( void * ) &message, portMAX_DELAY );

/** \brief This method receives data from the print queue.
* \details This method recieves data to the print queue.
* @param rStruct A reference to the structure that will recieve the message
*/
void QueueWrapper::recieve(queueStructure& rStruct)
{
if( *pHandle != 0 )
{
// Receive a message on the created queue.
// Block for max time if a message is not immediately available.
if( xQueueReceive( *pHandle,
// Queue to read
& (pRxedMessage ),
// Receiving struct.
portMAX_DELAY // Wait time
)
)
{
recievedMessage = true;
rStruct = *pRxedMessage;
}
else

}

}

{
}

recievedMessage = false;

/** \brief This method sends an 8-bit integer to be printed
* @param value The value to store in the array
* @param destination The character array to store data in
*/
void QueueWrapper::print(uint8_t value, queueStructure* destination)
{
itoa(value, destination->charData, 10);
send(destination);
};
/** \brief This method sends a 16-bit integer to be printed
* @param value The value to store in the array
* @param destination The character array to store data in
*/
void QueueWrapper::print(uint16_t value, queueStructure* destination)
{
itoa(value, destination->charData, 10);
send(destination);
};
/** \brief This method sends a 32-bit integer to be printed
* @param value The value to store in the array
* @param destination The character array to store data in
*/
void QueueWrapper::print(uint32_t value, queueStructure* destination)
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{

itoa(value, destination->charData, 10);
send(destination);
};
/** \brief This method sends an 8-bit integer to be printed
* @param value The value to store in the array
* @param id The message identification for the integer
* @param destination The character array to store data in
*/
void QueueWrapper::print(uint8_t value, uint8_t id, queueStructure* destination)
{
destination->messageID = id;
itoa(value, destination->charData, 10);
send(destination);
};
/** \brief This method sends a 16-bit integer to be printed
* @param value The value to store in the array
* @param id The message identification for the integer
* @param destination The character array to store data in
*/
void QueueWrapper::print(uint16_t value, uint8_t id, queueStructure* destination)
{
destination->messageID = id;
itoa(value, destination->charData, 10);
send(destination);
};
/** \brief This method sends a 32-bit integer to be printed
* @param value The value to store in the array
* @param id The message identification for the integer
* @param destination The character array to store data in
*/
void QueueWrapper::print(uint32_t value, uint8_t id, queueStructure* destination)
{
destination->messageID = id;
itoa(value, destination->charData, 10);
send(destination);
};
/** \brief This method sends a string pointer to be printed
* @param source The char to store in the array
* @param destination The character array to store data in
*/
void QueueWrapper::print(char* source, queueStructure* destination)
{
// Determine source string size, shorten it if needed
strcpy(source, destination->charData);

}

// Stuff the completed message in the queue
send(destination);

/** \brief This method sends a string pointer to be printed
* @param source The string to store in the array
* @param id The message identification for the string
* @param destination The character array to store data in
*/
void QueueWrapper::print(char* source, uint8_t id, queueStructure* destination)
{
// Set the messageID appropriately
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destination->messageID = id;
// Determine source string size, shorten it if needed
strcpy(source, destination->charData);

}

// Stuff the completed message in the queue
send(destination);

/** \brief This method copies a string into another string
* \details This method determines the size of the source string, copies the contents
* into the destination string (up until the \c MaxStringLength), and appends a
* null character after the final character.
* @param destination The string to copy into
* @param source The string to copy from
*/
void QueueWrapper::strcpy(char* source, char* destination)
{
// Determine source string size, shorten it if needed
uint8_t size;
for (size = 0; size < MaxStringLength ; size ++)
{
if (destination[size] = 0)
{
break;
}
}

}

// Copy the source string into the destination string & terminate with 0
for (uint8_t i = 0; i < (size-1); i++)
{
destination[i] = source[i];
}
destination[size] = 0;
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file QueueWrapper.h
*
This file is the header for a wrapper for ureeRTOS queues. Currently, it requires
*
an outside queueStructure for each message. It might be worthwhile to ditch the
*
structure and rely on copying character arrays into the queue - something to look
*
into in the future.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOuTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES Ou MERCHANTABILITY AND uITNESS uOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE uOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT Ou SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS Ou USE, DATA, OR PROuITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY Ou LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT Ou THE USE
*
Ou THIS SOuTWARE, EVEN Iu ADVISED Ou THE POSSIBILITY Ou SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .H file from being included multiple times in a .CPP file
#ifndef _DUE_QUEUEWRAPPER_H_
#define _DUE_QUEUEWRAPPER_H_
#include <Arduino.h>
#include <ureeRTOS_ARM.h>
#include "QueueStructure.h"

// Include standard Arduino libraries
// Include ureeRTOS libraries

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This class acts as a wrapper for packet-style ureeRTOS queues.
* \details \parblock
* It deals with \c queueStructure data types, which hold a "data type"
* element as well as a "character data/string" element. The current implementation
* is somewhat clunky, especially with the combination of the Arduino environment and
* ureeRTOS.
*
* In order to implement queues, first create a queue handle and QueueWrapper object:
* \code
* // This is the queue used to print diagnostic messages.
* // It will hold a maximum of 30 pointers to character arrays,
* // which are printed out in the Serial Print Task.
* xQueueHandle printQueue;
*
* // This is the wrapper for the ureeRTOS printQueue
* QueueWrapper printWrapper(&printQueue);
* \endcode
*
* In order to queue a message, create a queueStructure with the message and a
* reference to the queueStructure:
* \code
* // Create a queueStructure to hold relevant data
* queueStructure queueMessage =
* {
*
0,
// Data Type
*
"Unique message"
// Text message
* }
*
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*
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

2

// Create a reference to the queueStructure
queueStructure& pQueueMessage = &queueMessage;
\endcode
To store a queueStructure into the queue, simply pass the reference to the
\c send(queueStructure * message) function:
\code
send(pQueueMessage);
\endcode
And, finally, to recieve messages from the queue, a queueStructure must be created
to hold incoming data, a reference to that structure must be created, and the
recieve(queueStructure& rStruct) method must be called using the reference:
\code
// Create a queueStructure to hold relevant data
queueStructure rxedMessage =
{
0,
// Data Type
"Unique message"
// Text message
}
// Create a reference to the queueStructure
queueStructure& pRxedMessage = &rxedMessage;
...
// Recieve a waiting message from the queue
recieve(pRxedMessage);
\endcode
As an example, a read-out implementation might check to see what the data type is,
print out its type before the message, and then print out the message:
\code
// Check to see if there's anything in the print queue - if yes, print
printWrapper.recieve(pRxedMessage);
if (printWrapper.recievedMessage == 1)
{
switch (pRxedMessage.messageID)
{
// This handles messages for which no ID is given - it does nothing
case _UNDEuINED_M:
{
break;
}
// This handles messages for which an X-position ID is given
case _X_POSITION_M:
{
Serial.print("X Position: ");
break;
}
// This handles messages for which a Y-position ID is given
case _Y_POSITION_M:
{
Serial.print("Y Position: ");
break;
}
// This handles messages for which a diagnostic ID is given
case _DIAGNOSTIC_M:
{
Serial.print("DIAG: ");
break;
}
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*
// This handles messages for which an error ID is given
*
case _ERROR_M:
*
{
*
Serial.print("ERROR: ");
*
break;
*
}
*
}
*
// Print out the recieved message after the ID-based string
*
Serial.println(pRxedMessage.charData);
* \endcode
* \endparblock
*/
class QueueWrapper
{
private:
protected:
public:
/** \brief The handle for the queue that this class handles
*/
xQueueHandle* pHandle;
// The constructor sets up the queue wrapper for use.
QueueWrapper (xQueueHandle* queue);
// The method creates a queue with the given handle.
void create (void);
// This method sends text to the print queue.
void send(queueStructure * message);//char* pString
// This function gets text from the print queue.
void recieve(queueStructure& rStruct);
// This function converts sends an 8-bit integer to be printed.
void print(uint8_t value, queueStructure* destination);
// This function converts sends a 16-bit integer to be printed.
void print(uint16_t value, queueStructure* destination);
// This function converts sends a 32-bit integer to be printed.
void print(uint32_t value, queueStructure* destination);
// This function converts sends an 8-bit integer to be printed.
void print(uint8_t value, uint8_t id, queueStructure* destination);
// This function converts sends a 16-bit integer to be printed.
void print(uint16_t value, uint8_t id, queueStructure* destination);
// This function converts sends a 32-bit integer to be printed.
void print(uint32_t value, uint8_t id, queueStructure* destination);
// This function converts sends a string to be printed.
void print(char* value, queueStructure* destination);
// This function converts sends a string to be printed.
void print(char* value, uint8_t id, queueStructure* destination);
// This function copies a string into another string
void strcpy(char* value, char* destination);
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/** \brief This variable stores the status of recieved messages
*/
bool recievedMessage;
/** \brief This variable stores the pointer to the recieved message
*/
queueStructure *pRxedMessage;
}; // end of class QueueWrapper
#endif // _DUE_QUEUEWRAPPER_H_
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file Shares.h
*
This file contains shared variables between all tasks in which this header file
*
is included. It declares previously declared variables as extern,
*
allowing for the inclusion of this file to import them into any class.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
*
\li 11-17-2014 CSM Added in externs for LS enable semaphores
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .H file from being included multiple times in a .CPP file
#ifndef _DUE_SHARES_H_
#define _DUE_SHARES_H_
#include <Arduino.h>
#include <FreeRTOS_ARM.h>
#include <TextQueue.h>

// Include standard Arduino libraries
// Include FreeRTOS header

/** \def DEBUG_PRINT
* \brief Enables or disables printouts for debugging.
* \details This should be used <b>solely for diagnostics</b> and, as such, should
* only appear in drivers and similar files. Tasks use their own pointers to the
* \c TextQueue.
*/
#define DEBUG_PRINT 0
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Semaphores
// declared in
extern volatile
extern volatile
extern volatile
extern volatile
extern volatile
extern volatile
extern volatile
extern volatile
extern volatile
extern volatile

CNCMain.ino
xSemaphoreHandle
xSemaphoreHandle
xSemaphoreHandle
xSemaphoreHandle
xSemaphoreHandle
xSemaphoreHandle
xSemaphoreHandle
xSemaphoreHandle
xSemaphoreHandle
xSemaphoreHandle

xAxisZeroed;
yAxisZeroed;
yLimitSwitchEnabled;
xLimitSwitchEnabled;
xStepComplete;
yStepComplete;
xAxisComplete;
yAxisComplete;
feedAdvanceComplete;
calibrationComplete;

// Constants for motor speed
// declared in CNCMain.ino
extern const int16_t MaxPWMFrequency;
// Constants for cutting area
// declared in CuttingDriver.cpp
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extern const int32_t XAxisLength;
extern const int32_t YAxisLength;
// Text Queue Share
// This can be used to import textQueue into drivers for debugging purposes
extern TextQueue* pSerialDebug;
#endif // _DUE_SHARES_H_
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file TextQueue.cpp
*
This file contains the methods used to handle data in text queues in a
*
FreeRTOS environment. It allows for quick handling of character and integer data
*
by using \c >> operators to mimic the function of the C++ standard library
*
cout. The actual operator declarations are made in files titled
*
TextQueue_(paricular_data_type).cpp
*
* Revisions:
*
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 12-05-2014 CSM Updated documentation
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
#include <TextQueue.h>

// Include queue wrapper class header

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This constructor sets up a text queue.
* \details It creates a queue with a given \a size and \a blockTime, allowing for
* the storage of text data.
* @param size An unsigned integer that declares the size of the queue
* @param blockTime A \a portTickType item that sets queue blocking time for writing
*/
TextQueue::TextQueue(uint16_t size, portTickType blockTime)
{
// Create a FreeRTOS queue object which holds the given number of characters
textQueue = xQueueCreate (size, sizeof (char));
// Create the mutex used to prevent simultaneous read/writes
textMutex = xSemaphoreCreateMutex();

}

// Store the wait time; it will be used when writing to the queue
blockingTime = blockTime;

/** \brief This constructor sets up a text queue.
* \details It creates a queue with a given \a size, allowing for
* the storage of text data. Because blocking time is unspecified in this case, the
* maximum blocking time, \a portMAX_DELAY (which is, roughly speaking, infinity), is
* used in its place
* @param size An unsigned integer that declares the size of the queue
*/
TextQueue::TextQueue(uint16_t size)
{
// Create a FreeRTOS queue object which holds the given number of characters
textQueue = xQueueCreate (size, sizeof (char));
// Create the mutex used to prevent simultaneous read/writes
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textMutex = xSemaphoreCreateMutex();

}

// Store the wait time; it will be used for the mutex & when writing to the queue
blockingTime = portMAX_DELAY;

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This method puts a character into a queue.
* \details It places a character at the back of a FreeRTOS queue using the
* \c xQueueSendToBack() function, which, unsurprisingly sends it to the bottom of the
* queue's data stack. This makes the queue a FIFO object.
* @param pChar This is the character to be stored in the queue
*/
bool TextQueue::put(char pChar)
{
// Try to stuff the character into the queue - if we did, return true
if (xQueueSendToBack (textQueue, &pChar, blockingTime))
{
return (true);
}

}
/**
*
*
*
*
*/

// If we couldn't put the character in the queue, return false
else
{
return (false);
}
\brief This method sends data to the print queue.
\details It makes use of a FreeRTOS MuTex (mutual exclusion) semaphore to prevent
simultaneous write attempts to the queue - this keeps outgoing text from being
severed in translation and garbled as a result.
@param pString A pointer to the first character in the string to be queued

void TextQueue::puts(char const* pString)
{
// See if we can obtain the semaphore. If the semaphore is not available
// wait indefinitely for it to become free.
if( xSemaphoreTake(textMutex, blockingTime) == pdTRUE )
{
// Until we reach a null character, keep putting characters in the queue
while (*pString)
{
//Serial.print(*pString);
put(*pString++);
}
}

}
/**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/

// Give back the mutex semaphore, allowing other things to access the queue
xSemaphoreGive(textMutex);
\brief This method checks to see if the queue has items waiting inside.
\details It leverages the FreeRTOS \c uxQueueMessagesWaiting() function,
which basically peeks at a queue and returns \c false if there is no data
in the queue and \c true if there is data. It's necessary to use this method
to check for data (or the actual \c xQueuePeek() function), otherwise you clobber
the data in the queue when you check for it.
@return This is the indicator of whether or not there is data in the queue
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bool TextQueue::checkWaiting(void)
{
if (uxQueueMessagesWaiting (textQueue) == 0)
{
return (false);
}
return (true);
}
/** \brief This method gets a character from the text queue.
* \details It creates a temporary storage element for the queue to
* dump a character, then leverages the FreeRTOS \c xQueueRecieve() function to
* store the queued data and returns it. If there is no data, a -1 is returned * this is the ASCII equivalent of nothing (or "" / '').
* @return The received character or an empty character
*/
char TextQueue::get(void)
{
// Create a character to hold the data
char rxChar;
// If xQueueReceive doesn't return pdTrue, nothing was found in the queue
if (xQueueReceive (textQueue, &rxChar, portMAX_DELAY) != pdTRUE)
{
return (-1);
}

}

// rxChar was filled from the queue - return it
return (rxChar);
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file TextQueue.h
*
This file contains the declarations for methods used to handle data in text
*
queues in a FreeRTOS environment. It allows for quick handling of character and
*
integer data by using \c >> operators to mimic the function of the C++ standard
*
library cout.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
\li 01-26-2015 CSM Included declarations for float handling
*
*
\li 01-27-2015 CSM Changed declarations for float methods
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .H file from being included multiple times in a .CPP file
#ifndef _DUE_TEXTQUEUE_H_
#define _DUE_TEXTQUEUE_H_
#include <FreeRTOS_ARM.h>
#include "TextStream.h"
#include "itoa.h"

// Include FreeRTOS libraries
// Include the text stream header
// Include processor-dependent itoa library

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This class acts as a wrapper for FreeRTOS queues.
* \details This class controls the use of FreeRTOS-based text queues by implementing
* \c TextStream. It allows for the creation of a queue (named textQueue, below)
* through the following methods:
* \code
* static TextQueue textQueue(uint16_t size);
* static TextQueue textQueue(uint16_t size, portTickType blockTime);
* \endcode
*
* \note In FreeRTOS, \c TextQueue objects need to be created as static, otherwise
* references to them get garbled and really funky stuff happens with their contents
* during printing.
*
* After this, registering data into queues is handled for characters, strings, as
* well as 8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit signed and unsigned integers. There are, however,
* no easy implementations for floats at this time.
*
* In order to store data in a queue, the \c << operator (used to print characters to
* a C++ terminal with the standard library \c cout) is overloaded for all supported
* data types, thus commands as those shown below will store character data in the
* queue (assumed to be named textQueue) properly:
* \code
* textQueue << (uint32_t) 4E8;
*
* int16_t xPosition = 32500;
* textQueue << xPosition;
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\endcode
The great boon of using \a << operators, however, lies in the fact that outputs can
be strung together to produce complex strings, as such:
\code
uint32_t yPosition = 65533;
uint32_t xPosition = 468;
textQueue << "Y-position: "<< yPosition << endl << "X-position: "<< xPosition << endl;
\endcode
\warning This class relies on \b platform-specific implementations of \c itoa(),
\c utoa(), and \c ultoa(). As such, the methods in
\c TextQueue_int.cpp
(\c operator<<(int8_t num), \c operator<<(int16_t num), \c operator<<(int32_t num) )
and
\c TextQueue_uint.cpp
(\c operator<<(uint8_t num), \c operator<<(uint16_t num),
\c operator<<(uint32_t num) )
may behave strangely without proper implementations of these three functions.

class TextQueue : public TextStream
{
private:
protected:
/** \brief The handle for the queue we use
*/
xQueueHandle textQueue;
/** \brief The mutex we use to prevent multiple read/writes at the same time
*/
xSemaphoreHandle textMutex;
/** \brief Number of RTOS ticks to wait for a free spot in the queue
*/
portTickType blockingTime;
// Pointer to serial device
//Serial* pSerial;
public:
// This constructor sets up a TextQueue with a blocking time
TextQueue(uint16_t size, portTickType blockTime);
// This constructor sets up a TextQueue with the maximum blocking time
TextQueue(uint16_t size);
// The put function places a character in the queue.
bool put(char pChar);
// The puts function calls put() and shuffles through an entire string
void puts(char const* p_str);
// The checkWaiting function checks the queue for items
bool checkWaiting(void);
// The get function returns the top item from the queue
char get(void);
// This << operator stuffs a character into the queue
TextQueue& operator<< (char pChar);
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// This << operator stuffs a string into the queue
TextQueue& ope
rator << (const char* pString);
// This << operator stuffs a signed 8-bit integer into the queue
TextQueue& ope
rator << (int8_t num);
// This << operator stuffs a signed 16-bit integer into the queue
TextQueue& ope
rator << (int16_t num);
// This << operator stuffs a signed 32-bit integer into the queue
TextQueue& ope
rator << (int32_t num);
// This << operator stuffs an unsigned 8-bit integer into the queue
TextQueue& ope
rator << (uint8_t num);
// This << operator stuffs an unsigned 16-bit integer into the queue
TextQueue& ope
rator << (uint16_t num);
// This << operator stuffs an unsigned 32-bit integer into the queue
TextQueue& ope
rator << (uint32_t num);
// This << operator stuffs a float into the queue
TextQueue& ope
rator << (float num);
// Convert a float to a string
void ftoa(float n, char *res, int8_t afterpoint);
// Reverse a string
void ftoa_reverse(char *str, int16_t len);
// Convert an integer to a string
int16_t ftoa_intToStr(int32_t x, char str[], char sign, int8_t d);
}; // end of class TextQueue
#endif // _DUE_TEXTQUEUE_H_
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file TextQueue_char.cpp
*
This file contains declarations for character- and string-handling \c >>
*
operators for the \c TextQueue class.
*
* Revisions:
*
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
#include <TextQueue.h>

// Include text queue class header

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This operator writes a character to a text queue
* @return A reference to the text queue to which the data is written
* @param pChar The character to be added to the queue
*/
TextQueue& TextQueue::operator<< (char pChar)
{
put(pChar);
return(*this);
}
/** \brief This operator writes a string to a text queue
* @return A reference to the text queue to which the data is written
* @param pString A pointer to the first character in the string to add to the queue
*/
TextQueue& TextQueue::operator<< (const char* pString)
{
puts(pString);
return(*this);
}
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file TextQueue_float.cpp
*
This file contains declarations for float-handling \c >>
*
operators for the \c TextQueue class.
*
* Revisions:
*
\li 01-26-2015 CSM Base project file
*
\li 01-27-2015 CSM Fixed issues with converting negative numbers
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2015 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
#include <TextQueue.h>

// Include text queue class header

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This operator writes a float to a text queue.
* \details The resolution of this method is limited to a maximum of 4 decimal places,
* but it can be less, due to the nature of floats on embedded platforms. Floats only
* have 6 or 7 digits of precision, before and after the decimal point. So both
* 1.111444f and 2345678.f max out a float.
* @return A reference to the text queue to which the data is written
* @param num The float to be added to the queue
*/
TextQueue& TextQueue::operator<< (float num)
{
char string[33];
TextQueue::ftoa(num, string, 4);
puts(string);
}

return(*this);

/** \brief This method converts a float to a character array
* @param n The float to be converted
* @param *res Pointer to a character array to store output, the "return"
* @param afterpoint Number of decimal places to store
*/
void TextQueue::ftoa(float n, char *res, int8_t afterpoint)
{
// Here, create a sign value and negate the float if it's negative
// because we can't actually handle negative numbers with intToStr()
char sign = '\0';
if (n < 0)
{
sign = '-';
n = -n;
}
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// Extract integer part of the float
int32_t ipart = (int32_t)n;
// Extract decimal part of the float
// If it's negative, don't let it be negative
float fpart = n - (float)ipart;
// Convert integer part to string
int16_t i = TextQueue::ftoa_intToStr(ipart, res, sign, 0);
// Check for display option after point
if (afterpoint != 0)
{
// add dot
res[i] = '.';
// Get the value of fraction part upto given no.
// of points after dot. The third parameter is needed
// to handle cases like 233.007
// This relies on the Arduino pow() implementation, but it's pretty
// standard in other math libraries
fpart = fpart * pow(10, afterpoint);

}

}

TextQueue::ftoa_intToStr((int32_t)fpart, res + i + 1, 0, afterpoint);

/** \brief This method reverses a string of a given length.
* @param *str Pointer to a character array to reverse
* @param len The number of elements in \c *str
*/
void TextQueue::ftoa_reverse(char *str, int16_t len)
{
int i=0, j=len-1, temp;
while (i<j)
{
temp = str[i];
str[i] = str[j];
str[j] = temp;
i++; j--;
}
}
/** \brief Converts a given integer x to string str[]. d is the number
* @param x Integer to convert to string
* @param str[] The input string
* @param sign The sign of the incoming number
* @param d Number of digits required in output
*/
int16_t TextQueue::ftoa_intToStr(int32_t x, char str[], char sign, int8_t d)
{
int16_t i = 0;
// While the divided int doesn't equal 0, convert it
// We have to be a bit careful here, because if we have a negative number, this
// method would have no idea how to deal with it
while (x)
{
str[i++] = (x%10) + '0';
x = x/10;
}
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// If we do have a negative input, place the sign at the end of the string,
// which flops it to the front via reverse()
if (sign)
{
str[i++] = sign;
}
// If number of digits required is more, then
// add 0s at the beginning
while (i < d)
{
str[i++] = '0';
}
// Swap the order of elements in the string
TextQueue::ftoa_reverse(str, i);
// This is sort of unnecessary, but we might as well terminate the string
// in case it's somehow accessed
str[i] = '\0';

}

// Return the decimal point location
return i;
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file TextQueue_int.cpp
*
This file contains declarations for signed-integer-handling \c >>
*
operators for the \c TextQueue class.
*
* Revisions:
*
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
#include <TextQueue.h>

// Include text queue class header

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This operator writes an 8-bit signed integer to a text queue
* @return A reference to the text queue to which the data is written
* @param num The 8-bit signed integer to be added to the queue
*/
TextQueue& TextQueue::operator<< (int8_t num)
{
char string[9];
itoa(num, string, 10);
puts(string);
}

return(*this);

/** \brief This operator writes a 16-bit signed integer to a text queue
* @return A reference to the text queue to which the data is written
* @param num The 16-bit signed integer to be added to the queue
*/
TextQueue& TextQueue::operator<< (int16_t num)
{
char string[17];
itoa(num, string, 10);
puts(string);
}

return(*this);

/** \brief This operator writes a 32-bit signed integer to a text queue
* @return A reference to the text queue to which the data is written
* @param num The 32-bit signed integer to be added to the queue
*/
TextQueue& TextQueue::operator<< (int32_t num)
{
char string[33];
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itoa(num, string, 10);
puts(string);
}

return(*this);
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file TextQueue_uint.cpp
*
This file contains declarations for nsigned-integer-handling \c >>
*
operators for the \c TextQueue class.
*
* Revisions:
*
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
#include <TextQueue.h>

// Include text queue class header

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This operator writes an 8-bit unsigned integer to a text queue
* @return A reference to the text queue to which the data is written
* @param num The 8-bit unsigned integer to be added to the queue
*/
TextQueue& TextQueue::operator<< (uint8_t num)
{
char string[9];
utoa(num, string, 10);
puts(string);
}

return (*this);

/** \brief This operator writes a 16-bit unsigned integer to a text queue
* @return A reference to the text queue to which the data is written
* @param num The 16-bit unsigned integer to be added to the queue
*/
TextQueue& TextQueue::operator<< (uint16_t num)
{
char string[17];
utoa(num, string, 10);
puts(string);
}

return (*this);

/** \brief This operator writes an 16-bit unsigned integer to a text queue
* @return A reference to the text queue to which the data is written
* @param num The 16-bit unsigned integer to be added to the queue
*/
TextQueue& TextQueue::operator<< (uint32_t num)
{
char str[33];
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toa(num, str, 10);
puts(str);
}

return (*this);
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file TextStream.cpp
*
This file contains the methods used to take in data for text queues. It
*
implements methods similar to those found in the standard C++ library
\c iostream, specifically the \c >> operators seen in \c cin.
*
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
#include <TextStream.h>
#include <Arduino.h>

// Include text stream class header
// Include Arduino header for Ser. In

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This constructor creates a TextStream object
* \details This constructor creates a TextStream object.
*
* \todo Currently, this entire class relies on Arduino-supplied code, which will
* be hard to port without a specific platform in mind. If the same processor is
* chosen for the final platform, it will be possible to leverage the USART functions
* provided by ATMEL in the Atmel Software Framework for the SAM3X8E to ease
* programming. (\c usart.h and \c usart.c)
*
* \warning This class contains Arduino-specific code and should be changed upon
* choosing a non-prototype platform.
*/
TextStream::TextStream(void)
{
// When moved to a specific device platform, this constructor should probably
// set up a serial port so its functions can be used
// Additionally, a "wait until it's set up" sort of function, such as the
// ATMEL-provided \c USART_IsRxReady() would be good to ensure the first few
// messages aren't lost.
// Create a FreeRTOS queue object which holds the given number of characters
readQueue = xQueueCreate (2048, sizeof (char));

}

// Store the wait time; it will be used for the mutex & when writing to the queue
blockingTime = portMAX_DELAY;

/** \brief This method checks the serial input flag for a waiting character
* \details It checks the serial input flag for a waiting character - it
* currently uses the Arduino Serial class to check the flag.
*
* \warning This must be changed to something platform-specific upon deciding on
* one later.
*/
bool TextStream::available(void)
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bool returnBool = false;
if (Serial.available())
{
returnBool = true;
}
else if (uxQueueMessagesWaiting (readQueue) != 0)
{
returnBool = true;
}

}

// First, take ALL available
return(returnBool);

/** \brief This method grabs serial input data and stores it in a buffer
* \details It grabs a character waiting to be received on the serial port - it currently
* uses the Arduino Serial class to check the flag.
* \warning This must be changed to something platform specific upon deciding on
* one later.
*/
char TextStream::read(void)
{
// Create a character to hold the data
char rxChar;
if (uxQueueMessagesWaiting (readQueue) == 0)
{
// We'd better have something waiting to be read if there's nothing in the
// queue
while (Serial.available())
{
rxChar = Serial.read();

}

}

xQueueSendToBack (readQueue, &rxChar, blockingTime);

// Reset the character, mostly for a sanity check
rxChar = '\0';
// If xQueueReceive doesn't return pdTrue, nothing was found in the queue
if (xQueueReceive (readQueue, &rxChar, portMAX_DELAY) != pdTRUE)
{
// Hopefully we don't ever have an issue
return(-1);
}
}

return (rxChar);

/** \brief This >> operator reads serial data into recievedChar
*/
TextStream& TextStream::operator>> (char& pInput)
{
pInput = read();
return (*this);
}
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//*************************************************************************************
/** \file TextStream.h
*
This file contains the declarations for methods used to take in data for
*
text queues. It implements methods similar to those found in the standard
*
C++ library \c iostream, specifically the \c >> operators seen in \c cin.
*
* Revisions:
\li 08-29-2014 CSM Base project file
*
*
* License:
*
This file is copyright 2013 by CSM. It currently intended for educational use
*
only, but its use is not limited thereto. */
/*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
*
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
*
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
*
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
*
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUEN*
TIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
*
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
*
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
*
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
*
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */
//*************************************************************************************
// This define prevents this .H file from being included multiple times in a .CPP file
#ifndef _DUE_TEXTSTREAM_H_
#define _DUE_TEXTSTREAM_H_
/** \def endl
* \brief Defines the standard iostream endl as the endline character
*/
#define endl "\r\n"
#include <FreeRTOS_ARM.h>
#include "itoa.h"

// Include FreeRTOS libraries
// Include processor-dependent itoa library

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/** \brief This class serves as a prototype for serial-data-handling classes.
* \details It creates the backbone for FreeRTOS-based text queues and relies on
* several pure-virtual methods (which must be overwritten in classes that implement
* this class) to ensure that
*
* \note Any classes that implement this class must provide their own implementations
* for: bool put(char pChar), void puts(char const* pString), bool checkWaiting(void),
* and char get(void). Sample implementations are shown in \c TextQueue.
*/
class TextStream
{
private:
protected:
// The constructor for the TextStream method, protected so you can't abuse it
TextStream(void);
/** \brief The handle for the queue we use
*/
xQueueHandle readQueue;
/** \brief Number of RTOS ticks to wait for a free spot in the queue
*/
portTickType blockingTime;
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public:
/** \brief A pure virtual put function that must be overwritten
*/
virtual bool put(char pChar) = 0;
/** \brief A pure virtual puts function that must be overwritten
*/
virtual void puts(char const* pString) = 0;
/** \brief A pure virtual checkWaiting function that must be overwritten
*/
virtual bool checkWaiting(void) = 0;
/** \brief A pure virtual get function that must be overwritten
*/
virtual char get(void) = 0;
// The available function checks for a character in the serial buffer
bool available(void);
// The read function reads the serial port
char read(void);
// This >> operator reads serial data into recievedChar
TextStream& operator>> (char& pInput);
}; // end of class TextQueue
#endif // _DUE_TEXTSTREAM_H_
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